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How to Use the Plan
The design of this General Plan is intended to make the use of this
document as user friendly as possible. A number of elements have been
included in order to make navigation through the digital version of the plan
Index

simple and understandable.

Context
Best Practices
Projects

Table of Contents

General Plan Map

In the margin of each page is a small table of contents, as shown to the

Appendix

left, showing the user which section of the plan they are currently reading.

Example of the table of contents
icon, found on each page of the
General Plan.

By clicking on this table, users will be taken directly to the main Table of
Contents page at the beginning of the document, from which users can
navigate to any other section of the General Plan.
Best Practices Hyperlinks
Within the document are numerous internal hyperlinks that, when clicked,
take you immediately to another page. Throughout the document are small
icons for each of the “Best Practices” topics, such as those shown to the
left. These icons indicate to the user that there is more information located
in the Best Practices section that is pertinent to the topic being discussed.

Example of internally hyperlinked
icons found in this General Plan.

Additional Hyperlinks
Throughout the document are additional hyperlinks, highlighted in blue text,
such as this: hyperlink. This change in color tells the user that there is
additional information within the document, or a website located outside the
General Plan, that will provide further information. Clicking on this blue text
will take the user directly to that part of the plan or to the external website.
Bookmarks
The portable digital file (PDF) format of this General Plan allows for
additional bookmarks that improve navigational ability. These bookmarks,

Adobe Acrobat Reader bookmark
icon.

vi

located on the left side of the main document browser, can quickly move
users from one section to another.
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Background
The Emigration Canyon Township General Plan is a part of an on-going
Salt Lake County effort that began over forty years ago. In 1965, Salt Lake
County adopted a General Master Plan for the entire Salt Lake Valley. This
plan divided the county into seven large planning districts, one being the
Emigration Canyon District. In 1985, Salt Lake County adopted the first
Emigration Canyon Master Plan as an update to the 1965 planning efforts.
A new Emigration Canyon General Plan was developed by Salt Lake
County and adopted in November 1999.
All research and public input that was gathered during the previous
General Plan update process has been utilized in the creation of the
current document. All existing material was evaluated and updated where
necessary to include all feedback and public workshops in which the
community participated. General plans for all areas of unincorporated Salt
Lake County are available for review on the Planning and Development

(Photo: David J. Gellner, SLCo
Planning)

Services web site: http://www.pwpds.slco.org/zoning/html/generalPlan.html
Emigration Canyon Township encompasses a large portion of northeastern
Salt Lake County within the Wasatch Mountain Range of northern Utah.
The Emigration Township General Plan study area is bordered by Salt
Lake City on the west, follows City Creek Canyon and Red Butte Nature
Reserve Area boundaries on the north and northeast, and is bordered
by Summit County on the east and a small segment of Morgan County.
The southern border is the ridgeline separating Emigration Canyon from
Parley’s Canyon, which runs in a southwesterly direction toward the
boundary of Salt Lake City.
Emigration Canyon provides easy access to Salt Lake City, Park City and

Past and currnet planning efforts in
Emigration Township have involved
the public through workshops
and open houses. (Photo: Max
Johnson, SLCo Planning)

the Salt Lake Valley via the connection to I-80 in neighboring Parley’s
Canyon. Emigration also provides easy access to the University of
Utah and downtown Salt Lake City via Emigration Canyon Road, which
becomes Sunnyside Avenue or 800 South, a busy Salt Lake City street
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corridor and connector route. Emigration Canyon has become a popular
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place to live for many people who work in Salt Lake City or Park City due

Best Practices

to the easy access it provides to the Salt Lake Valley and points beyond

Projects

while also providing a living environment with notable natural beauty and

General Plan Map

serenity.
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What is a General Plan?
A general plan is the long-range plan for the physical development of a
community. The overall intent of this general plan is to make the planning
process simple, fair, efficient, and predictable. For each area of the
county it spells out what kind of development is considered desirable and
appropriate.
The general plan is an advisory, non-binding document. This plan is to
be used by the Salt Lake County Council, Emigration Canyon Township
Planning Commission, Emigration Canyon Community Councils,
Photo by: richiecdisc

Utah State legislation provides
detailed requirements for general
plan documents.

developers, property owners, and the staff of various county departments,
as a policy guide for making decisions. This general plan contains
the community’s official best practices regarding land use, community
design, transportation, housing, the natural environment, business and
economics, and community services. Its policies apply to both public and
private properties. The general plan is consulted when considering zoning
changes, site plan review for specific developments, and other land use
matters.

Planning Authority
The general plan is required by Utah State law to meet certain minimal
standards. The general plan is a legally adopted policy document, and
has been prepared to comply with Utah State law. Utah Code 17-27a401 establishes a minimum list of topics to address. Local governments
are given some flexibility in the organization of these elements and may
address other topics of local interest or importance.
The general plan is intended to be comprehensive, long range, and
internally consistent. Its policies apply to all property within the township.
General plans in Utah are authorized and required by the Land Use
Development and Management Act (LUDMA) located in Utah State Code,
Titles 10 and 17.
Under the State of Utah enabling legislation for planning and zoning,
Section 17-27a-401 provides a description of a long-range, comprehensive

viii
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plan: “In order to accomplish the purposes set forth in this chapter, each
county should prepare and adopt a comprehensive, long-range general
plan.” The general plan should address the “present and future needs of
the county” as well as provide for “growth and development of the land
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within the county or any part of the county.” When adopted, this general
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plan should function as the compass of the community; fundamentally, it is
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a long-range, broad policy document used to guide future decision-making
related to land use and community development. The general plan should
also be considered to be flexible to account for future changes unforeseen
at the time of its creation.
General plans have a long-term horizon and generally look out twenty or
more years. However, these plans should be reviewed and updated on a
regular basis.
Over time, changes will occur for many reasons, including unforeseen
conditions, new development trends, and advancements in technology
and information. These variables are subject to review and it may be
necessary to amend the plan from time to time to ensure that it remains
relevant. Requests for amendment may be submitted by individuals or
initiated by the county itself. Most amendments propose a change in the
land use designation for a particular property. Policy and text amendments
also may occur. The Projects section of the document is intended to be
reviewed and updated annually, allowing for evaluation of progress within
the community, as well as the addition of new projects. Any proposed
amendment will be reviewed to ensure that the change is in the public
interest and would not be detrimental to public health, safety, and welfare.
All amendment proposals require public hearings by the Emigration
Canyon Township Planning Commission and Salt Lake County Council
and must comply with Utah State statutes. Section 17-27a of the Utah State
Code defines the process for adopting and amending the Plan. In addition
to the Utah State Code, the Salt Lake County Zoning Ordinance sets
forth the procedure for a request to amend the General Plan in Chapter
19.90.070.

Core Concepts
1. A general plan is the long-range plan for the physical development of a
community.
2. The general plan is an advisory, non-binding document.

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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3. The general plan is required by Utah State law to meet certain minimal
standards.
4. The Context section covers the existing conditions of Emigration
Township as of 2012.
5. The Best Practices section is an expandable encyclopedia of policies
to guide community planning decisions.
6. The Projects section is a community-driven listing of improvements
or programs to be considered for implementation within Emigration
Township.

General Plan Organization
The Emigration, Kearns, Magna, Millcreek and other General Plans will
all follow a consistent template and organization. The general philosophy
behind this standardized format is to ensure plans can be easily updated
and regularly used by County staff, elected and appointed officials, and the
general public.
All township general plan updates will include reorganizing the general
plans into a new structure, as described below:
1.

Context
a.

Goals and Objectives

b.

Emigration Canyon History & Current Conditions

The Context section covers the existing conditions of Emigration Township as
of 2012. This section describes the current conditions of the planning area
in terms of land use, mobility, housing, economic base, facilities, parks,
and open space. It also describes, through goals and objectives, the
community values and overall vision for its future. This section of the plan
does not answer any questions or provide recommendations on how to
implement this community vision; it simply describes the baseline and the
future goals of the community.
The goals and objectives of the plan are fairly broad in scope and are
intended to provide an overall guide for County Planners and decisionmakers in their administration of Salt Lake County. Each ordinance
The Best Practices documents are
brief primers on planning related
issues.

x

developed or planning decision made by the County should tie back to at
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least one of the General Plan goals or objectives.
2.

Best Practices

Index
Context
Best Practices

a.

Purpose Statement

b.

A-Z Topics (in alphabetical order)

Projects
General Plan Map
Appendix

The Best Practices section is an expandable encyclopedia of policies to
guide community planning decisions. These best practices are to be used
as a guide for planning commissioners, County staff, and other County
officials when making decisions. These best practices are not intended to
be used as a hard and fast rule, but will give decision-makers a benchmark
against which to measure planning proposals and decisions.
Salt Lake County has developed a list of nearly 200 Best Practice topics that
could be included in the general plans over time. This list will continue to
expand. Initially, the plans will include best practices on thirteen general
topics that are required by law or were identified as essential to current
planning issues in the County. Subtopics within these initial Best Practices
will be expanded into their own Best Practice topics over time.
The first two pages of each Best Practice topic can be included in staff
reports to assist county elected and appointed officials when reviewing a
proposal. These two pages include an executive summary of the “Core
Concepts” of the Best Practice, and the “Key Questions” that a planning
commissioner or staff member should ask when reviewing a proposal.
3.

Projects
a.

Purpose Statement

b.

A-Z Projects, Programs, & Regulations

c.

Project Locator Map

The Projects section is a community-driven listing of improvements or programs
seen as important throughout the Township. Similar to the Best Practices
section, the Projects section is an infinitely expandable inventory of
projects, programs, or regulations specific to each township planning area.
This list of projects will be reviewed annually in concurrence with County
budget cycles, and when appropriate, the County will explore steps toward
impementation. These may include capital facility expenditures, programs
to be developed, ordinances to be updated/developed, or plans to be

The Projects section of the
document is an inventory of
potential improvements in the
Township.

updated/developed. Specific project summaries will describe the following:

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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▪ Where is the project physically located within the county?
▪ Why is the project needed?

Best Practices
Projects
General Plan Map
Appendix

▪ What are the objectives of the project?
▪ What needs to be done?
▪ Who are the potential stakeholders?
▪ What are the initial recommendations?
▪ What is the time frame for the project?
The Projects section allows the County to track and demonstrate progress
and successes in implementing the overall planning area vision and
in making Salt Lake County a better place in which to live, work, and
recreate.
General Plan Map
The General Plan Map is the map referred to by the County staff and
officials, and the general public when considering a change to the land
uses within the County. This map provides the County and public a
physical guide to implementing the overall planning area vision and the
goals and objectives identified in the general plan by identifying the relative
level of change or anticipated growth for an area.

xii
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Core Concepts
The Context section is intended to start a conversation about the future of
the township by outlining the context for all future decision-making. This
section is specific to each township general plan and is intended to provide
a snapshot of the township at a given point in time, and an overview of
existing conditions on a variety of topics.
•

The Context section does not provide any recommendations or
future plans.

•

The Context section should be updated with each major general
glan update, typically scheduled in five-year intervals.

•

The General Plan is developed
with community input - Emigration
General Plan Open House - March
2012 (Photo: Max Johnson, SLCo
Planning)

The goals and objectives of the Context section should guide all
township decision-making, and should be reviewed as part of any
decision-making process.
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Emigration Canyon Township Goals & Objectives

Context
Best Practices
Projects

Goal 1:

FRAMEWORK

General Plan Map
Appendix

Establish a framework for development that follows sustainable
best practices and is consistent with the vision and core values of
the community.
Objective 1.1:

Best practices will be developed that are

consistent with the community’s vision following the development
and adoption process used by Salt Lake County for inclusion in
general plans.
Objective 1.2:

Collaborate with townships, cities and other

jurisdictions for coordinated and sustainable development of the
region with regard to the use of County resources and services.

Goal 2:

COMMUNITY

Develop a community with quality design features that encourage and
support social and community relationships, as well as healthy, active
lifestyles.
Objective 2.1:

The concepts of good community design will be

preserved and fostered at all levels.
Emigration Canyon Fire Station the station acts as a “community
center” within the Township (Photo:
Kris Hohenshelt)

Objective 2.2:

Spaces and opportunities that invite community

involvement, create a sense of place, and that honor the history of
the canyon is encouraged.
Objective 2.3:

Develop a network of physical connections

including trails that maximize the number of potential routes
between neighborhoods to encourage a sense of community.
Objective 2.4:

2

Maintain a sense of entry into the community.

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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Goal 3:

MOBILITY AND TRANSPORTATION

Index
Context

Roads will be improved to accommodate the needs and ensure

Best Practices

the safety of Emigration Canyon residents and other users while

Projects

minimizing associated impacts on the environment and adjacent

General Plan Map

development.
Objective 3.1:

Appendix

All public and private roads must be built and

maintained to County standards.
Objective 3.2:

Road improvements should be designed from a

comprehensive perspective to accommodate all users, including
bicycles and pedestrians, wherever possible and appropriate.
Objective 3.3:

Work to develop trailhead parking in appropriate

areas where trails exist or are planned.
Objective 3.4:

The feasibility of public transit options and

Pincrest Intersection Turnoff (Photo:
David J. Gellner, SLCo Planning)

connections to and from Emigration Canyon Township should be
examined.

Goal 4:

OPEN SPACE, RECREATION AND TRAILS

The quality of life and rural open character of Emigration Township will be
protected as development occurs, through the preservation of open lands,
a network of public and private open space, trail corridors and facilities for
active and passive recreation.
Objective 4.1:

Continue to pursue a land acquisition program

for future open space preservation and access. Educate property
owners regarding options for the preservation of open space.
Objective 4.2:

Canyon residents’ understanding and support for

future trails and other recreational opportunities throughout the

Trails and Open Space are
important ammenities in Emigration
Canyon (Photo: Sarah Bennett)

community will be solicited.
Objective 4.3:

The public, trail-user groups, and neighborhood

groups should be involved when implementing the adopted
Emigration Canyon Trails Master Plan.
Objective 4.4:

The creation of a funding partnership to acquire,

plan and manage trailheads and trails will be pursued.

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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Objective 4.5:

Develop partnerships for trail use and parking

Context

enforcement, maintenance and education. Work to educate the

Best Practices

public regarding the responsibility of trail users.

Projects

Pursue County funding for the maintenance of the

General Plan Map

Objective 4.6:

Appendix

Township’s recreational amenities.

Goal 5:

LAND USE
Maintain zoning which provides for single-family lots and housing
styles in locations consistent with canyon resources and
constraints. Accommodate well-planned and well-executed
single-family housing opportunities which are compatible with
the canyon environment and which are enhanced by abundant
open space.

Objective 5.1:

Existing zones that protect the unique canyon

setting of the area including the retention of existing large-lot
zoning appropriate for the mountain setting will be maintained.
Single-Family Housing and Large
Lots are common in Emigration
Canyon. (Photo: David J. Gellner,
SLCo Planning)

Objective 5.2:

New development which incorporates open-space

design, such as clustered housing subdivisions will be encouraged
where feasible and appropriate.
Objective 5.3:

Subdivision design that promotes physical

connectivity between developments will be encouraged.
Objective 5.4:

Commercial development will be limited to existing

commercially zoned areas.
Objective 5.5:

The Ridgeline Protection Areas identified and

delineated in the previously adopted Emigration Canyon General
Plan (1999) shall be adopted as part of the 2012 Emigration
Canyon Township General Plan.
Objective 5.6:

The rural dark-sky character and aesthetic of

the canyon should be encouraged and enhanced through the
development of night-time lighting guidelines and ordinances.

4
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Goal 6:

PUBLIC SERVICES AND UTILITIES

Index
Context

Provide public facilities and services that meet the needs of the community.
Objective 6.1:

Public services and utilities that are appropriate in

scale and designed for the Canyon’s environment will be provided.
Objective 6.2:

Best Practices
Projects
General Plan Map
Appendix

Community response committees, neighborhood

watches, and surveillance for crime prevention and public safety
will be promoted.
Objective 6.3: Coordinate with Salt Lake County Public Works to
develop and support a capital improvement plan that will provide
appropriate township infrastructure and public services compatible
with the township land use plan.
Objective 6.4:

Collaborative regional infrastructure planning

“public-private partnership” projects will be encouraged.
Objective 6.5:

Firewise Community Event
(Photo: Kris Hohenshelt)

All residential and commercial areas of Emigration

Township will be accessible by the Unified Fire Authority of Salt
Lake County.
Objective 6.6:

The risk of wildfire damage will continue to be

minimized through education programs on fire dangers in wild land
urban interface areas and through the adoption of standards such
as those contained in the Wildland Urban Interface Code (WUI).
Objective 6.7:

Encourage coordination between Salt Lake

County, the Salt Lake Valley Health Department, water districts,
private water systems, and other agencies to ensure that septic
systems are maintained and monitored so as not to negatively
impact the public water supply.
Objective 6.8:

The feasibility of developing a sewer system,

either canyon-wide, or small systems on a more limited basis in
parts of the canyon will be explored.

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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Goal 7:

NATURAL RESOURCES

Context
Best Practices

The environmental quality of Emigration Canyon Township will be

Projects

protected, maintained and improved for future generations. Existing

General Plan Map

studies and data will be used to reduce the risk to life and property from
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the impacts of natural and development-related hazards.
Objective 7.1:

Coordinate with applicable agencies to enforce regulations

that minimize the impacts of development and prevent damage to natural
systems and sensitive lands.
Objective 7.2:

Protect valuable environmental resources which contribute

to the quality of life in Emigration Township.
Objective 7.3:

Guidelines for the use of renewable sources of energy

should be developed and adopted.
Objective 7.4:

Continue pursuing initiatives for recycling and alternative

waste disposal options.
Natural vistas and landscapes are
valued in Emigration Township.
(Photo: Kris Hohenshelt)

Objective 7.5:

The community’s groundwater supply must be protected

from significant depletion or hazardous contamination.
Objective 7.6:

Effective and efficient landscaping and grading will be

used to prevent soil erosion and slippage. Native landscaping suited to
the canyon environment will be encouraged to make efficient use of water
resources.
Objective 7.7:

Development will be adapted to the existing terrain in

order to protect public health and safety and to minimize risks from known
geologic and other hazards.
Objective 7.8:

Land use and development patterns that incorporate

nature into the built environment and increase public awareness and
responsibility toward the natural environment will be pursued.
Trails and outdoor recreation are
valued in Emigration Township.
(Photo: Sarah Bernnett)

Objective 7.9:

Significant vistas and landscapes that have special visual

and aesthetic qualities will be preserved and maintained. Important view
corridors and open areas in the canyon will be maintained through sensitive
site and building design.
Objective 7.10: Critical and historic wildlife movement corridors will be
protected, and, where possible enhanced by access to water features and
riparian habitats. Human interference into critical wildlife habitat areas will
be minimized, including discouraging the feeding of wildlife.

6
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Emigration Canyon History and Current
Conditions
The first account of Emigration Canyon by an Anglo explorer is believed to
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Projects

have been made by John C. Fremont in 1845. Knowledge of his and other

General Plan Map

explorers’ accounts helped inspire others to journey west using this route.
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In 1846 the Donner-Reed Party (usually referred to as the Donner Party)
traveled through Emigration Canyon and what is now Salt Lake City on
their westward journey. The dense brush and boulders toward the canyon
mouth made travel impossible and forced the party to cut and chop their
way over Donner Hill on August 22, 1846. A marker exists today at that
site to commemorate the event. The three-week delay experienced by the
party passing through Emigration Canyon on their way to California was
significant and contributed to the historically-noted demise of the party in
the Sierra Nevada Mountains where they were snowed in for the winter.
Emigration Canyon is significant in Utah history as the original route used
by Mormon pioneers entering the Salt Lake Valley. It was near the mouth
of the Canyon in 1847 where Brigham Young famously declared, “This is
the right place, drive on.” Throughout Emigration Canyon, there are several
historic markers designating where the Mormon pioneers passed through

The rich pioneer era history of
Emigration Canyon is celebrated at
“This is the Place Heritage Park” at
the entrance to the canyon. (Photo:
Kris Hohenshelt)

while traveling to the Salt Lake Valley. An example is the Last Camp Site
marker commemorating one of the historic camps used by the Mormon
pioneers before they entered the Salt Lake Valley. Emigration Canyon was
declared a National Historic Landmark in 1961. This rich history is also
celebrated at This Is the Place Heritage Park at the mouth of Emigration
Canyon.
After the Mormon Pioneer Trail was established, Emigration Canyon
functioned as the gateway to the town forming in the Salt Lake Valley.
Between 1849 and 1851, many people migrated through Emigration
Canyon on their journey west for the California Gold Rush. Later, the
canyon was part of the Pony Express Trail during the short and fabled time
period that it existed from 1859 to 1861.
Emigration Canyon was also important in the early days for the natural
resources that it supplied to the growing population in the Salt Lake
Valley. Timber was cut and brought to a sawmill at Little Mountain where
it was processed for use in the city. In addition to timber, there was also
an abundance of lime in the canyon, which was quarried and burned in
lime kilns. Evidence of early quarrying may still be found today in some
exposed rock areas.

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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Year-round homes were built in Emigration Canyon as early as 1852

Context

when lumber grants were given to John Killyon and D.H. Wells (who

Best Practices

later became Governor of Utah) to use canyon resources. Year-round

Projects

residences were established to supervise those timber-harvesting efforts.
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Homesteading began in the Canyon in the 1870’s, and continued through
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the early 1900s. In addition to homesteading, grants of private land were
given as partial payment for the new Union Pacific Railroad, which was
completed in 1869. From early in its history, it was clear that Emigration
Canyon held great value as a place to retreat from the pressures of city life,
while still being in close proximity to civilization. Today its beauty is still
enjoyed for many of those same reasons.
A variety of commercial developments and ventures were tried in
Emigration Canyon over the first century of settlement. In 1864 Germanborn Henry Wagener established Wagener’s Brewery in the lower portion
of the canyon. This brewery was one of the largest in the West and was
popular for summer social gatherings, and with the soldiers stationed at
nearby Camp Douglas. The brewery was destroyed by fire in 1914. In
1907 the Emigration Canyon Railroad was built by LeGrand Young. The
railroad originally brought stone from several quarries in the Pinecrest

Emigration Canyon Railway
Company. (Photo courtesy of the
Utah State Historical Society)

area to the area where the University of Utah stadium parking lots now
exist. People began riding the empty railcars up into Pinecrest for personal
recreational pursuits. The railroad company subsequently purchased openair cars for passenger transportation up the canyon. During this same
time period, two local hardware merchants named Strevell and Patterson
built the Pinecrest Bed and Breakfast Inn. This resort was easily reached
by train and allowed people a place to dine and dance within the canyon.
Though these developments, the “Pinecrest community” was born. Many
small lots were created in the canyon and sold for “tent houses” or small
cabins. The railroad accommodated the recreational users by selling
dayfare tickets which were known as “Campers Tickets.” The availability of
newer, inexpensive building products, such as concrete, created a lack of
demand for quarried stone. As a result, the need for the train diminished,

Typical summer cabin. (Photo
courtesy of the Utah State Historical
Society)

and in 1917 the train service was discontinued.
Emigration Canyon became more accommodating to year-round living
as automobiles became commonplace. The once-popular tent houses
and small cabins were renovated to become larger cabins, and some
eventually became year-round homes. The presence of more year-round
residents also fueled the development of additional commercial institutions
and ventures. In 1949 Ruth Evans purchased a Salt Lake Trolley car and
had it moved up the canyon to open Ruth’s Diner on the site where it still
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exists today. In 1977 another restaurant was built next to Ruth’s Diner.
That structure, which today is commonly known today as the “old Santa
Fe Restaurant” existed as a variety of different restaurants over the years
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Inn, two different inns both called the Emigration Inn, a YWCA girls camp,
a small store at Kelvin Grove and the Sun and Moon Café which currently
exists in the Canyon. Camp Kostopulos, a residential all-year camp for
persons with disabilities was established in the Canyon near Ruth’s Diner
starting in 1967, and currently occupies a 25-acre site.
With its rich history, Emigration Canyon has served in many different
capacities over the last 160 years. It was part of the Federal Sheep
Driveway, where sheep were driven through the Canyon to the Rio Grande
Railroad station in Salt Lake City. It was also used as a summer pasture
for grazing sheep. Given its cold climate and altitude, the Canyon was also
the site of a small ski slope at Little Mountain which featured a towrope.

The old “Santa Fe Restaurant”
property - currenlty vacant but
being renovated. (Photo: David J.
Gellner, SLCo Planning)

Elsewhere in the canyon, there existed a skating pond and riding stables.
Unlike other Wasatch Front canyons, Emigration Canyon maintains a
sizable year-round residential population, as well as its striking natural
beauty, a balance that is valued today by the current residents.
Credits: Historical information and photos extracted from the Emigration Canyon
General Plan (1999) Salt Lake County Public Works; Ruth’s Diner website; Utah State
Historical Society; Deseret News; and, Emigration Canyon Township Facebook Page.

Emigration Canyon Today

Photo courtesy of Kostopulos
Dream Foundation website.

1.1 Census
According to the U.S. Census Bureau 2010 Demographic Profile, the
total population of Emigration Township is 1,567 persons with a median
age of 44.9 years. Approximately 43.2% of the population is employed in
the educational and health services sector of the economy. In addition,
the occupation most frequently reported is in the management and
professional category. The reported median and mean household income
levels put Emigration Township among the more affluent areas of Salt Lake
County.
There were a total of 589 households identified in the Township in 2010
with an average household size of 2.66 people and an average family size
of 2.98 people. A total of 677 housing units were identified with 589 of
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1.2 Land Use & Zoning
Land Use
The Emigration Canyon Township study area includes
approximately 12,000 acres. The majority of this acreage is
currently undeveloped. Approximately 4,800 acres, or 40% of
the total land is privately owned. The rest of the land in
Emigration Canyon is publicly owned or managed—either by the U.S.
Forest Service, which manages around 4,100 acres (34%), or Salt Lake
City, which owns approximately 3,100 acres (26%). Salt Lake County
owns or holds 306 acres as open space within the canyon. Lots in
Emigration Canyon are dominated by single-family residential uses. There
are 1,136 identified lots of record in the canyon.
The Salt Lake County Zoning Ordinance and its associated maps define
and identify zone classifications. Zone classifications define allowable
land uses and the maps indicate zone boundaries. Zoning was first
introduced in the canyon in 1951. Emigration Canyon underwent a major
rezoning to reflect the appropriate land uses and lot sizes compatible with
the canyon environment in July of 1987. This zoning remains relatively
unchanged. Today the predominant zoning classifications in the Canyon
are FR-0.5, FR-1, FR-5, FR-20 and C-2/zc zones. Emigration Canyon
contains many small lots of record (non-conforming to the existing base
zones), which have existed since the early 1900’s. Many of these lots
were originally intended to serve as camping lots, and are only twenty-five
feet wide. Provisions in the Zoning Ordinance dictate the consolidation
of these “substandard lots” under a defined set of criteria. The goal is to
consolidate these historic parcels into lots that more closely comply with
the modern requirements of the underlying zone.
During 1997 an overlay zone was applied to unincorporated areas of Salt
Lake County in the Wasatch Canyons, including Emigration Canyon. The
overlay zone and associated zoning regulations are known as the Foothills
Example of typical housing stock
in Emigration Canyon Township.
(Photo: David J. Gellner, SLCo)
Planning)
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and Canyons Overlay Zone or FCOZ. The general purpose of FCOZ is
to preserve the natural character of the Wasatch Canyons by establishing
standards for foothill and canyon development. FCOZ standards allow
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development to be evaluated on a site-by-site basis, while ensuring
that development will be compatible with the natural landscape. FCOZ
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be more restrictive of development than previous land use regulations and
have by all accounts had an impact on development in Emigration Canyon
since their adoption.

Residential Land Use
Privately-owned land has been developed into a variety of residential lot
sizes. Although most of the privately-owned acreage remains undeveloped,
the portion of land that has been developed mostly surrounds the
main thoroughfare or has easy access to it in established subdivisions.
The housing units in the canyon are predominately single-family
dwellings. Emigration Canyon is predominately comprised of residential
neighborhoods that are single-family housing types. Negligible amounts of
medium-density residential uses are present, and it is a community that is
dependent upon and oriented to the automobile.

Commercial Land Use
Emigration Canyon has limited commercial development. Currently existing
commercial establishments include Ruth’s Diner and the Sun and Moon
Cafe. It is unlikely that commercial development will expand greatly beyond
these sites, due to conditions placed on the existing commercial zones,

Ruth’s Diner (Photo courtesy of
Ruth’s Diner)

the lack of commercial zoning available elsewhere in the canyon, the
land constraints of the environment, and the limited desire for additional
commercial zoning in the township.

Utility and Infrastructure Uses
Parallel to the way in which Emigration Canyon has historically
acted as a gateway and route for settlers passing through on
their journey westward, the canyon today functions as a gateway
for many utility services entering the Salt Lake Valley. Present in
Emigration Canyon are numerous designated utility rights-of-way. These

The Sun & Moon Cafe (Photo:
David J. Gellner, SLCo Planning)

existing rights-of-way (ROWs) include pipelines that carry crude oil and
natural gas, and there are also fiber-optic communication cables and
electrical transmission lines. These ROWs are an important feature in the
canyon as they often serve as the de-facto trails and function as wildlife
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for numerous service providers. Despite this concentration, Emigration
Township does have numerous areas where wireless phone and other
providers encounter service issues and problems. The upgrading and
expansion of service is often dependent upon finding a site suitable for
this purpose. Such a site would not impact aesthetics, would not intrude
on designated ridgelines and would be ideally situated in a place to
overcome “dead spots” which are caused by the physical topography
of the canyon itself. This has proved challenging. Several companies
have looked at enhancing services in the canyon in recent years and will
undoubtedly continue to pursue solutions in the future. A new wireless
telecommunication facility was approved by the Emigration Township
Planning Commission in January 2012 for installation in the canyon. This
new facility will be located across from Standel Cove. It is intended to
improve emergency communication and response in Emigration Canyon.
Space in the facility has also been set aside for privately-owned wireless
radio equipment to facilitate emergency communication functions.
Related to public infrastructure, the centrally located Emigration
Canyon Fire Station acts as a de-facto “community center” within
EmigrationTownship. This Unified Fire Authority (UFA) facility was
completed in 2008, and includes a meeting room that is used for
Emigration Community Council meetings, and other public events. The
Fire Station also serves as a directional landmark within the canyon since it

Emigration Canyon Fire Station
(Photo: David J. Gellner, SLCo
Planning)

sits adjacent to the entrance to the Emigration Oaks Subdivision.

1.3 Canyon Water System and Supply
The Emigration Improvement District (EID) is the main water purveyor
in Emigration Canyon. The EID is classified as a Special Improvement
District under Utah State Law. There is also a small water provider in the
Pinecrest area that services approximately twelve homes. Emigration
Canyon is considered a secondary watershed by the Salt Lake City
Department of Public Utilities, so the canyon is not included within Salt
Lake City’s Extraterritorial Jurisdiction to regulate water resources.
The EID provides water to approximately 270 homes in Emigration
Canyon. The system has 450 total meter-boxes available. There are
approximately 180 meter-box connections that are vacant at the present
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time. These connections are available to be used on vacant lots within the
canyon, and for existing residences that have private wells and did not sign
up for EID water services.
The EID completed a major system-wide water line upgrade and expansion
in 2007. This upgrade ensured that a fire hydrant was located within 250
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feet of every home on the system and that fire flow from the hydrants
would produce a minimum of 1,500 gallons per minute of water.
The EID water system is gravity fed and includes two reservoirs and three
wells. The two reservoirs provide approximately 300,000 and one million
gallons of capacity respectively. Typical system-wide indoor water use is
in the range of 50,000-60,000 gallons of water per day outside the summer
months. The total system water use now reaches about 250,000 gallons
per day during the hottest and driest summer months when irrigation use
is at peak demand. The Emigration Improvement District promotes water
conservation by canyon residents. Water restrictions were enacted during
the summer of 2000. That year water usage peaked at approximately
225,000 gallons per day. Voluntary restrictions lowered this usage to
approximately 150,000 gallons per day.

1.4 Water Quality and Septic Systems
In 2000 Emigration Creek was listed as an impaired waterbody for
recreational use by the Utah Division of Water Quality (DWQ) based on
data collected showing high bacterial levels (fecal coliform). “Impaired
waters” are those waterbodies that currently fail to meet water quality
standards established by the state. Subsequent to listing, the state is
required to develop a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) water quality
study to establish pollutant level reductions in impaired waters and achieve
water quality standards. A TMDL is a calculation of the maximum amount
of a pollutant that a waterbody can receive on a daily basis and still meet
water quality standards. The TMDL process results in load allocations
to each pollutant contributor. These allocations often result in regulatory
controls and mandates.
At the time of data collection, the state water quality standards for
pathogens were for “Total” and “Fecal Coliform”. Since that time, the

Brigham Fork near the Sun & Moon
Cafe (Photo: Kris Hohenshelt)

state has adopted E. coli as the pathogen standard; therefore this study
addresses E. coli concentrations.
Coordinated monitoring efforts by the State Division of Water Quality, Salt
Lake County, Salt Lake Valley Health Department (SLVHD), Salt Lake City,
University of Utah and U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) suggest potential
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narrow down the source(s).
The Emigration Creek TMDL submitted to EPA will include pollutant load
reduction goals to meet the water quality standard for E. coli. This will
be accomplished with a collaborative and coordinated effort of agencies,
organizations and the Emigration Township community.
All existing and new development is required by State Law to provide
individual septic tank drain fields and holding vaults. The Salt Lake Valley
Health Department is charged with responsibility for regulating these
facilities for compliance with laws governing groundwater contamination
and source water protection. Due to the terrain and physical limitations
of Emigration Canyon, a canyon-wide sewer system is not feasible or
practical and is unlikely to be developed. Smaller treatment systems on
a more limited basis could be feasible is some areas of the canyon as an
alternative to an all-inclusive sewer system.
The State Division of Water Quality presently does not consider urban
stormwater runoff as “wastewater” but does require that best management
practices (mainly erosion and runoff controls) be implemented during both
construction and post-construction phases.

1.5 Transportation and Roads
Traffic safety conflicts on Emigration Canyon Road have
become a notable issue for canyon residents and have been
Tour of Utah Bicycle Race (Photo:
Kris Hohenshelt)

pushed to the forefront of concerns that County Public Works is
often asked to address. In addition to a gradual increase in traffic over
time from the growth of the residential population in the canyon, it is
believed that more traffic travelling from Salt Lake City to Park City may be
using Emigration Canyon as an alternate route to avoid heavy traffic on
Foothill Drive where it intersects Interstate 80. An even more significant
impact is the popularity of Emigration Canyon for recreational road
bicycling activities. Residents describe the popularity of this activity as
having “exploded” in recent years, and this increased usage has led to
conflicts with residents and has created “share the road” issues. Given the

Share the Road event in Emigration
Canyon - October 2011 (Photo:
David J. Gellner, SLCo Planning)

physical parameters of the canyon and the canyon road, natural hazards
(loose rocks, drainage issues, visibility), the lack of consistent recreational
bicycle lanes in some areas where the canyon is too narrow to make them
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of Emigration Canyon. During the winter months, weather
conditions make it difficult to move individual residential cans up
or down steep driveways and cans left by Emigration Canyon Road cause
conflicts with snow removal efforts and block traffic flow when they are
tipped over in the roadway. In warmer weather, cans create an additional
traffic hazard for cyclists by blocking bicycle lanes and impacting safe
travel along the narrow main canyon road.
Salt Lake County Public Works has been working to find alternatives to
curbside waste collection in parts of Emigration Canyon. Subsequent
to the County Council amending the Public Right-of-Way ordinance to
prohibit cans on the roadways before and after collection days, the need

“Can Farm” - Cans left out by
Emigration Canyon Road can cause
traffic issues. (Photo: David J.
Gellner, SLCo Planning)

to provide alternatives for waste disposal and recycling became apparent.
The Sanitation Division has now installed two Community Container sites
in Emigration Canyon, one near the fire station and the other adjacent to
Sunnydale Lane, in order to address the right-of-way ordinance changes.
The Sanitation Division is seeking a location for a Community Container
site for the Pinecrest and Killyon’s Canyon areas, which is challenging
because the site must be large enough to be functional and accessible
for both service truck and residents and must be located far enough away
from Emigration Creek to satisfy all regulatory requirements.

1.7 Public and Recreational Land Use
Publicly owned lands constitute the majority of land area in

Installed Community Container Site
adjacent to Sunnydale Lane (Photo:
David J. Gellner, SLCo Planning)

Emigration Canyon. These lands are owned by the U.S. Forest
Service and the Salt Lake City Corporation and are maintained
for watershed and open space purposes. All of the land owned or
managed by these groups have been designated Anti-Degradation Areas
by the Salt Lake County 208 Watershed Plan and the Utah State Code.
This designation may ensure that much of the publicly owned or managed
land remains in its natural state. These lands contain many of the trails that
exist in the canyon. These trails are identified in the Salt Lake County Trail
Access Plan. Future trails are identified in the adopted Emigration Canyon
Trails Master Plan. Canyon trails are generally multi-use designated,
accommodating a mix of hiking and biking activities. Policies regarding

Trails are used year-round in
Emigration Canyon (Photo: Sarah
Bennett)

future use of trails and improvement of potential trails are outlined in the
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known as Perkins Flat, a 37-acre Open Space acquisition. The most
recent addition was a 269-acre parcel in Killyon’s Canyon acquired by
Salt Lake County in 2010. This property is known as the Killyon’s Canyon
Open Space Preserve. The Preserve was dedicated on June 8, 2011.
This property is pristine and contains rolling meadows, thick forests and
great vistas. It has proved popular since its dedication, which has caused
some issues and concerns with parking and traffic for residents who live
near the trailhead. Salt Lake County Public Works is exploring solutions
to the parking and traffic issues in this area to alleviate impacts on the
residents that live adjacent to the preserve entrance.

Killyon’s Canyon Open Space
Preserve - dedicated June 8, 2011
(Photo: David J. Gellner, SLCo
Planning)

1.8 Natural Resources
Emigration Canyon Township is characterized as Intermountain Semi
Desert by the US Department of Agriculture. Within the township areas of
Salt Lake County there are a variety of environments such as the foothills
of the Oquirrh Mountains, the canyons of Emigration Township, and the
lowlands and wetlands of the Wasatch Valley floor.
Emigration Canyon has a variety of natural conditions and ecological
systems that should be given careful consideration as development
occurs. These conditions include topography, climate, soil and vegetation,
wetlands, wildlife, geology, water resources, and air quality.
Topography and Slope Stability
Elevations in Emigration Township range from about 5,100 feet near the
mouth of canyon to just over 8,900 feet at the summit of Lookout Peak
along the northern township boundary. Due to the natural topography,
slope stability issues are the most prominent geologic hazard encountered
in the canyon. Historically, landslides have occurred in Emigration Canyon.
Much of the canyon is dominated by lands where slopes exceed 30
percent. Current County zoning regulations, the Foothills and Canyons
Overlay Zone (FCOZ) is restrictive of development on slopes greater than
30 percent. Current Salt Lake Valley Health Department regulations do
not allow leach fields on slopes over 25 percent. Since many residential
lots in Emigration Canyon were platted in the distant past without regard
to the natural topography, some existing lots have slopes too severe to
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time of the year, with an average high of 89 degrees; the average low in
January is at 20 degrees. The average annual precipitation is 19.4 inches.
Emigration Canyon’s average low precipitation is in July at .74 inches, and
its average high is in May at 2.09 inches.
Vegetation
Emigration Canyon has varied topography and a variety of vegetation
zones which correlate, to slope, elevation and soil types. The foothill
communities located at the lower part of the Canyon are dominantly scrub
oak of vrious varieties. Scrub oak is the most extensive plant community
in the canyon environment. It begins in the lower foothills at about 5000
feet and covers most of the areas up to about 7,500 feet. Streamside
communities are dominated by maple, chokecherry, birch, alder, and
cottonwood. Many varieties of deciduous shrubs are also found in this
community. Rising in elevation, plant communities are dominated by
aspen , fir, and spruce. At higher elevations, the most abundant trees are
the Douglas Fir, Englemann Spruce and Alpine Fir. Above the timberline,
at high elevation, a variety of shrubs dominate the vegetation pattern.
Geologic Setting
Emigration Township is located along the western flank of the central
Wasatch Mountain Range within the Middle Rocky Mountain physiographic
province. Bedrock units found across the township have a range of
physical properties and some can pose severe development constraints
because of instability, shrink/swell potential, or soil characteristics.
Soil characteristics are an important factors in determining development
potential and the limitations for a site. This is especially important in
all areas of Emigration Township since septic systems are exclusively
used for wastewater disposal. Important soil characteristics include the
slope, percolation rates, drainage patterns, depth-to-water table, texture,
presence of clays, erosion potential, and bearing capacity. Emigration
Canyon has several soil types and a substantial amount of the township
is identified with “moderate” constraints for development based on the soil
characteristics.
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Emigration Township covers a unique combination of geologic conditions
and topography which result in areas of natural hazards. The areas with the
highest risk from natural hazards typically include steep hillsides, adverse
geology, problem soils, or close stream proximity. Additional hazards
result from the exacerbation of natural conditions by human activities and
modification of the natural environment. This might include disturbances
of soil and rock creating slope stability problems and erosion resulting from
changes in natural drainage patterns due to development activities.
Seismic Hazards
Emigration Canyon Township is located near the center of the Intermountain
Seismic Belt (ISB). The ISB is a zone of earthquake activity that runs northsouth through the Intermountain West from northwestern Montana in the
north, through Wyoming, Idaho, and Utah, and southern Nevada/northern
Arizona to the south. Earthquake-related hazards pose a significant risk
to all the residents of Salt Lake County. The Salt Lake Segment of the
Wasatch Fault is considered active since it has ruptured the ground surface
during several major earthquakes within the past ten-thousand years.
Earthquake experts predict about a 20 percent chance of a large earthquake
occurring sometime during the next fifty years along the Wasatch Front.
No known active faults have been mapped within Emigration Canyon
Township. The nearest active fault is the Salt Lake segment of the Wasatch
Fault, located about two-and-a-half miles west of the mouth of Emigration
Canyon. Seismic hazards in Emigration Township will come primarily from
the seismic waves that are generated during large earthquakes, should
such an event occur. However, given the nature of sediments found in
Emigration Canyon, the soil liquefaction potential is typically considered to
be low.
Hydrology and Flood Hazards
Emigration Creek and its tributaries are the principal drainages carrying
runoff through Emigration Canyon. Most creeks have well defined channels
that have experienced historical flooding. Some small drainages flow
continuously and some intermittently throughout the year. All drainage
tributaries have the potential for high flows during the spring runoff period.
After a winter of heavy precipation, many parts of Emigration Canyon dealt
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Air Quality
Recently, with all the changes that are related to our environment, the
federal government has set new standards for air emissions that all of Salt
Lake County must follow. These regulations at this time are not being
enforced, but in the next several years the government is giving each
state a time when they must comply. Presently, all of Salt Lake County is
designated as a PM10 non attainment area. In Utah, ambient PM2.5 data
collected over the past seven years indicate that the new 24-hour standard
is usually violated across most of the state’s monitoring network. However,

Cities along the Wasatch Front
are among the most polluted in
the country for short-term particle
pollution. (Source: BreatheUtah.
org)

the annual standard is not violated anywhere in the state; hence there
will be no assumption of a non attainment area boundary described by a
metropolitan area.
Wildfire Hazards
Residential development in Emigration Canyon often interfaces with
areas of undeveloped canyon lands that exist in a natural state. These
undeveloped lands may be privately owned, owned by the U.S. Forest
Service or Salt Lake City or held under a conservation easement
preserving them in perpetuity as open space. This bordering of residential
development on open lands or what is termed the Wildland-Urban
Interface (WUI) is part of the charm of the canyon for many residents. It
allows residential development to exist in a setting close to nature with

Wildfire in Emigration Canyon
- August 2007 (Photo: Jack
Christensen)

open space, natural vegetation and wildlife, and, limited neighboring
development. This same charm does have some inherent risks associated
with it, mainly dangers from wildfire that can and do occur in the foothills
and canyons from time to time. Whether these fires are started due to
natural causes such as lightning, or by human activities, they can quickly
spread across the thicker natural vegetation of undeveloped areas and
threaten adjacent residential development.
Homeowners need to take precautions to be “Firewise” , a term that
comes from the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) and their
programs related to reducing the risk of development from wildfires.

Wildfire in Emigration Canyon
- August 2007 (Photo: Jack
Christensen)

Firewise programs are intended to teach people how to adapt to living
with the potential of wildfire to prevent losses. There are many aspects
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purposes, and not necessarily clear-cutting vegetation. Homeowner
education and information is also an important component of Firewise
programs. The Emigration Canyon Community Council has been at the
forefront in developing a Firewise program and information for Emigration
Canyon. In 2011, Emigration Canyon was recognized for the distinction of
being one of nine pilot Firewise Communities that had been in existence
for over ten years. Ongoing efforts have included securing grants to raise
awareness and fund vegetation management activities

Firewise event in Emigration
Canyon (Photo: Kris Hohenshelt)
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Core Concepts
1. The Best Practices section is intended serve as the primary source
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2. The Best Practice section applies to the entire County, and is not
Township General Plan specific.
3. The Best Practices section is expandable, and is organized
alphabetically, with each topic having it’s own identifying icon.
4. The Best Practices includes only what are believed to be the very best
planning standards practiced throughout the state, region, nation, and
globe.
5. The Purpose Statement of each Best Practice explains why this topic is
of relevance, and why it is important for the County to consider it during
decision-making.
6. The Core Concepts of each Best Practice list the key concepts that any
reader should know about that Best Practice topic.
7. The Key Questions section of each Best Practice lists a series of
questions that decision-makers, community members, staff, and
applicants should ask themselves about a proposal to evaluate
whether or not it meets the standards of the Best Practice.
8. The Best Practices section is advisory, and while it should be heavily
relied upon for decision-making, these standards must ultimately be
implemented by ordinance.
9. The Best Practices section includes all topics required by Utah State
Code to be included in a General Plan.
The Best Practices section is an expandable encyclopedia of policies
to guide community planning decisions. These best practices are to
be used as a guide for planning commissioners, County staff, and other
County officials when making decisions. These best practices are not
intended to be used as a hard and fast rule, but will give decision-makers a
benchmark against which to measure planning proposals and decisions.
The first two pages of each Best Practice topic will be attached to staff
reports to assist County elected and appointed officials when reviewing a
proposal. These two pages include an executive summary of the “Core
Concepts” of the Best Practice, and the “Key Questions” that a planning
commissioner or staff member should ask when reviewing a proposal.
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Capital Facilities

Purpose Statement

Contents:

Use of public funds for facilities or services should serve one of two

Core Concepts

1

Key Questions

2

Legal Requirements

3

Utilities

4

schools, community centers, parks, and libraries. The quality of capital

Roads

7

facilities have a profound effect on the form and functioning of any

Community Centers & Libraries

purposes: they should either improve the quality of life of the residents
of the community or encourage private investment that will improve
the economic climate of the community. Capital facilities are public
structures and services necessary to support the community, including
but not limited to roads, water, sewer, waste disposal, affordable housing,

community. A systematic planning effort is vital in making decisions about
8

the construction and financing of public facilities. While there are several
options for funding of public investment, communities must be cautious in
determining which financing mechanism is most appropriate, which can
vary widely depending on the type of project.

Parks

9

Financing

10

Resources

14

Best Practices
Core Concepts:

Related Best Practices:

1. Capital facility plans should be prepared in compliance with legal
requirements so that communities have the option of using this
important funding source as the need may arise.
2. Develop and adopt a capital improvements plan (CIP) for each
proposed capital utility project in order to monitor progress and
anticipate difficulties.
3. Prepare regular capital needs inventories in order to evaluate
conditions of capital assets and anticipate future needs and costs in
the next three to five years.

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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4. Encourage community and regional participation in resource

Context

conservation programs in order to reduce demand for water, sewer,

Best Practices

solid waste, road, and energy facilities, thereby reducing the need for

Projects

costly future facility investment.

General Plan Map
Appendix

5. Coordinate future road construction needs with Salt Lake County and
metropolitan planning organization (MPO) departments.
6. Balance road maintenance funds for routine works, periodic works, and
special works projects.
7. Ensure that community centers and libraries are centrally located,
accessible to all, and serve as multi-use buildings, especially as
community gathering places.
8. Use an existing park facilities assessment and public input to develop
community-specific park standards and determine capital needs for
future facilities.
9. Analyze public financing options carefully, as they can vary by project,
and should be tailored to meet specific community needs.
10. Consider using special assessment areas (SAAs) and various types
of redevelopment areas (RDAs), which seem to be the financing
mechanisms most suited to the needs of unincorporated Salt Lake
County.

Key Questions:
How will this project improve the quality of life in our community?
How will this project encourage private investment in our community?
What financing mechanism will be required to fund this project?
Have we prepared the legally required plans to proceed with this project?
What present facility needs are we facing as a community that will be
addressed with this project?
What future needs are anticipated with the completion of this project?
Are we centrally locating this capital asset, accessible to all, and designing
with sustainability in mind?
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Discussion
Capital Facility Planning Process: Utah Legal Requirements
Capital facility plans should be prepared in compliance with legal
requirements so that communities have the option of using this
important funding source as the need may arise. Utah law has specific

Index
Context
Best Practices
Projects
General Plan Map
Appendix

requirements for capital facility plans, if the plans are to be used as the
basis for calculating impact fees. Impact fees are an important means of
financing capital facilities where new development is generating a portion
of the demand for the facilities.
All local political jurisdictions and private entities serving a population
greater than 5,000 are required to prepare capital facility plans before
imposing impact fees. (Utah Code 11-36-201(2)(a).
If used as the basis for impact fees, Utah law requires that the Capital

Capital facility plans should be
prepared in compliance with
legal requirements

Facilities Plan (CFP) include the following information (Utah Code 11-36201(2)(c):
▪ Demands placed on existing public facilities by new development
activity.
▪ The proposed means by which the local political subdivision will
meet those demands.
In preparing the plan, each local political jurisdiction should generally
consider all revenue sources, including impact fees, to finance system
improvements. Best Practices regarding potential options for financing
of capital improvements are included later in this section of Best Practices
(see Financing, page 10).
Utah law also has specific noticing requirements for a Capital Facility
Plan (11-36-201(2)(b), if the Plan is to be used in conjunction with the
preparation of impact fees. These requirements are as follows:
All entities provide written notice of intent to prepare or amend CFP
including:
▪ A statement of intent.
▪ Description or map of geographic area.
▪ Sent to:
(1) Each county in whose unincorporated area and each
municipality whose boundaries is located the land on which the
proposed facilities will be located.

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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(2) Each affected entity.
(3) The Automated Geographic Reference Center (AGRC).

Best Practices
Projects

(4) The association of governments in which the facilities are

General Plan Map

proposed.

Appendix

(5) The state planning coordinator.
(6) The registered agent of the Utah Home Builders Association.
(7) The registered agent of the Utah Association of Realtors.
(8) The registered agent of the Utah Chapter of the Associated
General Contractors of America.
▪ Invitation to entity to contribute information.

Utilities1
The community should develop and adopt a capital improvements
plan (CIP) for each proposed capital utility project in order to monitor
progress and anticipate difficulties. Essential to the function of a
community, utility systems require careful planning and financing in order
to be efficient and practical. A strategic approach to utility projects and
improvements is needed to ensure that the cost of living or doing business
in the community is not overly burdened by the associated costs of such
projects.
The community should use a systematic approach to forecasting future
utility needs. The following steps must each be addressed as issues arise.
The first step is to develop and adopt a CIP for each proposed capital
project to determine, monitor, and implement the following:
▪ Project purpose.
▪ Year of construction or acquisition.
▪ Sources of demand (i.e., new development, commercial,
residential, etc.).
▪ Existing and projected service levels.
▪ Clearly identify project-wide and system-wide improvements.
▪ Budgeted amount.
▪ Financing source(s).

6
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▪ Operation & maintenance costs.
▪ Maintain current asset base and meet future capital needs.
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▪ Efficiently utilize tax dollars and other funds.

Projects
General Plan Map

Prepare regular capital needs inventories in order to evaluate

Appendix

conditions of capital assets and anticipate future needs and costs. It
is essential to conduct a regular capital needs inventory (CNI) in order to:
▪ Inventory condition of existing facilities and other capital assets
(roadways, parks, etc).
▪ Identify deferred needs.
▪ Determine need for repair, replacement, betterment or
expansion.
▪ Forecast future demand for facilities and other infrastructure.
Determine what will be needed to maintain current assets and meet future
demands based on desired levels of service.
Estimate Project Costs
▪ Fully-loaded design and construction costs for each project
included in the capital inventory.
▪ Include land acquisition, right-of-way, engineering, legal fees,
contingency, etc.
▪ Inflation factor for future project costs.
▪ Impact on operating budget.
Determine Funding Options/ Capacity
▪ Determine level of funding available for future capital investment.
▪ Determine appropriateness of debt funding versus pay-as-you-go.
▪ Match funding mechanisms to projects to best utilize available
resources.
▪ Consider all financing options.
▪ Plan for “stabilized rates” with periodic increases that will meet
future needs without undue fluctuations in rates.

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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Resource Conservation
Encourage community and regional participation in resource
conservation programs in order to reduce demand for water, sewer,

General Plan Map

solid waste, road, and energy facilities, thereby reducing the need
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for costly future facility investment. Many communities have found
that an important element to addressing community utility needs is the
promotion of resource conservation programs. Active conservation by a
community can significantly delay the need for a new facility, or render
the facility no longer needed. Stemming demand can make renovation
or capacity improvements to existing facilities a much more economical
or practical option. For example, a reduction in per capita water use can
delay the need to construct expensive new reservoirs or pipelines in order
to increase supply in urban areas.
Many conservation programs are already in place across the State.
Community leaders should actively promote existing conservation
programs to cultivate an ethic of resource conservation across the
community.
Minimize water use in buildings and for landscape irrigation
to reduce the impact to natural water resources and reduce
the burden on municipal water supply and wastewater
systems. Townships should promote the actions recommended by the
Jordan Valley Water Conservancy District’s “Slow the Flow” campaign,
sponsored by the Governor’s Water Conservation Team. More information
is available at www.slowtheflow.org. The Utah Rivers Council has also
spearheaded the “Rip Your Strip” program to encourage replacing waterintensive sod in parking strips with low water use plants. More information
is available at www.ripyourstrip.com.
Reduce the waste hauled to and disposed of in landfills. Any
encouragement to recycle and reduce waste will ease pressure on the
current Salt Lake County landfill as well as delay the need to open future
landfills. Promote proper disposal of office and household hazardous

Townships should promote the
actions recommended by the
Jordan Valley Water Conservancy
District’s “Slow the Flow” campaign.

waste. Townships should promote participation in the Salt Lake County
recycling program, which has significantly reduced the amount of solid
waste taken to the County landfill. More information is available at www.
sanitation.slco.org.
Other forms of conservation will help cultivate an ethic of resource
conservation, even though they are not utilities controlled by the
public. Assemble an energy advisory committee to develop an
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overview of issues and recommendations with respect to community
energy-use patterns and transportation. Promotional conservation
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programs are run by many utility companies in the valley. Questar Gas
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offers extensive energy saving tips and rebates through their “ThermWise”
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program. This program offers rebates to customers that upgrade to more

General Plan Map

energy efficient appliances as well as make home improvements that will
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reduce their demand on the utility. More information is available at www.
thermwise.com.
Rocky Mountain Power operates a similar electricity conservation program,
offering tips and rebates for customer participation. More information is
available at www.coolkeeper.net, and www.rockymtnpower.net. Townships
should also consider involvement in other resource conservation
programs sponsored by the Utah Transit Authority, EnergyStar, and other
organizations.

Roads
Construction
Coordinate future road construction needs with Salt Lake
County and metropolitan planning organization (MPO)
departments. Road construction projects must be well
orchestrated from a planning angle and must also ensure that
the project is both timely and financially feasible. Communities must
coordinate with County and MPO governing bodies to mitigate disruptions
to the surrounding roadway network during construction.
Maintenance2
Balance road maintenance funds for routine works, periodic works,
and special works projects. Conduct routine maintenance each year that
can be funded from the yearly budget. Activities can be grouped into cyclic
and reactive works types. Cyclic works are those undertaken where the
maintenance occurs on a pre-determined schedule. An example is culvert
cleaning, which is dependent on environmental effects rather than on traffic
levels.

Balance road maintenance funds
for routine works, periodic works,
and special works projects.

Reactive works are those where intervention levels, defined in the
maintenance standard, are used to determine when maintenance is
needed. An example is road patching, which is carried out in response to
the appearance of cracks or pot-holes.

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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Ensure that periodic work activities are undertaken at regularly scheduled
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intervals to preserve the structural integrity of the road, or to enable the

Best Practices

road to carry increased axle loadings. The category normally excludes

Projects

those projects that change the geometry of a road by widening or

General Plan Map

realignment. Works can be grouped into preventive, resurfacing, overlay
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and pavement reconstruction.
Special works are activities whose need cannot be estimated with
any certainty in advance. Such activities include emergency works to
repair landslides and washouts that result in the road being cut or made
impassable. Winter maintenance works of snow removal or salting are
also included. A contingency allowance is normally included within the
yearly budget to fund these works, although separate contingency funds
may also be provided.

Community Centers and Libraries
Ensure that community centers and libraries are centrally located,
accessible to all, and serve as multi-use buildings, especially as
community gathering places. These important facilities should be
located in areas that can be accessed by a variety of transportation modes,
including pedestrian traffic.
Depending on the focus of the community center, ensure that the center’s
activities and programs do not exclude any resident of the community. The
centers should incorporate a variety of spaces and recreational amenities
to meet multiple community needs. These may include art and music
studios, pre-school classrooms, gymnasiums, juice bars, and sandwich
delicatessens, etc.
Washington County Library, St.
George Utah

Where possible, locate community centers in historic downtowns
to preserve the “core” of the community and increase activity in the
downtown area. Locating community centers in previously developed
areas can usually reduce the overall capital cost required to build as they
can utilize existing infrastructure investments.
Library facilities can serve as the educational and community heart of a
neighborhood. They should be located close to activity centers and transit
stops to make library facilities accessible to all residents. Locate libraries
in multi-purpose buildings, or design them as such, to cater to a range of
functions.

Northwest Recreation Center, Salt
Lake City, Utah
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preserve the core of the community and increase activity in the
downtown area. Where possible, link schools to libraries for educational
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access to high-quality Internet material, within libraries, that is educational
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and attractive to children and all residents in an age-appropriate manner.
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Parks
Use an existing park facilities assessment and public input
to develop community-specific park standards and
determine capital needs for future facilities. Parks, trails
and recreational facilities make an enormous contribution to the quality of
life enjoyed by a community, providing opportunities for social interaction,
athletic competition, family and individual recreation, and adding visual
appeal to urban settings.
Salt Lake County currently enjoys 12 acres of parks per 1,000 residents,
and an additional 100 acres of open land per 1,000 residents. While this is
higher than the average established by the National Parks and Recreation
Association (6.25 to 10.5 acres of open space per 1,000 population), this
level may be more appropriate for the larger household sizes and outdoor
recreation-oriented lifestyle enjoyed by many in Utah. Although widely
accepted in the past, there is increased recognition that nationally-based
park standards may not be getting communities what they really need.
Many feel that national standards do not recognize the unique conditions,
resources and needs of different communities and cultural groups. Further,
these standards may unintentionally advance quantity rather than quality of
facilities and may not be a true reflection of today’s needs.
However, standards can serve some useful purposes. It is important to
identify current inventory levels (i.e., park acres, trail miles, recreation
facilities, etc.) in each community in order to ensure that resources are

Parks, trails and recreational
facilities make an enormous
contribution to the quality of life
enjoyed by a community.

fairly and equitably spread throughout the County. Standards should then
be set for existing inventory and a needs assessment through public input
to establish a list of priorities. Standards should be the product of a public
process to determine needs, rather than the starting point.
The needs assessment should be evaluated for various demographic
groups (i.e., age, household size, and geographic location). It is important
that park and recreation facilities meet the needs of all residents.
Generally, research shows that younger families have more interest in

Hidden Hollow Park, Salt Lake City,
Utah

recreation facilities such as ball fields, while older residents are more
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inclined to cultural events and activities. Based on its unique demographic
characteristics, each community should create its own set of standards.
The parks plan should designate between neighborhood-scale,

General Plan Map

community-scale, and regional-scale park facilities and should indicate
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whether facilities are intended to be project-wide (serving only a specific
development or neighborhood) or system-wide (serving the larger
community). This distinction is important when funding facilities through
impact fees.

Financing
Analyze public financing options carefully, as they can vary by
project, and should be tailored to meet specific community needs.
Some of the most common forms of capital facility financing used by cities
are not appropriate for townships in the unincorporated county.
General Obligation Bonds
Cities can use general obligation (GO) bonds, approved by their voters,
to finance facilities. While a county can also issue GO bonds, it cannot
“isolate” a portion of its electorate and obligate only the townships for the
payment of the capital facilities that benefit each of them respectively.
Therefore, it is unlikely that a GO bond that benefits one of the townships
would ever be approved in a countywide election. General obligation
bonds are not considered a likely source of financing for the townships.
Utility Revenue Bonds
Cities often use utility revenue bonds to finance large-scale utility facilities.
In the case of the County, special service districts for water, sewer and
other utilities often provide these services, and have the ability to issue
utility revenue bonds. When this form of financing is used, it is important
to establish utility rates that will cover the debt service without unduly
burdening existing development with the cost of expanded facilities
necessitated by new development. The proper balance of rates and
impact fees is necessary in order to achieve fair and equitable costs.
Excise Tax Revenue Bonds
Revenue bonds payable from excise tax revenues are governed pursuant
to Utah State Code Section 11-14-307. Without the need for a vote, cities
and counties may issue bonds payable solely from excise taxes levied by
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Practical consideration for the issuance of this type of debt for most cities
and counties lies with the fact that most local governments spend these
funds and more on the maintenance of roads. Therefore, while it is used
as the means for securing the debt, other general funds may actually
be utilized by the issuer to make the annual payments or to pay for
maintenance while the excise tax bonds are being retired with Class B&C
road fund revenues.
Sales Tax Revenue Bonds
Sales tax revenues can be utilized as a sole pledge for repayment of
debt without a vote of the constituents and funds can be utilized for the
acquisition and construction of any capital facility owned by the issuing
local government. They are frequently used for parks and recreation
facilities or other city buildings such as City Hall or Public Safety buildings.
Municipal Building Authority Lease Revenue Bonds (MBA)
Pursuant to the Utah Municipal Building Authority Act (17A-3-301)
Cities, Counties and School Districts are allowed to create a non-profit
organization solely to accomplish the public purpose of acquiring,
constructing, improving and financing the cost of a project on behalf of the
public body that created it.
The security for a MBA bond is a first trust deed on the real property, any
buildings or improvements and a security interest in any furniture, fixtures
and equipment financed pursuant to a particular MBA transaction. The
only pledge by the City/County is that it will remit any lease payments
received from the MBA to the trustee. Bonds structured in this fashion are
not considered long-term debt as the lease payments are subject to an
annual appropriation by the County.
Due to the security structure, the best types of capital facilities to finance
under this mechanism are those that are deemed as “essential purpose”
by the bond market. Municipal buildings such as city halls, public safety
buildings and public works buildings are typically considered essential
public purposes. That stated, many other capital improvements and
facilities have been funded using MBA bonds including parks and
recreation facilities.
14
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Tax Increment Revenue Bonds – CDAs, EDAs and URAs
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of redevelopment areas (RDAs), which seem to be the financing
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mechanisms most suited to the needs of Salt Lake County townships.
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Under Utah law, redevelopment agencies may create community
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development areas (CDAs), economic development areas (EDAs) and urban
renewal areas (URAs). Urban renewal areas are governed by Section 17B-4
of the Utah State Code and can be created by a city or county for the general
purpose of providing for redevelopment and economic development
through various tools associated with the buying and selling of property and
utilizing tax increment as a means to promote development and provide
needed infrastructure.
Impact Fee Revenue Bonds
Utah State law allows cities to charge new development for the cost of
providing service to newly developed areas through the imposition of
impact fees once a complete impact fee analysis has been completed and
adopted. Impact fees are calculated to cover the cost of bringing new
development up to the same service standard, often referred to as the
“level of service,” as existing developed areas within the Township/County.
Although impact fees can technically be pledged as a repayment source on
bonds, due to the uncertainty related to timing of collection of impact fees
they are not considered a secure enough source of revenue on their own
to secure financing at a reasonable cost. Typically impact fee revenues
are utilized as one portion of the funding available to make debt payments
when system revenue bonds are issued, with the bulk of the revenues
coming from user fees.
Special Assessment Bonds
Special Assessment Areas (SAAs), formerly known as Special
Improvement Districts or SIDs, are a financing mechanism that allows
governmental entities to designate a specific area which will be benefited
by public improvement(s) and levy a special assessment, on parity with a
tax lien, to pay for those improvements. The special assessment is then
pledged to retire bonds, known as Special Assessment Bonds, issued to
finance construction of the project.
The underlying rationale of an SAA is that only those property owners who
benefit from the public improvements will be assessed for the improvement

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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Resources
1. Anne Wescott, Galena Consulting & Tom Pippin, BBC Research &
Consulting. Developing Capital Improvements Plans and Figuring Out
How To Fund Them. A presentation at the Annual Conference of the
Association of Idaho Cities, June 2008
2. World Bank, Roads and Highways Construction and Maintenance.
http://www.worldbank.org/transport/roads/con&main.htm
3. Envision Utah: Urban Planning Tools: Energy Efficiency
4. Salt Lake County Solid Waste Programs: www.sanitation.slco.org
5. Utah Rivers Council, Rip Your Strip Xeriscape Campaign: www.
ripyourstrip.org
6. Jordan Valley Water Conservancy District Water-Wise Program: www.
slowtheflow.org
7. Questar Gas Company Energy Saving Program: www.thermwise.com
8. Rocky Mountain Power Energy Saving Program: www.coolkeeper.net
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Census

Purpose Statement

Contents:

Planners and decision makers worldwide share a common need for high-

Core Concepts

1

Key Questions

2

Demographic Sources

3

Assessing Population Data

4

race, ethnicity, housing status, income, etc. Censuses provide essential

Household Characteristics

5

data for allotting political representation, for national and sector planning,

Housing Stock Data

5

Commute to Work Data

6

Resources

6

quality and timely statistics to identify needs, measure trends, and evaluate
results. Census data are vital to meeting these needs. Every ten years the
United States federal government is constitutionally required to conduct a
census of the population. In addition to recording the number of individuals
in the country, the census also collects other data, including age, gender,

for allocating resources, for locating roads and other infrastructure, and for
guiding the marketing and distribution efforts of private enterprise. They
also provide basic data on the size, composition, location, socioeconomic
status, and change over time of the population. Data from a population
census can be used for improving housing, schools, medical care,
transportation, and employment, enabling users to paint statistical portraits
in a number of ways.

Related Best Practices:

Best Practices
Core Concepts
1. Reliable demographic data is essential to projecting the future capital
needs of a community, in assessing future revenues and expenditures
involved with the provision of ongoing services, in creating economic
development plans and strategies, and in assessing housing needs.
2. A combination of sources needs to be used to get the best
demographic analysis.
3. While the US Census Bureau provides annual updates to the 10-

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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year census figures, this data can be inaccurate in rapidly-growing
communities, and can be updated using a variety of local sources.
4. Accurate population data plays a vital role in revenue distribution for

General Plan Map

sales taxes and roads; therefore, communities should ensure that their

Appendix

population data provided by the annual Census updates is valid.
5. Household characteristics, particularly age data, play an important
role in assessing the housing needs of a community and in assisting a
community to plan for lifecycle housing needs.

Key Questions
What is the current demographic profile of our community?
What demographic trends are occurring in our community (aging
population, smaller households, etc.), and how do they apply to this
proposal?
What impact will these demographic trends have on the types of services
and facilities required in the community?
How quickly or slowly is the population projected to grow?
What economic development opportunities are associated with our
market?
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Discussion
Reliable demographic data is essential to projecting the future
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capital needs of a community, in assessing future revenues and
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expenditures involved with the provision of ongoing services,
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in creating economic development plans and strategies, and in
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assessing housing needs. Demographic data is essential for economic
development purposes, and assists with identifying target markets and
buying power. Demographic trends are also critical in assessing the need
for entry level housing, move-up housing, and life cycle housing needs.
Population pyramids often reflect the current housing availability in a
community, and are an important tool in assessing future demand.
Demographic Sources
A combination of sources needs to be used to get the best
demographic analysis. The Associations of Government have the most
updated data regarding future growth projections at the traffic area zone
(TAZ) level. The County Planning and Development Services Division
can provide information regarding developable land and projects “in the
pipeline,” while schools often have a good understanding of enrollment
data.
The American Community Survey (ACS), available online, is conducted by
the Census Bureau to update demographic characteristics of communities
in between the 10-year census period. The ACS is sent to a small
percentage of the population on a rotating basis and helps determine
how more than $300 billion per year is distributed. In Utah, several major
revenue sources for local communities – such as sales tax and road funds
– are partially distributed based on population. Updated data is therefore
especially critical in rapidly-growing communities.

Census data can be used to
forecast community needs.

Building permit data, combined with estimates of household size, is a good
source of updating current population figures. This data is available online.
School data is a good source for updating household size figures (in the
period between Censuses).
The Economic Development Corporation of Utah (EDCUtah) periodically
conducts updates of demographic data for counties throughout the state.
These updates can be applied to local communities within their respective
counties.
Sales tax data can be obtained on an annual basis from the State Tax
Commission and provides excellent information regarding local spending

A combination of sources needs
to be used to get the best
demographic analysis.

patterns.
Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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local strengths and areas of opportunity.
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Income information, combined with median home pricing (obtained from
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the Assessor’s Office) is critical information used to assess trends in
housing affordability in a local community. Summaries of recent sales data
is provided by the real estate multiple listing service (MLS).
Rent rates are summarized and provided by local brokerages and are also
an important tool in assessing affordability in a community.
Assessing Population Data
While the US Census Bureau provides annual updates to the 10year census figures, this data can be inaccurate in rapidly-growing
communities, and can be updated using a variety of local sources.
Current population data for local communities can be obtained and
evaluated through a variety of means, including:
Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget (data at city and county
level); www.governor.utah.gov/dea/popprojections.html
Residential water connections;
Traffic Area Zone (TAZ) data (available from Wasatch Front
Regional Council – WFRC); http://www.wfrc.org
Census 2000 household data, updated with residential building
permit data since 2000; www.census.gov
School enrollment data.
Household size (used in estimating the population from the number of
households) can be evaluated beginning with 2000 Census data. Changes
in household size since the last US Census can be assessed by working
with the local school district and through interviews with local real estate
brokers and others who are familiar with recent development trends in the
community. Household size can then be multiplied by the total number of
households in order to estimate the current population of a community.
Accurate population data plays a vital role in revenue distribution
for sales taxes and roads; therefore, communities should ensure
that their population data provided by the annual Census updates is
valid. Many communities in Utah have felt that the Census Bureau updates
significantly understate the actual growth that has occurred, and have
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successfully challenged the Census Bureau updates. The Census Bureau
updates should be reviewed annually by local communities and, if they are
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forms that allow the Bureau to evaluate and increase the official population
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figures for that community. This is important because several funding
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sources, distributed to local communities on the basis of population, rely on
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the Census updates for their funding distribution formulas.
Population projections at the county and city level are made by the
Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget. In order to apply these
projections to a smaller, township level, several factors should be
evaluated, including traffic area zone projections; local school enrollment
projections; amount of vacant, developable land; availability of
infrastructure; planning pipeline projections; and interviews with local
planning departments.
Household Characteristics
Household characteristics, particularly age data, play an
important role in assessing the housing needs of a
community and in assisting a community to plan for
lifecycle housing needs. Census data is the best source for detailed
household characteristics, including age, income, educational levels, race,
and poverty levels. Updates to some household characteristics are
provided by EDCUtah at the County level and can be used to assess
trends in the general area.
Household characteristics are important in planning for housing and for
economic development. Data regarding income and wage levels is used
to assess housing affordability; income data is also used to project the
buying power of a community and to assess sales leakage as well as other
economic factors.

Census data is important to assess
housing demand.

Age, household size, and income information is important in
identifying target markets for economic development that will
increase the tax base of a community. Age data is also
important in planning for lifecycle housing and in meeting the needs of an
aging population, including essential health care services. Demand for
parks, recreation, public transportation and cultural facilities is also tied to
age and must be considered in meeting the quality of life needs of the
residents of a community.

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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can be helpful in assessing if basic housing standards are
being met, or if a significant portion of the community is in need of housing
assistance. These items are discussed in greater detail in the Best
Practices: Housing document.
Commute to Work Data
Time spent commuting to work can significantly impact quality of
life. Data regarding the distance required to reach one’s
workplace, as well as mode of transportation used, is available
through the Census. This is valuable information in assessing the buying
power that may be entering or leaving a community, planning for future
transportation projects, and identifying opportunities to create more jobs
locally. Regional scale planning usually must be in place to significantly
affect commute times across the region.

Resources
1. Demographic Data
Demographic Profiles : United States Census Data 2000
Population, Age, Educational Levels, Race. http://censtats.census.gov/
pub/Profiles.shtml
American Factfinder: United States Census Data 2000
Detailed categories, with cross tabulations, i.e., age by gender, etc.
http://factfinder.census.gov/servlet/DatasetMainPageServlet?_
program=DEC&_submenuld=&_lang=en&_ts=
Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget (GOPB)
Population projections in Utah. http://www.governor.utah.gov/dea/
University of Utah Bureau of Economic and Business Research
Building permit data. http://www.business.utah.edu/display.
php?&pageld=1690
Economic Development Corporation of Utah
Updated demographic information. http://www.edcutah.org
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Wasatch Front Regional Council
Population projections at the traffic zone level. http://www.wfrc.org/cms/
index.php
American Community Survey 2006
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Update demographic data for areas with populations of 65,000 and
above. http://factfinder.census.gov/servlet/DatasetMainPageServlet?_
program=ACS&_submenuld=&_lang=en&_ts=
2. Economic Data
Utah State Tax Commission
Sales tax data. http://www.tax.utah.gov/esu/sales/index.html
Utah Department of Transportation
Traffic counts on Utah’s major roads. http://www.udot.utah.gov/main/
f?p=100:pg:7145295646927346::::V,T:,529
Department of Workforce Services
Employment and wage information. http://jobs.utah.gov/jsp/wi/utalmis/
gotoOccwage.do
3. Development and Housing Data
Commerce CRG
Retail, office and industrial information, including market absorption and
rates. http://www.commercecrg.com/
New Reach (fee required)
New development information by location; inventory and pipeline. http://
www.newreach.com/
Salt Lake Board of Realtors
Housing market information for Salt Lake and Davis Counties. http://
www.slrealtors.com/bs_marketstats.html
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Communications

Purpose Statement

Contents:

An unfortunate theme of government is often ongoing conflict among

Core Concepts

1

Key Questions

2

Many times the cause of conflict is simple misunderstanding of the form

Police Power

3

of government under which the county or city is operating. Other times,

Salt Lake County Government 4

elected and appointed officials and frustration by the citizenry and
subordinate governing bodies over decisions made by the executives.

the conflict is rooted in misunderstandings of the roles and authorities
of the various boards, commissions, and councils. Clearly articulating

Mayor

7

the authorities of local governments delegated by the states and the

County Council

8

governmental structure chosen by the citizenry can help resolve such
conflicts. At a minimum, members of a community or local government
body can better understand how decisions are made.

Best Practices
Core Concepts

Zoning Board of Adjustments 9
Planning Commissions

10

Community Councils

11

Resources

13

1. The County employs a system of soliciting input from the ground
up which, if properly implemented, results in well-informed decision
making.
2. Serving on a County board, commission, or council is about public
service.
3. All County boards, commissions, and councils should respect the
public process and the due-process rights of all citizens.
4. All legislative decisions and recommendations should be based on a
number of factors, including: the current and adopted goals, policies,
and regulations of the County or Township; community input; and the
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advice of County staff and legal counsel.
5. The Mayor works in coordination with the County Council and other
elected officials, but has no supervisory authority over them.
6. The Mayor’s role is primarily in administration of County government,
not in the formulation of policy.
7. As the administrative officer of the County, the Mayor is tasked with
ensuring inter-governmental coordination and communication with the
general public on County activities.
8. The County Council is the governing body that makes legislative
decisions and sets County policy.
9. In its decisions, the County Council must balance county and
community interests to the best of its ability.
10. The Board of Adjustment is a quasi-judicial, not a policy-making body.
11. The Board of Adjustment may only grant variances within the legal
framework specified by Utah statutes.
12. The Planning Commission is intended to shape and recommend policy.
13. The Planning Commission has a dual role as both a quasi-legislative
body with broad discretion, and a quasi-judicial land-use authority with
limited discretion.
14. Community Councils are encouraged to develop community priorities
regarding municipal services and facilities within their community
district.
15. Community Councils are encouraged to make recommendations
concerning land-use policy within their community district.
16. A Community Council’s role is primarily as an advisory body to the
Planning Commission and the County Council.

Key Questions
What authority does the body reviewing the application have?
Is this a legislative or administrative action?
If administrative, does the application meet the specific requirements of
adopted county ordinances and regulations?
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If legislative, does the application meet the intent of the adopted goals,
policies, and regulations of the County or Township?
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If legislative, what feedback or recommendations have been provided
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by County staff, the general public, community councils, or planning
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commissions?
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If a variance is requested, does it meet the five requirements outlined by
State statute?
Are the respective levels of government following the County’s established,
bottom-up, framework for communication and decision-making?
Does the County’s established framework for communication and decisionmaking afford adequate and appropriate opportunities for communication
and input?
How can communication and coordination among the respective levels
of government be improved, while remaining within state statute and the
established County communications framework?

Discussion
The United States and the states, counties, and cities within it rely
on representative democracy, a form of government founded on the
principles of the people’s representatives. The representatives from more
than one independent ruling body are charged with the responsibility
of acting in the people’s interest, but not as their proxy representatives.
Representatives do not necessarily always act according to the wishes of
their constituencies. It is often appropriate that they exercise independent
initiative that they feel best protects the long-term interests of those
constituencies.
The United States government is much more complex and is generally
termed a constitutional republic. A constitutional republic is a state where
the head of state and other officials are elected as representatives of the
people to govern according to existing constitutional law that limits the
government’s power over citizens. In a constitutional republic, executive,
legislative, and judicial powers are separated into distinct branches and
the will of the majority of the population is tempered by protections for
individual rights so that no individual or group has absolute power.
Police Power
The United States Constitution is the supreme source of federal
governmental authority and the protection of individual rights. Authority to
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protect public health, safety, and welfare is reserved to the states, and then
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delegated to local governments by enabling legislation. It is finally enacted
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by local ordinances.
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The authority to regulate land uses through zoning, ordinances, and plans
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is derived from the police power of the state. The police power is the
authority delegated to local governments to adopt measures necessary to
protect public health, safety, and welfare within the framework of the United
States and the Utah Constitutions.
Salt Lake County Government
Salt Lake County, as a local government within the State of Utah, has the
authority to select its form of government and establish its own codes,
regulations, and policies enacting the police powers delegated by the
State.
Salt Lake County operates under a Mayor-Council form of government
which separates executive and legislative governing powers. Below
the level of the Mayor and the County Council are the zoning Board of
Adjustment, planning commissions, community councils, and the citizenry
at large.
The County employs a system of soliciting input from the groundup which, if properly implemented, results in well-informed policy
making. Good policy- and decision-making in Salt Lake County happens
when each of the various representative and governing bodies takes
time to thoroughly explore all sides of an issue and then carefully crafts
an appropriate recommendation to the next superior decision-making
governmental
authority.
Deciding and
recommending
bodies should
be well-informed
and know what is
happening in the
community they
are governing.
Participating
in community
events, reading

Basic organization of Salt Lake County planning
governance.
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and reviewing minutes of official meetings are appropriate means for
accomplishing this.
In order to prevent improper ex-parte communications and premature
decision making, it is generally not appropriate for members of the higher
levels of government to participate in or directly observe discussions
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that have yet to come before their body. Similarly, County legal counsel
advises that attending meetings of subordinate governing bodies is not
appropriate where the discussions concern a topic likely to come before
the superior decision making authority when it is acting an a quasi -judicial
or legislative capacity.
Serving on a County board, commission, or council is about public
service. The role of the county-elected and appointed officials is to
ensure the rights of all members of the community are protected. The
County’s public servants should assist landowners and other citizens
in accomplishing their intent within the framework of local plans and
ordinances. Similarly, the County officials should work to protect and
enhance the overall health, safety, and welfare of the community at large
through the accurate application of ordinances and policies and the
careful consideration of all stakeholder perspectives in making legislative
decisions and recommendations.
All County boards, commissions, and councils should respect the
public process and the due-process rights of all citizens. All council,
board, and commission meetings must comply with the Utah Open and
Public Meetings Act, which provides that both decisions and deliberations
of these decision-making authorities must be public. A public hearing is
required by law for many decisions of a planning commission or county
council and may be held on other issues as deemed appropriate.
The purpose of a public hearing is to solicit input from the public and to
disseminate information to the community. In contrast to a public hearing,
a public meeting of a governmental body is generally for the purpose
of analysis, discussion, debate, and decision by that body. The public
is welcome to attend and observe public meetings but has no right of
comment or other participation. Public meetings and hearings are generally
not to seek approval or permission from the community on matters
that are before a governmental body for decision. While individual and
representative group comments and perspectives should all be given due
consideration, public meetings and the submission of written comments
should not be used as polling tools.
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application is being considered and also to be given copies of any staff
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reports regarding the application at least three days before the meeting or
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All legislative decisions and recommendations should be based on a
number of factors, including: the current and adopted goals, policies,
and regulations of the County or Township; community input; and
the advice of County staff and legal counsel. The County has adopted
a number of plans and policy documents which should be used to guide
legislative decisions. These documents have all been prepared with broad
community input, and represent a unified community vision. Draft policy
documents may be considered in a body’s deliberations, but decisions and
final recommendations should be based largely on existing adopted policy
documents.
Documents adopted by the County as guiding policy include:
▪ Salt Lake County Building Code
▪ Salt Lake County Zoning Ordinance
▪ Salt Lake County Cooperative Plan
▪ Salt Lake County Township General Plans
▪ Wasatch Choices 2040 - A Four County Land-Use and
Transportation Vision
Legislative decisions should not be based on perceived economic climate
(e.g. perceived impact of development on home values) or on perceived
changes in the socioeconomic demographic of the area. Changes in
these areas are not reasonable findings for approving or denying specific
applications at any level of governance. These decisions should be based
on the guiding document of the community, as listed above.
The County Code identifies the following elected and appointed bodies to
provide recommendations and make decisions about County government:
▪ Mayor
▪ County Council
▪ Zoning Board of Adjustment
▪ Planning Commissions
▪ Community Councils
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There are two variations of a Mayor-Council form of government: strong
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and weak mayor. Salt Lake County has adopted a strong-mayor
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government, consisting of a popularly elected Mayor and nine County
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Council members. The Salt Lake County Mayor is elected at large for
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a four-year term in a partisan election. The Mayor cannot occupy other
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elective public offices at the same time, and is subject to all requirements
and limitations applicable under state law and county ordinance.
The Mayor works in coordination with the County Council and other
elected officials, but has no supervisory authority over them. In
the strong-mayor form of government, the Mayor is given almost total
administrative authority and a clear, wide range of political independence,
with the power to appoint and dismiss department heads without Council
approval. The Mayor acts as intergovernmental relations liaison, exercises
power of veto and line-item veto, and attends and participates in County
Council meetings. The Mayor may appoint a Chief Deputy to act in the
place of the Mayor during absence or disability. The Deputy must be a
County resident and be either a Department Director or Chief of Staff.
The Mayor’s role is primarily in administration of county government,
not in the formulation of policy. While the Mayor participates in policy
decisions at the County Council level and carries veto powers, the Office of
Mayor is not a policy-making position. The Mayor’s duties include:
▪ Appointing necessary merit exempt staff, as provided by law.
▪ Carrying out and enforcing the programs and policies established
by the County Council.
▪ Enforcing the regulations, policies, and procedures of the County.
▪ Faithfully executing the laws and ordinances of the County.
▪ Assigning employees and work in the executive branch.
▪ Appointing persons to serve on commissions and boards, with
advice and consent of the County Council.
▪ Reviewing County books, accounts, and funds necessary to the
executive function.
▪ Negotiating and executing contracts.
▪ Considering and adopting long-range planning.
As the administrative officer of the County, the Mayor is tasked
with ensuring inter-governmental coordination and communication
Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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communications among various levels of the County government, and
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between the community at large and the County officials.
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County Council
The Salt Lake County legislative body is a nine-member County Council.
Three council members are elected at-large and six are elected by district.
Council members from districts are elected for four-year staggered terms in
partisan elections, and at-large council members serve staggered terms of
six years. Council districts are reapportioned after each U.S. census.
The County Council is the governing body that makes legislative
decisions and sets County policy. While the County Council takes into
account the input of the Mayor, various stakeholders, boards, commissions
and councils, it is the ultimate policy-making authority for the County. The
County Council’s authority includes:
▪ Considering and adopting ordinances, rules, and regulations.
▪ Considering and adopting an administrative code, policies, and
procedures.
▪ Adopting rules governing the activities, meetings, and organization
of the Council.
▪ Establishing and adopting a budget, setting and levying taxes, and
establishing fees.
▪ Establishing the salaries of county officers and employees.
▪ Supervising internal audits and investigations.
▪ Conducting quasi-judicial hearings including serving as the Board
of Equalization for County tax issues and as the final board of
review regarding planning and zoning.
▪ Granting franchisees over and along county roads. Advising and
consenting to appointments by the executive branch.
▪ Overriding vetoes of the Mayor by two-thirds vote.
▪ Supervising the conduct of county officers in accordance with state
statute.
▪ Providing for the development of county resources.
▪ Performing other legislative acts.
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In its decisions, the County Council must balance county and
community interests to the best of their ability. County Council
decisions may not necessarily align with the recommendations of the
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perspective of what is happening in the County and have the difficult job
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of considering a wide range of input and making decisions which best
protects and supports the overall health, welfare, and interests of the
County as a whole.
Similarly, since the County Council members are all elected officials, they
have specific constituencies to represent. If they feel a decision, while
good for the overall county, may have serious detrimental effects on their
district, they must carefully weigh all available options and vote in the
manner which they feel is most appropriate.
Zoning Board of Adjustments
Since it is impossible to draft a zoning ordinance that will cover every
conceivable combination of circumstances, the Salt Lake County
Board of Adjustment has been created to provide a means to deal with
unanticipated hardships as they arise. The Board of Adjustment consists
of five members and three alternates who are appointed by the Salt
Lake County Mayor and approved by the Salt Lake County Council. All
members of the Board are residents of the unincorporated area of Salt
Lake County.
The Board of Adjustment is a quasi-judicial, not a policy-making
body. The Board is charged to interpret the meaning and spirit of the
zoning ordinances as enacted by the County Council. It does not have the
authority to make law or change zoning law. The powers and duties of the
Board of Adjustment are to:
▪ Hear and decide appeals from administrative decisions applying a
zoning ordinance.
▪ Hear and decide the special exceptions to the terms of a zoning
ordinance.
▪ Hear and decide variances from the terms of a zoning ordinance.
▪ Determine the existence, expansion or modification of
nonconforming uses.
The Board of Adjustment may only grant variances within the legal
framework specified by Utah statutes. Utah Code Sec. 17-27a-702 has
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identified five conditions which must all be met in order for the Board of
Adjustment to grant a variance:
▪ Would literal enforcement of the zoning ordinance cause an
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unreasonable hardship for the applicant that is not necessary to
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carry out the general purpose of the zoning ordinance?
(a) Is the hardship located on or associated with the property?
(b) Is the hardship a result of circumstances peculiar to the property
and not from conditions that are general to the neighborhood?
(c) Is the hardship not self-imposed and not economic?
▪ Are their special circumstances attached to the property that does
not generally apply to other properties in the same district?
(a) Do the special circumstances relate to the hardship complained
of?
(b) Do the special circumstances deprive the property of privileges
granted to other properties in the same zoning district?
▪ Is granting the variance essential to the enjoyment of a substantial
property right possessed by other properties in the same zoning
district?
▪ Will the variance not substantially affect the intent of the general
plan and not be contrary to the public interest?
▪ Is the spirit of the zoning ordinance observed and substantial
justice done?
Planning Commissions
Every Utah municipality and county is required to pass an ordinance
establishing a planning commission. The ordinance should outline
procedures for filling vacancies and organization and also detail the roles
and authority of the planning commission. Planning commissioners are
all volunteers, appointed by the Mayor. They serve out of interest in their
local community and a desire to help protect or improve their community.
By state law, the planning commission is required to have a role in the local
government’s land-use control and policy.
The Planning Commission is intended to shape and recommend
policy. Planning commissions are not an elected representative body,
have no constituency, and do not represent specific neighborhoods or
points of view. Planning commissions are charged with applying the local
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ordinances as written, and making reasoned recommendations to the
County Council on legislative decisions. However, the elected officials to
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in a manner that comes before that commissioner for a decision or
recommendation. In such cases, the recusal of the commissioner is
necessary, with that commissioner taking no part in the discussion, final
decision, or recommendation.
The Planning Commission has a dual role as both a quasi-legislative
body with broad discretion, and a quasi-judcial land use authority
with limited discretion. The responsibilities of the planning commission
include making recommendations to the County Council on amendments
to general plans, land-use ordinances, zoning maps, official maps, and
other land-use policies. These are quasi-legislative processes, in which
the Planning Commission has broad discretion and may hear and consider
public input when shaping its recommendations.
Wearing its other hat, the Planning Commission functions as a quasijudicial land-use authority tasked with administering the local ordinances,
including subdivision plats. The Planning Commission does not have the
authority to grant or deny permits and approvals at its discretion. Utah law
entitles a landowner to approval of an application if it complies with the
local government’s ordinances. A Planning Commission may be legally
required to approve a land-use application that meets the requirements
of the local ordinances, but is publicly unpopular. Conversely, a proposal
that has broad public support and is in the overall best interest of the
community but does not meet ordinance requirements, must be denied.
On a matter for which the Planning Commission makes a recommendation
to the County Council, final Council decision is often the result of a public
noticed process, extensive debate, and a difficult weighting of various
factors. Many times the Council takes into account a broader perspective
of issues than does the Planning Commission, and the elected officials’
votes will often be weighted toward their particular constituencies.
Community Councils
Like many other local governments, Salt Lake County Code authorizes
the establishment of community council districts and community councils.
Community councils serve as a mechanism by which a community makes
recommendations on actions affecting them. Community council members
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The Community Councils have two roles: to develop community priorities,
and to provide comments to the planning commission regarding land use
policy.
Community Councils are encouraged to develop community priorities
regarding municipal services and facilities within their community.
These recommendations are communicated to the County Council and
Mayor on an annual basis and are to be used in policy development and
in the budget process. Direct communication with County Council occurs
through the County’s Community Council Liaison.
Community Councils are encouraged to provide comments
concerning land-use policy within their community. Upon request
of the Planning Commission, the Community Councils may review
and respond to all legislative actions before the Planning Commission
including: zoning text changes, and zoning map changes, and conditional
use applications. Upon request of the Community Council, the Planning
Commission should postpone a decision until the next Community
Council meeting, up to a period of four weeks after the first hearing of the
application by the Planning Commission.
A Community Council’s role is primarily as an advisory body to
the Planning Commission and the County Council. It is the role and
duty of the Community Council to accurately represent the views and
opinions of its community district. However, the Planning Commission
and the County Council are making decisions based on the existing
adopted local policies, ordinances, and plans, and must take into account
the broader interests of their overall constituencies. In particular, the
decisions and recommendations of the Planning Commission are made
with due consideration of the general plan goals and objectives and a
wide perspective regarding the overall health, welfare, and interest of the
Township. This may not necessarily align with the recommendations of the
Community Councils.
As to the County Council and Mayor, they are under no obligation to
approve the recommendations of the Planning Commission or Community
Councils. Conflicts may arise when community councillors become
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invested in a recommendation, and the governing board decides on a
different approach.
The Association of Community Councils Together (ACCT) is an
organization created to communicate and support the joint concerns
of community councils to the County Council as requested by the
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association’s membership. The ACCT is representative of all County
community councils, and each community council may elect one or more
individuals to represent their community district on the ACCT. The County
Council should schedule at least one meeting annually with the ACCT to
receive recommendations from the community councils on policies, budget,
and other priorities for each community council district.

Resources
1. Blaesser, Brian W. and Alan Winstein. Land Use and the Constitution,
Principles for Planning Practice. Planners Press, Washington,
D.C.1989.
2. Church, David L. Separation of Powers in Utah Municipal Government.
http://www.ulct.org/ulct/docs/separation%20of%20powers.pdf
3. Church, David L. The Planning Commission, One Attorney’s View.
http://www.ulct.org/ulct-multimedia/PLANNING%20COMMISSION%20
2008.pdf
4. Church, David L. Why Can’t We All Just Get Along? http://www.ulct.org/
ulct-multimedia/WHY.pdf
5. Planning and Zoning Administration in Utah, Third Edition. Center for
Public Policy and Administration, University of Utah. 1994.
6. Salt Lake County Code. http://www.municode.com/Resources/
gateway.asp?pid=16602&sid=44
7. Utah Code, Title 17, Ch. 27a; Title 54, Ch.4
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Corridors

Purpose

Contents:

A corridor is a linear transportation route, including all parcels directly

Core Concepts

1

Key Questions

2

Great Streets

3

Transportation

4

adjacent to the roadway. Corridors may have diverse land uses and
functions along their length. Corridors are vital links within all communities.
Serving as important transportation links, corridors connect citizens not
only to other areas of the community; they also connect to the wider
regional and national transportation networks. Corridors, however, should
not merely be viewed as conduits for automobile traffic, but multifunctional

Land Use

10

public space. Each community should integrate efficient transportation

Urban Design

11

that each corridor is not only functional, but also a “livable” place. Each

County Policy

17

corridor should be planned as a “complete street,” providing facilities for

Innovative Intersections

19

Corridor Cut Sheets

23

Resources

31

planning, good land use planning, and quality urban design to ensure

all forms of transportation. Livable corridors reach their full potential when
they assist in economic development, promote safety and security, improve
access and mobility for all, protect and promote public health, and ensure
environmental sustainability. Because of their limited access and impact on
adjacent land uses, corridors considered here do not include highways, rail
corridors, or other high-speed limited access roads.

Related Best Practices:

Best Practices
Core Concepts
1. Envision corridors as public places that have the potential to become
“great streets.”
2. Link local and regional destinations together with efficient corridor
planning.
3. Design corridors to be multi-modal using the “Complete Streets”
approach.
Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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4. Design local street networks to ensure high levels of internal
connectivity and frequent connections to corridors.
5. Use corridors as transitional areas with a high potential for growth and
increases in intensity of use.
6. Promote efficient and sustainable development patterns by
encouraging infill and redevelopment of corridor-adjacent properties.
7. Cluster the most intense land uses in activity center nodes and in close
proximity to public transit facilities.
8. Encourage the mixing of uses along a corridor, including jobs and
housing in close proximity to one another.
9. Use the Three Rules of Urban Design to ensure growth along corridors
preserves and creates sustainable commercial areas:
▪ Build to the sidewalk.
▪ Make the building front permeable with doors and windows.
▪ Prohibit parking lots in front of buildings.
10. Modify existing corridor planning policy to encourage multi-modal
transportation and investment in public space.

Key Questions
How will this proposal affect land use and mobility along the corridor?
Does this proposal increase efficiency of land use along the corridor?
How will this proposal affect the capacity of the corridor to move people
and goods in the community?
Does this proposal aid in “completing” the street?
Does this proposal improve the quality of the public realm along the
corridor?
Does the proposal increase the quality of public space along the street?
Does this proposal implement the Three Rules of Urban Design along the
corridor? (see above, Core Concept 9)
Is this proposal sensitive to the context of this segment of corridor?
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A corridor is a linear route through the community that includes the
transportation infrastructure, as well as the land parcels adjacent to
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the corridor. Corridors may have diverse land uses and transportation
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functions along their length. Corridors typically experience change over
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time, responding to changing market conditions and new approaches to
land use and transportation planning. Because of their limited access and
influence on adjacent land uses, corridors considered here do not include
highways, rail corridors, or other high-speed limited access roads.

Great Streets
Envision corridors as public places that have the potential to become
“great streets.” Streets are public spaces within our communities
that serve many purposes. Although often thought of simply as public
infrastructure, streets are more than public utilities, more than the
equivalent of water lines and sewers and electric cables. They are also
more than linear physical places that permit people and goods to get from
point A to point B. Corridors also have the potential of becoming great
streets, or great public spaces that are highly memorable. Many world
cities have exemplary “great streets” such as the Champs Elysees in Paris,
La Ramblas in Barcelona, or Fifth Avenue in New York City. Locally, in
2007 Salt Lake City’s South Temple Street was selected by the American

One of the world’s “great streets,”
the Champs Elysees, Paris, France.

Planning Association as one of America’s “Great Streets.” While not
every corridor in our community can become
the Champs Elysees, each community
throughout the Salt Lake metropolitan region
has key corridors with the potential to create
great places. Whether it means revitalizing
a flagging historic main street or redefining
a central public street, each community has
the opportunity to invest in creating great
streets. In his book “Great Streets,” Allan
Jacobs identifies the basic essential elements of great streets, which any
community can follow: 1
A great street should help create a sense of community. This means

Salt Lake City’s South Temple
Street, selected by the American
Planning Association as one of
America’s “Great Streets” in 2007.
Photo courtesy APA.

streets should be accessible to all, regardless of age, ability, or class. They
should be desirable places to live, play, work, spend time, or simply be
places that bring people together.
A great street is physically comfortable and safe. Great streets are
shaded by street trees In the summer time, and protected from wind and
Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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car or tripping on uneven pavement.
A great street encourages participation. The best streets are places
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who occupy buildings along the street (houses or commercial spaces)
participate by adding to the quality of the street through improvement of
their building.
A great street is memorable. The best streets leave strong, lasting
impressions.
A great street can be the epitome of a great public space. The greatest
streets are artfully put together and can stand as an example for others to
aspire to create.
In the United States, 25 to 35 percent of a city’s developed land is likely to
be in public rights-of-way, with the majority in streets. Develop and design
streets that are wonderful, fulfilling places to be, venues for communitybuilding, attractive public places for all people. In doing so, about onethird of the city will have been successfully designed, which will have an
immense impact on the rest.1

Transportation
Corridors are integral components of any community’s
transportation network. As such, it is essential that they are
designed and maintained with the mobility of all users in mind.
Pedestrians, cyclists, motorists, and transit riders of all ages and
abilities must be able to move safely along and across corridors.
Transportation plans must focus on moving people efficiently along a
corridor, rather than the conventional focus on automobile traffic.
Developing “complete” streets in each community should be a central aim
of transportation planners. Streets should be planned from the “outside-in,”
meaning priority should be given to the creation of community-building
pedestrian infrastructure (including the associated urban amenities such as
lighting and street trees) along the corridor’s edge, rather than the
conventional automobile-centric “inside-out” method of corridor planning.
Regional Connections
Link local and regional destinations together with efficient corridor
planning. In the 1990s, the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE)
published the first edition of the Transportation Planning Handbook. It held
that most auto-oriented suburban environments could generally handle
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their traffic loads without significant congestion if developed with fivelane arterials spaced every mile, and two and three-lane collector streets
between arterials at the half-mile mark.
On the whole, Salt Lake County lacks a sufficiently refined grid corridor
system to handle the traffic loads expected in the future, according to

Graphic illustrating the ideal
spacing of corridors as defined
by the Institute of Transportation
Engineers (ITE) compared to
existing corridors in Salt Lake
County.

the ITE recommendations. With some exceptions, there are generally
fewer arterial connections in most areas in the Salt Lake County grid than
recommended. East to west connections are particularly lacking in the
County. With the exception of Salt Lake City and the Daybreak area of
South Jordan, east-west connections are generally located every mile
rather than the recommended half-mile. In some areas there are two or
more miles between east-west corridor connections. Naturally, the existing
corridors are over-burdened due to the lack of connections. Existing
corridors are also widened to accommodate additional automobile traffic,
making the corridor less and less “livable” as traffic increases.
Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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▪ Missing links for long trips: When regional links are missing,
arterial streets, local transit, and other routes must make up the
difference. Arterials then may become overloaded with longer
distance trips than they are designed to handle.
▪ Missing links for short trips: When collector streets are missing,
arterial streets also fall under pressure to serve neighborhood
circulation trips.
▪ Missing links for all types of trips: With a combination of missing
regional facilities, missing collectors, and insufficient transit or
other alternatives in many areas of the County, pressure on every
through street to serve both long and short trips will increase.
Complete Streets
Design corridors to be multi-modal using the “Complete
Streets” approach. The Complete Streets movement is a
relatively new approach to modern transportation planning.
Complete Streets advocates recommend changing policies and practices
of transportation planning agencies to provide mobility to all members of
society, not merely those able financially and physically to own and operate
an automobile. Developing complete streets on important corridors
ensures that the entire right of way is designed and operated to enable
safe access for all users. For a number of reasons decision makers must
consider creating complete streets when issues along corridors are
evaluated.2

Complete streets encourage biking
and walking along with meeting the
needs of motorists.

Complete streets make economic sense. A balanced transportation
system that includes complete streets can bolster economic growth
and stability by providing accessible and efficient connections between
residences, schools, parks, public transportation, offices, and retail
destinations. Complete streets can reduce transportation costs and
travel time while increasing property values and job growth. Research
shows that building walkable streets and lowering automobile speeds can
improve economic conditions for both residents and business owners, and
anecdotal evidence indicates that home values increase on streets that
have received complete streets treatments.2

Complete streets find a balance
among all transportation modes.
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Complete streets improve safety. One study found that designing for
pedestrian travel by installing raised medians and redesigning intersections
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improve safety indirectly, by increasing the number of people bicycling and
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Complete streets encourage more walking and bicycling.
Public health experts are encouraging walking and bicycling as
a response to the obesity epidemic, and complete streets can
help. One study found that 43% of people with safe places to walk within
10 minutes of home met recommended activity levels, while just 27% of
those without safe places to walk were active enough. Residents are 65%
more likely to walk in a neighborhood with sidewalks. A study in Toronto,
Canada documented a 23% increase in bicycle traffic after the installation
of a bicycle lane on a city street.2
Complete streets can help ease transportation woes. Streets that
provide travel choices can give people the option to avoid traffic congestion
and increase the overall capacity of the transportation network. Several

Complete streets include space for
all forms of transportation.

smaller cities have adopted complete streets policies as one strategy to
increase the overall capacity of their transportation network and reduce
congestion. In Portland, Oregon, a complete streets approach has resulted
in a 74 percent increase in bicycle commuting in the 1990s. Implementing
complete streets concepts in Vancouver, Canada enabled a reduction in
the percentage of automobile trips downtown from 49% (1992) to 30%
(2004) and an increase in biking and walking trips from 15% (1992) to 30%
(2004) (Transitlink Trip Diary, 2004).2
Complete streets help children. Streets that design quality infrastructure
for bicycling and walking help children get physical activity and gain
independence. More children walk to school where there are sidewalks.

Complete streets encourage more
walking and biking.

Children who have and use safe walking and bicycling routes have a more
positive view of their neighborhood. Safe Routes to School programs,
gaining in popularity across the country, will benefit from complete streets
policies that help turn all routes into safe routes.2
Complete streets are good for air quality. Air quality in the Salt Lake
metropolitan area is poor and linked to increases in asthma and other
illnesses. Yet if each resident of an American community of 100,000
replaced one car trip with one bike trip just once a month, it would
cut carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions by 3,764 tons of per year in the
community. Complete streets make choosing less consumptive forms of
transportation more feasible for a wider segment of the population.2
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(pedestrians, bicyclists, and persons with disabilities) early in the life of a
project, the costs associated with including facilities for these travelers are
minimized.”2
Context-sensitive street design
Any street regardless of classification can vary in section, features,
and size in relation to its urban context. For example, a collector street
may have a different sidewalk dimension, street tree treatment, pedestrian
crossing, and lane width as it moves from a neighborhood into a center.
The elements that can vary include:
▪ Design speed
▪ Sidewalk size
▪ Landscaping form and scale
▪ On-street parking
▪ Bike lanes
▪ Traffic-calming treatments
▪ Transit facilities
▪ Pedestrian crossing treatments
▪ Types of street furniture and utilities (street light design,
etc.)

For corridors to function most
efficiently, they must be part of an
overall grid network of arterials
(red), collectors (blue), and local
streets.

Design local street networks to ensure high levels of internal
connectivity and frequent connections to corridors. Traditional
suburban street networks tend to direct all trips to arterials and major
through streets, even if the trip is to a local, walkable destination. A refined
grid pattern of multiple, local streets with sufficient frequency
must work in conjunction with quality corridor planning in order
to allow short trips on minor streets to local destinations. This
network of alternate local routes along with the appropriate spacing of
major corridor throughways should be designed in a manner that precludes
excessive arterial and collector widths.3
Circulation should be arranged in an urban network of multi-modal streets
that reinforces the hierarchy of mixed-use centers and corridors while
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The suburbs of Salt Lake County
generally have a “super-grid” of corridors
every half mile. In some places they
are spaced as infrequently as every
two miles. Between this super-grid,
local streets are quite often dendritic or
branching in character. Dendritic street
networks are characterized by cul-de-sacs
and generally winding and disconnected
streets. By design, dendritic networks
are impractical for use by anyone other
than immediate residents. Dendritic
streets tend to funnel even very short
local trips to major corridors, overloading
these arterials even at very low suburban
densities. For these same reasons,
dendritic street networks are also very
unwalkable, requiring long, circuitous
routes, even for destinations that are
close by.
The current best practice in corridor design is to coordinate major corridor
spacing with a finer grid of local and collector streets. For example, in the
Avenues neighborhood of Salt Lake City, streets are spaced quite densely,
at 13 street per mile. This sort of grid is dense enough to disperse traffic
such that no particular street is overly burdened with the neighborhood’s

Dendritic street patterns (upper
right) overload major corridors
(center) with even the shortest of
local trips; however, grid networks
(lower left) provide many routes for
all types of trips, increasing corridor
capacity for longer trips.

traffic. By comparison, the typical Salt Lake County suburb has only 1.75
streets per mile. Due to this spacing, even corridors serving low density
areas of the county can experience traffic counts that exceed the much
more densely populated areas of downtown Salt Lake City. Additionally,
neighborhoods with a finer grid of local streets are also more walkable and
friendly to bicyclists.
Use corridors as transitional areas with a high potential for growth
and increases in intensity of use. The Wasatch Front region is
growing at a rapid pace. Changes occur with some frequency along
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Townships and cities in the county have grown dramatically in the last 15
years. Without an increase in viable transportation options and a reduction
in automobile dependency, it is likely that future growth and densities will
continue to consume available land at an increasing rate.3

Land Use
Promote efficient and sustainable development patterns by
encouraging infill and redevelopment of corridor-adjacent
properties. The land-consumptive patterns of development seen
in the last several decades are not inevitable. Envision Utah’s Quality
Growth Strategy has shown that by meeting demand for multifamily
housing, redeveloping under utilized areas, and reducing the average
single-family lot size by less than 10%, the total land area needed to
accommodate newcomers by 2020 could be cut in half (from 324 square
miles to 154 square miles). Of the total land converted to urban use,
current trends would consume 143 square miles of agricultural land
compared to 27 square miles under the Quality Growth Strategy (Envision
Utah 2000). Recent positive policy changes related to regional growth
include expansion of the transit system, encouragement of transit-oriented
development, and more aggressive conservation of critical lands. These
policy changes will encourage development at higher densities and the
preservation of natural areas - in essence, more close-knit communities.3
Cluster the most intense land uses in activity center nodes and in
close proximity to public transit facilities. Encourage transit through
transit-friendly/adjacent/oriented developments near stations, and work
jointly with the development community and transit agencies to achieve
planning goals. Transit oriented development can be encouraged through
shared parking, reduced parking overlay districts, and land banks to
preserve land parcels near stations for future development. New Jersey
Transit (NJ Transit) has established many Transit Villages along its rapid
transit lines. These generally involve some level of cooperation between
Efficient corridor planning should
focus the most intense land uses in
nodes close to quality public transit
facilities.
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the development community, local municipality, and NJ Transit to rebuild
station areas in a manner that generates more ridership for the system,
and provides transit-oriented housing options for area residents.
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Residential blocks that contain a range of housing opportunities, including
multi-family buildings, town homes, live/work lofts, and/ or a variety of
single-family opportunities (these blocks may contain incidental retail); or
civic blocks that can contain a variety of public and civic buildings, from
schools and churches to libraries, community centers, or parks.3
Protect existing single-family residential areas of corridors
from encroachment by focusing growth in activity nodes.
Every corridor in Salt Lake County has some portion of singlefamily residential style development. In order to prevent corridors from
becoming a long strip of commercial development, growth should be
focused in important activity centers, developing nodes into commercial,
employment, and housing centers. Concentration of growth in these areas
will relieve pressure on single-family areas to absorb growth, as well as
create more livable, walkable “centers” throughout the County.
Implementation of “complete streets” design principles will improve the
quality of residential areas by making them more walkable and livable.
Concentrate development in nodes in canyon areas to reduce the
impact on sensitive areas. Proximity to natural areas around Salt Lake
County is one of the important factors contributing to quality of life for
County residents. Planning of corridors that provide access to the canyons
around the County should focus on preservation of the quality and quantity
of natural, sensitive areas. Growth along corridors in the canyons should
be limited to small, previously developed areas, and should be achieved
through higher density of development, rather than expanded land
consumption.

Urban Design
Use the Three Rules of Urban Design to ensure growth along
corridors preserves and creates sustainable commercial areas.
Corridors are defined by the “wall” of buildings that line them. It is essential
that the siting and design of buildings along a corridor serve the needs of
the community and contribute positively to the corridor as a public space.
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Concisely defined by David Sucher in his book “City Comforts,” the three
essential rules of urban design are:
▪ Build to the sidewalk.
▪ Make the building front permeable with doors and windows.
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▪ Prohibit parking lots in front of buildings.4
Buildings should be oriented to the street, with primary entrances opening
directly onto the public realm of the sidewalk along the corridor. When offstreet parking is needed on a site, parking should always be located either
to the rear or side of the building, with the primary entrance located on the
front, corridor-facing side of the building. Recent conventional development patterns have made parking in front of the building the norm, or when
Example of a corridor implementing
the Three Rules of Urban Design.

parking is behind a building, locating the primary entrance on the rear of
the building, ignoring the public space along the corridor. These practices
discourage pedestrian activity and virtually mandate that all users arrive in
a private vehicle.
Create a pedestrian friendly environment. Carefully evaluate factors
such as number of travel lanes, traffic speeds, average daily traffic, existing
crossing locations, and established crossing patterns when considering
placement of new crosswalks. Crosswalks with highly visible marking
and advanced signage are recommended. Many cities have found great
success using leading pedestrian interval (LPI) signals. LPI signals give

Example of a corridor not yet
implementing the Three Rules of
Urban Design.

pedestrians a three second “head start” on vehicle traffic in crossing an
intersection, virtually eliminating pedestrian/vehicle conflicts in most cases.
Buffer between travel lanes and sidewalks with street trees, and on-street
parking. Pedestrian malls or other spaces where vehicle traffic is either
severely limited or prohibited could also be considered.
Ensure livability of single-family residential areas along corridors
through urban design. Urban design patterns are equally important
in residential areas along corridors as they are in activity nodes. Larger
building setbacks in single-family residential areas should be required.
Where possible, garages and automobile access for homes along the
corridor should be from rear alleys, limiting the presence of garages along
the corridor, as well as reducing the number of pedestrian/automobile
conflict points and curb cuts. Rear-loaded garages are not always feasible.
In these cases, homes should be constructed such that the garage has a

Because every trip begins and ends
as a pedestrian, all efforts should
be made to improve pedestrian
facilities along major corridors.
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greater setback than the rest of the house - defining the street with homes,
rather than with “blank” garages. Active, interesting home facades define
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a street as a neighborhood of people and community, whereas homes
dominated by garages project a feeling of community indifference and
auto-centric living.
Ample front porches on homes along the corridor can also more effectively
define the transition of a home from public space to private space.
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Sidewalks may be narrower in residential areas than they are in activity
centers, given the reduced amount of pedestrian traffic, but must still meet
the requirements of the ADA. Street trees should be required in residential
areas, as they are in activity nodes for an added buffer from the corridor.
Street lighting should be of a pedestrian scale, and as non-obtrusive as
possible.
Preserve canyon accessibility through corridor design. Physical
design of corridors in canyon settings should focus on preserving
accessibility for all residents. Trail access, emergency pull-outs, and
parking areas should all be planned to increase the quality of access

Homes oriented to the street define
neighborhood character and add to
the quality of the public realm.

without negatively impacting natural areas. Road geometry for canyon
corridors should improve the recreational experience for all users, reducing
automobile design speed and improving the quality of walking and bicycling
facilities. Other design elements such as lighting, signage, and vegetation
restoration should all be considered in canyon corridors.

Safe Routes to School
Create safe routes to school. Safe Routes to School is an international
movement with a goal of making it safe, convenient and fun for children

Homes that ignore the street
as a public space detract from
neighborhood quality.

to bicycle and walk to school on a daily basis. An increase in walking
and bicycling improves community and personal health, benefits
the environment, increases safety, and helps to decrease traffic and
congestion around schools. A Safe Routes to School program integrates
health, fitness, traffic relief, environmental awareness and safety. It is an
opportunity for schools, community, and local government to work together
for a healthy, safer, and cleaner environment for everyone.5
Safe Routes to School works to reverse the decline in children walking and
biking to school. In 1969, 50% of children walked or bicycled to school;
87% of children living within one mile of school did so. Today, fewer than
15% of schoolchildren walk or bicycle to school. As a result, kids today

Corridor planning should provide
safe routes to school.
Photo courtesy CA.gov.

are less active, less independent, and less healthy. Parents driving their
children to schools can generate as much as 20% to 30% of morning
traffic. Additionally, traffic-related crashes are the number one cause of
death and major injury for U.S. children ages 1 to 17.5
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neighborhood as a result of improved access.5
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Utah state law requires each elementary, middle, and junior high school
to create a child access routing plan to outline and address community
concerns about walking routes. To facilitate this the US Department of
Transportation and the Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) has
created the Student Neighborhood Access Program (SNAP). The process
of creating a SNAP Plan is a cooperative effort between parents, school
officials, community councils, local jurisdictions, police and UDOT. Proper
implementation of a routing plan will help ensure that road safety initiatives
With appropriate street design,
including street trees, high capacity
corridors can still be pedestrian
friendly.

at a school reflect current safety needs.6
Street Trees
Streets should be viewed as an essential element to
corridor design. Street trees are a key feature of a livable and
walkable neighborhood. Urban trees have significant and
multiple benefits. A major transportation benefit is the favorable impact of
mature trees on the pedestrian environment, particularly in urban areas.
New evidence suggests roadside trees also increase traffic safety. While
selecting, planting, and maintaining street trees present challenges, the
benefits of trees far outweigh their costs. Cities can maximize these
benefits through aggressive tree planting and maintenance programs.7

Street trees are significant
contributors to the quality of a
corridor.

For a planting cost of $250-$600 (including 3 years of maintenance) a
single street tree returns over $90,000 of direct benefits (not including
aesthetic, social and natural) in the lifetime of the tree. Street trees
(generally planted from 4 feet to 8 feet from curbs) provide many benefits
to those streets they occupy. These trees provide so many benefits that
they should always be considered as an essential street making feature.8
For decades, traffic engineers have treated urban street trees as
dangerous collision hazards and have sought to maintain a “clear
zone” should a vehicle leave the road. This may be true in densely
vegetated rural areas, where tree collisions usually occur and speeds are
substantially higher. Urban tree policy expert, Kate Wolf of the University
of Washington, notes that the risk of being in a collision involving an urban

Street trees can greatly improve the
quality of a commercial district.

tree is 100,000:1, about the same risk as being injured in a plane crash.7
In fact, recent studies in urban settings suggest that trees and other
roadside features actually reduce crashes and injuries on urban roadways.
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on traffic safety. Recent studies from Texas, Florida, and Toronto showed
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help motorists better judge driving speed. Whatever the cause, trees have
been shown to reduce vehicle speed and reduce driver blood pressure,
which are believed to in turn reduce both crashes and the incident of road
rage.9
One reason pedestrians give for not walking in older commercial districts,
particularly in the South and Western U.S., is the barren environment
absent of greenery and shade. In sunny climates, the glare and heat from
sidewalks is especially harsh and unpleasant. By contrast, streets in treelined areas are typically 10 degrees cooler and more visually appealing.
Merchants often oppose tree planting programs, fearing their signs or
windows will be blocked from view. Careful species selection and trimming
can maintain views and overcome these objections. One study found
customers not only prefer shopping districts with trees, but are willing to
pay more for products purchased there.10 Specifically, the study found:
Customers traveled longer, farther, and more often to treeenhanced shopping districts. The stayed longer, and were willing

Consistent lighting standards can
improve the quality of urban design
along a corridor.

to pay more for both products and parking.
Participants rated “Amenity and Comfort” of tree-lined sidewalks
about 80% higher compared to non-shaded streets. Also, “Quality
of Product” ratings were 30% higher in districts having trees, and
customer service was considered better on these streets.
When asked to estimate a price for each of 15 items in a “basket of
goods,” participants consistently priced goods significantly higher
in districts with trees. It did not matter what type or price range of
products were being sold.
Merchants also showed a general preference for trees, but they
consistently underestimated the effect of trees on customer
behavior and buying decisions.
Lighting
Design lighting to meet the needs of all the corridor’s users. Lighting

Pedestrian-scale lighting improves
the quality of the pedestrian
environment.

serves many purposes. For many, public space lighting goals are achieved
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with underground wiring along with recognition of street lighting as an
important daytime as well as evening urban design element.11
Whether creating new communities or making improvements in older
neighborhoods, lighting should be considered an essential element in
the urban design of the corridor. Street level lighting should be spaced
adequately to ensure safe travel for automobiles, cyclists, and pedestrians.
Lighting levels are generally based on recommendations made by the
Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IESNA). For more
information please visit http://www.iesna.org/. Other factors such as traffic
volume, accident rates, nighttime pedestrian activity, crime prevention,
aesthetics, and neighborhood preferences can also affect the lighting plan
for a corridor.
Pedestrians typically have more specific lighting needs, and special
attention should be given in pedestrian-oriented centers to ensure that
the area is well-lit and safe. Human scale lighting at closer intervals is
generally more desirable for pedestrian areas than taller lights, further
apart.
Addressing the environmental issues of lighting design is seen as critically
important to maintaining quality of life in neighborhoods. These issues go
beyond the amount of light produced and include minimizing light pollution,
enhancing the urban environment during the day by use of decorative
poles and fixtures and at night by the provision of pedestrian level light,
deterring undesirable or illegal activities, increasing safety, restricting
unwanted truant light onto private property and minimizing glare, power
consumption, cost and visual impacts (day and night).11
The Internal Dark-Sky Association (IDA) advocates for the preservation of
a quality night-time environment and raises awareness of the impacts of
light pollution. Additionally, the IDA works directly with lighting companies
and communities to develop products that are energy efficient and direct
light downward in order to preserve the natural night sky. All corridor
lighting plans in Salt Lake County should adhere to IDA recommendations
in minimizing light pollution in our communities. For more information
please visit http://www.darksky.org.
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guides that have shaped arterial street design
and operations. These specific shifts in policies
governing arterial streets are described below:12
Recommended corridor policy shifts:
Street defined building-face to buildingface—Rather than seeing the corridor as just the
pavement for automobiles, policy makers should
view the corridor as all the area from the building
face on one side of the street to the building face
on the opposite side of the street. This requires
decision makers to think about the quality of the
pedestrian environment in their community, as well
as other urban design elements such as trees,
lights, and other amenities. The buildings along
a corridor can define the overall character of the
community, thus it is essential that the siting and
orientation of buildings along a corridor be a topic of discussion during
policy discussions. Considering buildings in corridor planning can also
encourage orienting buildings to the street, encouraging pedestrian travel
and creating a higher quality of public realm along the street.
High degree of land-use transportation integration—Land use and
transportation are inseparable issues that are mutually dependent on each
other. Too often, policies will focus only on one side of this relationship,
making land use decisions with little thought of transportation issues, or
making transportation changes with no regard to how land use could hinder
or help transportation problems.
Increased focus on arterial streets as public space—With more than
one-third of our cities being comprised of streets, they are our most
ubiquitous public space. Focusing on developing streets as high quality
public space will support community building and public involvement.
Making sure that our streets are usable by all members of the public,
as well as desirable places to spend time will build both the physical
infrastructure of our cities and also reinforce the social networks that lie at
the heart of community building.
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affecting corridor planning. Corridors should be planned from “outsidein,” focusing on the pedestrian capacity at the edges of the corridor and
working back to the center of the corridor. Pedestrian environmental
quality is essential because regardless of primary mode, all trips begin and
end as a pedestrian.
Multi-modal access and safety—As with quality of service and capacity,
each transportation mode has specific needs in regards to access and
safety. Rather than focus just on vehicle access along a corridor, vehicular
interruptions to the flow of the corridor should be consolidated, and
pedestrian, transit, and bike access should be anticipated. Adjacencies
and spatial needs of each mode should be considered, and safety
measures should be designed into the corridor itself.
Active right-of-way and curb-side management—Using the ITE’s
recommended spacing, policy makers should take an active approach to
preserving public right-of-way for future corridors. An active approach can
influence growth patterns as well as positively impact traffic congestion
in ensuring a sufficiently refined grid of streets in newly developed areas.
The preservation of right-of-way should also consider the pedestrian zone
above the curb in order to maintain sufficient space for a high-quality
pedestrian zone.
Heightened user-provider interface—Decision makers should
encourage public involvement in transportation planning processes. Many
jurisdictions have also found success in daily user-provider communication
systems, enabling more immediate feedback for issues that arise in
dynamic transportation systems.
These changes in policy are intended to produce a more cohesive urban
environment that also supports expanded non-single occupancy vehicle
(SOV) travel.12

Innovative Intersection Strategies
One indication that there is an insufficiently refined transportation grid in
an area is increased automobile traffic congestion at busy intersections.
Many intersections in Salt Lake County are approaching a “failing” level of
service due to insufficient transportation alternatives.
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Continuous Flow Intersection (CFI)
The continuous flow intersection was first seen in Mexico more than 20
years ago. There are currently five CFIs in the United States, all rather
recently implemented. The fourth opened in September 2007 in West
Valley City at Bangerter Highway and 3500 South at a cost of about $8million.
A standard traffic signal with protected left turn arrows must serve
eight major movements: four left turns and four throughs, but only two
movements can occur at a time (opposing lefts or opposing throughs). The
advantage of a CFI is that it allows opposing lefts and opposing throughs
to occur at the same time using one signal at the main intersection, and
up to four interconnected mid-block signals. It has proven to be simple
for drivers to become accustomed to, and in some cases can fit within the
existing right-of-way. A full four-approach CFI with 2-3 lanes per approach
can handle about 10,000-14,000 vehicles per hour at level of service E, as
compared to the same lanes with double lefts on all approaches, which can
handle about 6,000-8,000.
Though CFIs are efficient at moving vehicles, they are rather intimidating
for pedestrians, due to the amount of right-of-way that they require. CFIs
are more appropriate in principal arterial settings, where development
patterns are less pedestrian-oriented. Particular care should be given
during the design phase of a CFI to ensure that new facilities adequately
meet the particular needs of pedestrians.
Town Center Intersection (TCI)
The town center intersection (TCI) is four separate intersections of oneway streets that merge back to a two-way street a block or two “upstream.”
It can be designed as a couplet, or even a triplet as shown in diagrams
on this page. A triplet has a middle alignment that is not critical for traffic,
so the former pavement can be relinquished for short-term parking and/or
a well streetscaped transit & pedestrian mall. Alternatively, the middle
alignment may serve through traffic, and left turns and local access can
be served on the outside alignments where all streets are two-way streets.
The geometry allows conversion to one-way operation if ever necessary to

Continuous Flow Intersection (CFI)
in Salt Lake County, on Bangerter
Highway at 3500 South.

serve higher flows.
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but it also has excellent traffic flow and bike/pedestrian safety features.
Where a standard intersection with double lefts on all approaches can
handle about 6,500 vehicles per hour, this design creates four
smaller, simpler, safer intersections that each handles 5,000
vehicles, for a system that handles about 12,000 vehicles per
hour.
In a TCI, pedestrians cross fewer lanes per signal, and have
fewer conflict points with autos. Drivers are typically forced
to slow in respect to the design character of the town center.
They will also encounter two signals instead of just one.
Despite these impediments, they will, on average have similar
or faster overall speeds in part because one-way streets are
very simple to synchronize, and the simpler signals will have
much less delay.
Quadrant Roadway Intersections (QRI)
During congestion, aggressive drivers sometimes cut through
a parking lot or take a back-road to by-pass a congested
intersection. A quadrant roadway formalizes this creative way

Town center intersection functional plan.

to make a left. The result is more capacity for vehicles as well
as a more pedestrian friendly environment. Drivers
enter a left-turn pocket as normal, but do so several
hundred feet before the main intersection. They
then follow a “back-way” which brings them to their
desired street where they enter at a less critical
intersection that is easier to manage.
This “back-way” can also be used for property
access, allowing elimination of driveways near the
main intersection. Buildings can then be placed
at the edge of the right-of-way. Since there are no
left turns allowed at the main intersection, there are
fewer pedestrian conflicts and former left pockets
can be converted to any desirable use. Quadrants
come in pairs. Two quadrants would reduce a 4phase signal to 3-phases, boosting overall capacity

Completed town center intersection in San Marcos, California
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way, and contribute to an overall more walkable, livable
space.
Bowtie Intersection
The bowtie intersection uses the latest innovations
emerging from roundabout and ellipse designs. Shown
below is a functional diagram of a bowtie intersection,
attempting to create a more walkable environment and
also serve more traffic without widening the existing
streets. The routing arrow shows how the northbound
to westbound left is accomplished. Similar routing is
possible for all other lefts. This requires drivers to make a “right-U-through”

Functional diagram of a quadrant
roadway intersection (QRI).

to accomplish their left. Utah’s recent experience with a continuous flow
intersection at Bangerter Highway and 3500 South shows
drivers are able and willing to learn something new if it
saves them time. Left turns here involve more driving, but
all movements will nonetheless traverse the intersection
in significantly less time simply because removing left-turn
arrows from the main signal allows it to serve many more
vehicles per hour.
An ellipse has some clear advantages over roundabouts
on high-volume corridors. The ellipse serves a traffic
calming function, forcing vehicles to reduce speeds as
they enter a walkable area, but it does not require entering
vehicles to yield to traffic circling the ellipse, as occurs with
a roundabout. Rather, a wrap-around lane allows vehicles
to merge with on-coming traffic without the need to stop
oncoming traffic. Placement and access control should be
selected by an experienced traffic engineer.

Activity center with quadrant
roadway design.
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Functional diagram of a bowtie
intersection with ellipse pattern.

recommendations that may be appropriate for the corridor in question.
The vehicle capacity shown for arterials assumes the implementation of

the innovative intersection strategies noted earlier. Without these, reduce
vehicle capacity by about 10,000 vehicles per day. On all streets, the
multi-modal expectancy that is shown is considerably higher than would
occur traditionally, as it assumes premium transit, pedestrian, and bicycle
features consistent with the recommendations of this report.
Right-of-way may vary significantly even within types. For example, a
Primary arterial designed as a complete street may be as narrow as 130
feet, but if designed as a Grande Boulevard, it may occupy as much as
200 feet. It may also split to two one-way couplets for a time, where each
alignment has say 80 feet of space, and a sum of 160. The graphics on
the next pages also illustrate that even within the same width there are
many options in the actual urban design of the corridor.
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Principal Arterial
While focusing on regional transportation connections,
principal arterial streets should also be designed to
improve the quality of life in all the neighborhoods they
traverse. With an ITE recommended spacing of 2 miles,
principal arterials connect major activity centers, and
serve to connect collector roads to the interstate highway
system.
Because of the potential of principal arterials to have
negative impacts on neighborhood quality, special care
should be given to designing arterials with significant
streetscape and pedestrian infrastructure. The
recommended right-of-way (at left) for principal arterials
includes dedicated space for transit as well as bicycle
lanes.
Many of Salt Lake County’s main corridor connections
are classified as principal arterials. With infrastructure
improvements to these corridors, there is great potential
for improved accessibility to transit for all, as well as
the development of activity centers in nodes along the
corridors, providing closer proximity of jobs and housing.
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Minor Arterial
Minor arterial streets serve as connectors between
activity centers, intended for some regional travel and
connections between neighborhoods. Minor arterials are
ideally spaced every mile on the transportation grid, and
are fed by collector and local roads.
While narrower than primary arterials, minor arterials can
have nearly the same transportation capacity as primary
arterials, if planned accordingly.
Due to right-of-way limitations along many of Salt
Lake County’s corridors, future changes to some
primary arterials may more closely follow the width
recommendations for minor arterials. Some of the
recommended right-of-way dimensions may need to
be adjusted to minor arterial standards. In any case,
pedestrian zone dimensions should be preserved as
recommended in order to improve the overall pedestrian
environment in the county.
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Major Collector
Major collectors serve to connect local neighborhood
streets to arterials. With a typical speed limit of 25
miles per hour, major collectors are ideally suited
for the creation of activity centers. They have the
amount of traffic needed to support commercial
areas, but the slower traffic does not as impact
the area as negatively as the faster speeds of an
arterial.
Without a dedicated transit right-of-way, major
collector corridors can provide transportation
alternatives through focusing on quality bicycle and
pedestrian infrastructure, as well as improved bus
stops.
Spaced every half-mile, major collectors are part
of every neighborhood, and should be designed
such that those residential properties that front the
corridor are not unduly impacted by through traffic.
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Minor Collector
Minor collectors are more community based
corridors, focusing on local trips to neighborhoodscale activity centers, such as schools, churches,
parks, and small-scale businesses. With a typical
speed limit of 25 miles per hour and a typical
spacing of .25 miles, minor collectors should be
designed for everyday neighborhood travel.
While transit is not normally found on minor
collector corridors, roadway design should make
travel alternatives, such as biking and walking,
comfortable for all.
Minor collectors typically may be more residential
in nature than other corridors, and should be
designed accordingly. Street trees, pedestrian-scale
lighting, and complete sidewalk networks should
be considered essential components to minor
collectors.
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3. West Bench Master Plan, Salt Lake County.
4. Sucher, David. 2003. City Comforts: How to Build an Urban Village.
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Purpose

Contents:

Before a successful conversation on planning issues begins, appropriate

Core Concepts

1

Key Questions

2

definitions of the issues must be established. Much of the confusion and
frustration regarding community planning lies in a misunderstanding of
the terms and issues that are being addressed. Definitions should be
developed as needed in planning documents to bring clarity to policies.
They should be written to be simple and direct to assure clarity of the term
and not be regulatory or an explanation of policy or regulation.

Best Practices
Core Concepts
1. Definitions seek to make clear and distinct the terms used in the public
documents of the community.
2. Definitions are found as part of the adopted ordinances of the
community.
3. Definitions should be publicly available and written for the
understanding of the general public.
4. Some issues will require more place specific definitions, which
will require the community working with planning staff to develop
appropriate definitions.
5. Defintions should be concise and easily understood.
6. Definitions should also cross-reference similar or related terms.
7. A definitions glossary should cover the most commonly used phrases
and terms related to community planning.
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terms.
9. Technical terms should be avoided in definitions. If they must be
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used, these terms should have their own, simple definition within the
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definitions list.

Key Questions:
Does this proposal inappropriately use key terms that alter the meaning of
the document?
Is it apparent that the preparer of this document is using the established
definitions as recorded in the definitions portion of the Salt Lake County
Zoning ordinance?
Is there a term used in this proposal or project that requires clarification?
Are there any terms in this proposal that need to be defined in order to
better understand the intent of the proposal?
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Purpose Statement

Contents:

Energy production, use, and conservation have always been essential

Core Concepts

1

Key Questions

2

multifaceted approach of conservation, diversification, and simplification.

Benefits

3

Controlling energy costs and potential impacts on environmental quality

Policy Recommendations

4

Strategies

7

issues for any community. On a local level, communities can be proactive
in adopting policies that will improve their energy outlook, using a

have become over arching issues that communities have been forced to
consider over recent years.

Best Practices

Alternative Energy

14

Resources

17

Core Concepts
1. Sustainable energy strategies benefit a community because they save
money.
2. Energy efficient communities inherently generate less air polluting
particulates and gases than energy inefficient communities.

Related Best Practices:

3. Traditional suburban land-use patterns often create communities
where citizens may feel detached with less sense of community.
4. Utah communities can join the nation’s leaders in sustainability by
implementing progressive zoning and building energy codes.
5. Other innovative policies to include in an energy plan relate to user
fees, alternative energy production, and regional cooperation.
6. Financial budgets of a community are one of the primary limitations to
implementing a community energy plan.
7. People provided with facts on energy sustainability have a better
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part of the solution.
8. An energy plan ensures that energy efficiency is included in all aspects
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of design and construction in new development as well as revitalization
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projects.
9. Embodied energy is the energy consumed by all the processes
associated with production of a building, from the acquisition of natural
resources to product delivery.
10. Communities need to adopt strategies and programs targeted toward
infrastructure that reduces energy consumption.
11. Because buildings use one third of all energy consumed in the US
and two thirds of all electricity (DOE 1997), using “green” building
design can have a major impact on the amount of energy a community
consumes.
12. Population growth and transportation should parallel in a sustainable
energy planned community.
13. Public transportation provides energy efficient travel for large numbers
of people.
14. Alternative energy resources can provide substantial and reliable
energy supplies.

Key Questions
Does this proposal incorporate sustainable energy practices?
Does this proposal promote public education on energy use?
Are land use and transportation systems compatible for this proposal?
Are strategies incorporated that include energy efficient infrastructure?
Are “green” building techniques used for structures in this proposal?
Does this proposal encourage use of public transportation systems?
Does this proposal include the use of renewable energy sources?
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if implemented, help reduce energy consumption and energy related
infrastructure costs, as well as increase reliable energy supplies and
economic and resource sustainability. Community planning is a major
step towards community sustainability. Energy sustainability is a dynamic
process that supports change and encourages new ways of thinking.

Benefits
Economic Benefits
Sustainable energy strategies benefit a community because
they save money. For example, sustainable community
designs typically plan for narrower and shorter streets, shorter
utility corridors, and fewer streetlights and traffic signals than traditionally
developed areas. This type of urban design can result in less money spent
and energy consumed for construction materials and follow-up
maintenance. These communities then have the option to spend energy
savings on parks and civic centers that contribute to a healthy and social
lifestyle.
Additional economic benefits of an energy efficient and sustainable
community, in comparison to more conventional urban designs, may
include the following:
▪ Increased savings on air emissions control systems and
maintenance because of reduced energy production.
▪ More money retained within the community because of decreased
purchases for power on the open market, especially during peak
energy demands.
▪ Increased workforce investment because of energy-savings
revenue reinvested in community and economic development.
▪ Greater opportunities for startup and relocating high tech firms
because of utilized alternative energy resources.
▪ More disposable dollars for education because less money is
spent to heat and power schools.
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▪ Increased eligibility for affordable housing because of decreased
spending for energy utilities and transportation services.
▪ Increased discretionary income because of decreased spending
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for energy utilities. These financial gains can increase the quality
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of life for the community and boost local economies.
All of these possible economic benefits are dependent on many factors
and not solely on energy sustainability. A sustainable energy community
has a greater potential to experience these benefits compared to traditional
communities because they can fund improvements from their own energy
savings.
Environmental Benefits
Energy efficient communities inherently generate less air polluting
particulates and gases than energy inefficient communities.
Cleaner air is a result because energy sustainable communities provide

Energy efficient communities
inherently generate less air polluting
particulates and gases than energy
inefficient communities.

more opportunities to walk and use alternative transportation methods.
Furthermore, these communities use less energy per capita for cooling
and heating compared to energy inefficient communities. Informational
programs, such as the Utah Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)
alert program may further reduce concentrations of air pollutants. DEQ
monitors air quality around the state and provides Utah citizens with daily
air particulates and gaseous concentrations as well as advisory warnings.
Social Benefits
Traditional suburban land-use patterns often create communities
where citizens may feel detached with less sense of community.

Community members willingly
contribute ideas and support for
community energy planning, which
strengthens community spirit.

Communities that reflect the principles of energy sustainability benefit
by: more citizen involvement in community affairs, increased interaction
between citizens and neighborhoods, and a greater sense of community
and social cohesion. These benefits occur because the recommended
process for adopting and incorporating sustainable energy components in
a community energy plan is citizen based. Community members willingly
contribute ideas and support for community energy planning, which
strengthens community spirit.

Policy Recommendations
Government Policy and Energy Efficiency
Utah communities can join the nation’s leaders in sustainability
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enforcement of energy codes by the local enforcement agencies. One
way to ensure energy codes are enforced is to heighten awareness and
understanding of the codes.
Other innovative policies to include in an energy plan relate to
user fees, alternative energy production, and regional cooperation.
A community can implement user fee programs for infrastructure to
encourage consumers to balance their needs with the real costs of
services. These fees can decrease demand by consumers, which leads to
energy and cost savings for construction materials and daily operations.
Another way to increase energy sustainability is to recommend local and
state agencies purchase alternative energy in amounts equal to no less
than a certain percent of total energy consumed. Energy sustainability
can also be addressed regionally. Neighboring communities can endorse
similar, up-to-date energy efficiency standards. These standards may
prevent project managers from selecting development sites in communities
with the lowest energy building standards. Another inter-local agreement
to endorse is to share growth-driven revenues between one city that
encourages development and another that protects open space.
Utility Policy and Energy Efficiency
In the state of Utah, the Utah Public Service Commission (PSC) regulates
privately owned utilities. The primary responsibility of PSC is to ensure
safe, reliable, adequate, and reasonably priced utility service. The PSC
has supported energy sustainability by allowing utilities to sell alternative
energy supplies and energy efficiency strategies. The PSC does not
regulate municipal utility companies. An energy plan, therefore, may
include suggestions for elected officials of the local municipality to
draft regulations for publicly owned utility companies similar to those
implemented by the PSC.
Financial Support Possibilities
Financial budgets of a community are one of the primary limitations
to implementing a community energy plan. The actual strategizing and
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Financial support is available through many different organizations
including agencies from state government. The Utah Energy Office, for
example, helps public and private organizations by providing technical
information and financial assistance, which is primarily met with
partnerships brokered by the Utah Energy Office. The Utah Energy Office
helped the University of Utah secure technical expertise, as well as helped
secure $44 million in private sector funding, for an energy-related project.
Another state agency that provides energy funding assistance is the Utah
Division of Community Development. This agency administers low-income
assistance programs, as well as funding for municipal energy projects
through the Community Impact Fund and Community Development Block
Grant program.
The Quality Growth Commission is one more example of a state entity
that offers financial incentives. The Commission has two programs to
help local communities fund energy efficient growth. First is the planning
grant program that is available annually to communities for quality
growth planning. The commission also administers the LeRay McAllister
Critical Lands Conservation Fund. This fund is available to help local
communities preserve or restore lands that are critical to their quality of
life. Communities working with financial partners can make a number of
financing options available to homebuyers interested in purchasing a home
that is energy efficient, a home that would benefit from energy efficiency
improvements, or a home located near public transportation. Additional
financing options are available to homeowners who are refinancing their
energy efficient home, refinancing to make their home energy efficient,
or financing home improvement projects that increase energy efficiency,
durability, and value.
Education Plans
People provided with facts on energy sustainability have a better
understanding of energy-related issues and are more likely to become
part of the solution. The energy plan should include recommendations
for education-related programs for the community. Workshops and
conferences are probably the most direct path to inform significant
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awareness on energy efficiency strategies. Government agencies, private
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corporations, nonprofit organizations, and educational institutions offer
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energy-related programs and workshops. News releases, newsletters, and
web sites offer listings of upcoming programs and workshops.
Often, greater numbers of people receive information if groups with similar
energy-related goals establish partnerships. The energy plan could include
recommendations for education-based partnerships among groups within
the community. Additional ideas to include in the energy plan on educating
communities about energy sustainability include the following:
▪ Recommend training seminars on energy sustainability directed
primarily toward decision-makers and government officials.
▪ Provide continuing education courses on energy matters. Check
with Continuing Education at the University of Utah and Salt Lake
Community College for any special courses on energy efficiency
and renewable energy.
▪ Plan and build demonstration projects ranging in size from single
buildings to entire neighborhoods that easily illustrate energy
efficiency strategies. A great arena to showcase energy efficient
housing is the local Home Builder Associations’ annual Parade of
Homes.
▪ Recommend energy audits of residential and commercial buildings.
▪ Promote the use of clean fuel vehicle fleets and the opening of

People provided with facts on
energy sustainability have a better
understanding of energy-related
issues and are more likely to
become part of the solution.

refueling stations.

Strategies
Suggestions of energy efficiency strategies and energy-related
considerations for general development, building design and transportation
are described below.

Communities and Neighborhoods
An energy plan ensures that energy efficiency is included in
all aspects of design and construction in new development
as well as revitalization projects. Many aspects of urban
design usually show little energy-related consideration. Certain
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construction elements to consider for the plan include embodied energy,
urban planning and land-use pattern, infrastructure and landscape design.
Embodied Energy
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Embodied energy is the energy consumed by all the processes
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associated with production of a building, from the acquisition of
natural resources to product delivery. The Architecture League of
New York reports that the most common building material requiring the
least embodied energy is wood. Wood consumes about 640 kilowatthours per ton, mostly from the industrial drying process, and some from
the manufacture of and impregnation of preservatives. In comparison,
all other building products require up to many times more embodied
energy than wood: for example, brick (4 times), concrete (5 times), plastic
(6 times), glass (14 times), steel (24 times) and aluminum (126 times).
Although some of these products may be extremely energy efficient, the
embodied energy consumed for those materials must be considered when
analyzing the total energy budget of a project. Energy research has shown
that materials used in the construction of an average household contain
about 1, 000 Gigajoules of embodied energy. This amount of energy is
equivalent to about 15 years of operational energy. Embodied energy for a
project may be minimized by the following:
▪ Use local resources (within 500 miles), whose energy consumption
is lower than for transported materials.
▪ Conserve and restore old buildings.
▪ Reuse old building materials: The reuse of building materials
commonly saves about 95% of embodied energy.
▪ Use recycled products: The use of recycled products may lower
embodied energy if reprocessing and transportation energy
consumption is low.
Urban Design and Land-Use Pattern
There are two considerations to help mitigate the impacts of
sprawl and decrease transportation energy consumption. One
consideration is the drafting of zoning ordinances that do not
isolate housing developments from employment sites and
shopping centers. The second is to avoid low-density growth such as
homes on large lots and widely scattered subdivisions. Both of these

Segregated land use patterns
encourage highly energy
consumptive lifestyles.
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Infrastructure
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targeted toward infrastructure that reduces energy
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consumption. Counties could establish a program guiding
annexation policy to guarantee sufficient and sustainable energy
infrastructure. To accomplish this program, governments can require that
future developments analyze and compare the costs of infrastructure as it
relates to distance and accessibility between existing and future
developments.
Other strategies related to infrastructure that may reduce energy
consumption include recycling and partnering. Recycling saves energy
by reducing the transportation fuel used to haul materials to a landfill and
by reducing embodied energy in recycled finished products. Reusing
and reducing save energy by reducing the amount of energy used for
production and consumption. Partnering with other organizations or
government entities to share facilities may also reduce energy consumption
for construction materials and daily operations.
Landscape Design
The installation and maintenance of landscaped areas can be immensely

Simple landscape design
techniques can reduce water
demand without sacrificing natural
beauty in the community.

energy consumptive. In the Intermountain Region, more than half of all
residential water use is for landscaped areas. By implementing simple
water-efficiency measures, a community can significantly reduce the
demand for water resources and construction of new water facilities.

Commercial Buildings
Because buildings use one third of all energy consumed in
the US and two thirds of all electricity (DOE 1997), using
“green” building design can have a major impact on the
amount of energy a community consumes. This type of approach

“Green” building design can
significantly reduce energy use.

focuses on the whole building system as well as on the building process.
Matters such as site placement, building materials, indoor air quality, and
construction clean-up are all considered in order to reduce energy and
resource consumption during and after construction. Many architects and
building engineers are turning to the LEED (Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design) rating system to design and construct commercial
buildings. LEED provides a definitive standard for what constitutes a
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LEED-rated, and several municipalities, including Salt Lake City and Salt
Lake County, have mandated LEED-rating on new construction projects
receiving public funding. Details and recommendations for a green
building design and construction are well covered in LEED and other
documents, such as the Salt Lake City “High Performance Building Plan”
(http://www.slcgreen.com/pages/hpb.htm).

Residential Building Considerations and Strategies
Residential energy programs usually include a mix between
voluntary standards and mandatory codes. Under voluntary
standards, new and existing homes are rated for energy
efficiency. In Utah, voluntary standards are set by the Utah Energy
Conservation Coalition. That group provides
“Home Energy Ratings” for residence based on the nationally recognized
and accredited Home Energy Rating standards adopted by the Residential
Energy Services Network, Mortgage Bankers Association, and the
National Association of State Energy Offices. The incentive to build
Lenders can take energy cost
savings into account when
underwriting mortgages.

homes, voluntarily above the energy code, is customer driven with some
incentives from lenders who take energy cost savings into account when
underwriting mortgages. Although mandatory codes set the standard and
are enforceable, they can hinder implementing innovative energy efficiency
strategies.
An energy plan could recommend that mandatory codes provide flexibility
for energy efficiency, yet assure compliance. Under the U.S. Department
of Energy Building Standards and Guidelines Program there are four
energy code compliance packages that can be used to demonstrate code
compliance for residential structures; they are the following:
▪ Prescriptive compliance package- using a predetermined
“package” of energy efficiency measures.
▪ Points compliance package- using simple trade-offs of various
energy efficiency measures, which are assigned point values.

Energy efficient homes create more
lasting, efficient communities.
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▪ Performance compliance package- by modeling on a computer a
proposed building’s heating and cooling energy needs.
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▪ Enforcement strategies that include financial penalties (DOE/
GO-10095-073).The energy plan should recommend building
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Population growth and transportation should parallel in a
sustainable energy planned community. However, the
building of transportation facilities often does not keep pace with
population growth, and the result is significant traffic congestion.
The transportation sector includes surface transportation, federal highway
system, aviation, motor carriers, railroads, maritime, and Coast Guard.
These sectors account for 79% of all oil consumed in Utah. Because this
consumption is so significant, it is necessary to form a sub-committee of
the Energy Task Force (ETF) to address energy efficiency specific to
transportation. This sub-committee should recommend strategies for
sustainability and automobile reductions for their community. The
Transportation ETF can also suggest a variety of transportation choices
that reduce dependence on unpredictable petroleum sources.

Interconnected transportation
systems provide a range
of convenient, efficient and
economical choices.

Transportation Planning
When the public helps plan for transportation issues, they provide input to
the local association of governments, in rural areas, or to the metropolitan
planning organization (MPO) in urbanized areas with populations over
200,000. The current Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) from the
Wasatch Front Regional Council (WFRC) includes the following goals:
▪ Provide a balanced, interconnected transportation system with a
range of convenient, efficient and economical choices.
▪ Increase transportation mobility and accessibility for persons and
freight that promotes economic vitality in the region.

WFRC recommends a system
that integrates multiple modes
of transportation by connecting
them for efficient transfer between
modes.

▪ Increase transportation safety and security for all modes of travel.
▪ Provide a transportation system that protects and enhances the
environment, promotes conservation of energy, and improves the
quality of life.
▪ Protect existing and future transportation systems through ongoing
maintenance, preservation, or reconstruction.
The WFRC has a number of objectives to achieve the transportation goals
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in the LRTP, which include the following:
▪ Provide a system that integrates multiple modes of transportation
by connecting them for efficient transfer between modes.
▪ Use transportation system technologies that are innovative.
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▪ Minimize travel time for both passenger travel and freight.
▪ Increase accessibility to employment districts, commercial and
industrial sites as well as education, medical, and recreation
centers for all persons in the region.
▪ Provide access to nearby developing areas.
▪ Improve safety for pedestrians and bicyclists.
▪ Provide a transportation system that serves and complements
desired community development standards.
▪ Reduce the degree of air, water, noise, and visual pollution.
▪ Minimize the disturbances to the natural aesthetics and wildlife
habitat of the region.
▪ Identify and protect corridors for future highway, transit, freight, or
other transportation system requirements.
Additional strategies that reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and urban
impact, include:
▪ Build high-density developments with access to existing public
transit.
▪ Establish a job-to-resident ratio that reduces VMT.
▪ Add to past investments through infill and brownfield
redevelopments.
▪ Develop residential areas close to existing amenities.
▪ Institute incentive programs that increase public transit ridership
and reduce VMT.
▪ Install Intelligent Transportation Systems to keep traffic moving.
Road and Parking Lot Design
Sustainable communities use road and parking lot design strategies that
reduce VMT and environmental impact. The transportation subcommittee
of the ETF may want to consider some of the following energy efficiency
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strategies for roads:
▪ Minimize the length of streets and highways.
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maintenance and snow removal, emergency vehicle access, and
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evacuation routes.
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▪ Incorporate bikeways, walkways, carpooling links, and transit into
roadway planning.
▪ Anticipate interconnectedness of future development to minimize
road building.
▪ Include pedestrian accomodations whenever possible to
encourage walking.
▪ Design facilities for business and trucking operations for maximum
transportation efficiency.
▪ Plan road construction activities and detours to limit congestion
and reduce fuel consumption.

Road and parking lot design can
affect overall energy efficiency of a
community.

▪ Use energy saving materials and techniques during road
construction, such as concrete and asphalt recycling.
For example, a bank whose peak hours of business are during the day
might arrange to share parking with an adjacent apartment complex
that primarily requires parking from dusk until dawn. Communities that
implement energy-efficient transportation strategies can also save energy
used for lighting. Shorter roads and smaller parking lots naturally require
fewer lighting fixtures than longer road and larger lots. Fewer fixtures
mean less energy consumed for lighting. Building managers and road
departments can also increase energy savings by eliminating unneeded
lighting fixtures and reducing 20-30 light candle fixtures to 2-10 light candle
fixtures. Increases can also come from using motion sensors to illuminate
parking lots after hours as patrons approach and selecting energy efficient

Coordinated shared parking can
reduce the amount of land wasted
on car storage during off-peak
hours and seasons.

light fixtures that direct light source only where needed.
Public and Traditional Transportation, and Alternative Fuels
Public transportation provides energy efficient travel for large
numbers of people. The viability of public transit, however, is highly
dependent on population density. Areas of higher density usually have
more reliable and adequate public transportation service compared to
areas of lower density.
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of public transportation, employers may be able to offer energy efficiency
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strategies for the daily commuter. These strategies can include offering
premium parking spaces to employees that carpool, arranging for
employees to work outside the office, and compressing workweeks.
Another strategy is to offer the Utah Transit Authority Rideshare program.
Alternative fuel vehicles are another option for the daily commuter.

Alternative Energy
Alternative energy resources can provide substantial and
reliable energy supplies. Communities can implement
strategies to increase the reliance on renewable energy sources
by adopting solar easements. These easements guarantee that as new
developments arise, the preexisting structures that depend on the sun for
heating or power are not shaded and do not lose access to the sun’s rays.
Communities can also adopt special green pricing programs where citizens
voluntarily subscribe and purchase a portion of their monthly electrical
consumption from renewable sources. Another strategy is for communities
to adopt performance standards for new buildings that require a
percentage of a buildings annual energy use to be from renewable
sources. Finally, some communities have also set a renewable portfolio
standard where a percentage of the total power grid is derived from
renewable sources.
Utah offers an incentive in the form of a state income tax credit for
renewable energy systems, such as solar, wind, biomass, and hydropower.
Recent Utah legislation also requires electric utilities to allow customers
to connect generation systems to the grid for their own use and to supply
excess electricity to the electric grid, called “net metering.” The utility
would “net” the customer’s electricity use and production over a defined
period of time, in essence, paying the customer retail price for the
electricity they produce.
Definitions of Alternative Resources
Below are definitions of resources that may be encouraged in the
community energy plan. Careful surveying and analysis helps determine
whether alternative energy resources are available and economical for
individual communities.
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▪ Building is located on at least one acre of land in a rural area.
▪ Local zoning codes or covenants allow wind turbines.
▪ Average electricity bills are $150 per month or more.
▪ Building is in a remote location without easy access to utility lines
▪ Finances can absorb long-term investments.
Geothermal
Geothermal energy is an enormous, under used heat and power source
that is clean and reliable. This resource is converted into heat and

Current plans for replacement of
the Magna Senior Center include
a building heated and cooled with
geothermal energy.

electricity with little or no greenhouse gas emission, and is released or
generated domestically, making us less dependent on foreign oil. One
technology that uses geothermal energy is geothermal heat pumps. In
winter, heat from the relatively warmer ground is pumped through the
heat exchanger into the house. In summer, hot air from the house is
pumped through the heat exchanger into the relatively cooler ground. Heat
removed during the summer can be used as no-cost energy to heat water.
Electricity use is reduced by 30% to 60% compared to traditional electric
resistance heating systems, allowing system payback in 2 to 10 years.
These low-maintenance systems can remain operable for 30 years or
more. Where natural gas fired heating is used, the total energy bill may not
be reduced by changing to a geothermal heat pump.
Photovoltaic

Photovoltaic arrays can convert
solar energy to electricity.

Photovoltaic (PV) panels convert sunlight to electricity, directly. PV
panels vary in size ranging from a few square inches to the size of a
door. These systems have several advantages including no moving parts,
low maintenance, and providing an alternative to utility line extensions.
Photovoltaic arrays may be preferred even in areas with utility service
because electricity is produced without polluting the environment.
Solar thermal
The sun heats solar collectors, which transfers gained energy to water or

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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Passive solar
A passive solar design is one that permits direct sunlight to enter through
windows to warm interior spaces. This design is intended to not overheat
the building and to minimize heat lost through windows at night. Solar
radiation passes through windows and is absorbed by interior materials
such as stone and brick. These materials temporarily store the infrared
radiation (heat) until the interior temperatures drop, then they reradiate
heat back into the interior space.
Small-scale hydropower

Recently completed by Salt Lake
County, the South Jordan Library
utilizes passive solar design.

Hydropower plants convert the energy of flowing water to electricity and
do not necessarily require large dams such as Glen Canyon. Diversion
hydropower channels a portion of the water to a canal and through a
turbine, from which power is generated. The water is later returned to the
river, minimizing the environmental impact. The economics of small-scale
hydropower are site specific and can be very competitive with traditional
electricity sources. The electric output is site specific and can vary from a
few hundred watts to a megawatt or more. Utility connected hydropower
can be a practical and cost-effective addition to the energy mix.
BioEnergy
Biomass to Energy (BioEnergy) is energy produced from any renewable
organic matter including forest residues, agricultural crops and wastes,
wood and wood wastes, animal wastes, livestock operation residue,
aquatic plants, and municipal wastes. BioEnergy is successful primarily
because it converts waste into usable forms of energy. New demonstration
projects are coming on line as the need for energy rises.
Follow-up and Analysis Measures
Actual inclusion of energy efficiency strategies into a project may not
occur even though officials and those involved in the project support the
plan. The ETF, therefore, may want to revisit project managers during
the implementation phase of the energy plan to monitor progress of
development and individual projects. The ETF can provide suggestions or
technical assistance to speed the process along.
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Conclusion
The dawning of the last century in the United States saw the introduction
of new products and technology, most of which are energy consuming.
As these products and technologies became an integral part of our Utah
communities, the entire economic health of each community and the
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quality of life of the citizens became dependent on the reliability, cost, and
availability of energy sources. Events of the last decade show that no
community is immune from regional or national energy changes – these
changes precipitate local problems. Rapid growth only exacerbates and
compounds potential energy problems for our communities.
This Best Practice has discussed how each community can address
present and future energy issues through “sustainability” – using
resources wisely and efficiently in the context of community to create
certain economic, environmental, and social benefits. Steps that Utah
communities can take to becoming “sustainable” have been presented
along with the organizational elements needed for development of
customized community energy plans. As each community develops a plan,
this chapter can serve as a valuable resource for delineating strategies
needed to meet the goals of the community energy plan. The key to any
community achieving sustainability is the synergy that develops as local
officials, citizens, business, developers, and industry work together toward
common energy goals. No great society was built upon the status quo.
As individuals representing each of these sectors embark on this quest
for sustainability, they will exemplify the best in leadership with vision for
change and a commitment to success. We can make a difference for the
better in Utah’s communities and energy future.

Resources
1.

Envision Utah: Urban Planning Tools: Energy Efficiency
http://www.envisionutah.org/Urban%20Planning%20Tools%20
for%20QG_ch7_sup.pdf

2.

Environmental Protection Agency
http://www.epa.gov/cleanenergy/energy-programs/state-and-local/
local-best-practices.html
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Housing

Purpose Statement

Contents

Because quality housing is critical to a society, it is a primary responsibility

Core Concepts

1

Key Questions

2

Determining Housing Mix

3

Affordable Housing

4

and cost of infrastructure and municipal services required. The type of

Zoning Regulations

5

residential development that occurs in a particular locality will be influenced

Good Community Design

6

market forces. A housing element that includes a vision for the future,

Basic Best Practices

7

with a realistic assessment of needs, is a critical element of a community’s

Workforce Housing

9

of communities to enable housing development that is safe, makes
efficient use of infrastructure, promotes a feeling of community, allows
for diversity and affordability, and enhances quality of life. The type
and location of housing available in a community significantly impacts
opportunities for jobs and economic development, as well as the amount

by government regulations and policies, zoning, existing land uses, and

general plan.

Best Practices

Resources

10

Related Best Practices:

Core Concepts
1. In order to plan for appropriate housing, a community should focus
on identifying the needs of the future population, as well as the future
housing types that will best meet that need.
2. Based on demographic data statewide, Envision Utah suggests a mix
of 60% single-family homes; 26% apartments; and 14% town homes
and duplexes.
3. A community’s housing inventory should offer a spectrum of options
and costs that is proportional to the makeup of its residents and
employees and their ability to pay for housing.
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5. Communities should carefully review their zoning ordinances and
regulations in order to ensure that they are not adversely impacting
true market demands with unnecessary regulations and policies that
do not reflect the true needs of their community.
6. Envision Utah does not recommend detailed architectural guidelines
but instead suggests site design standards that will make a community
both pedestrian-friendly and compatible with the character of the
neighborhood.
7. Promote development of accessory units, workforce housing, live-work
units and lifecycle housing as needed and appropriate.

Key Questions
What mix of housing types will best serve the needs of our community?
Are we meeting the diverse housing needs of our community, including all
stages of the life cycle?
What policies and regulations do we need to put in place in order to
encourage and enable a proper mix of housing?
Do we have any policies in place that are limiting the type of housing
development that our community needs?
How affordable is housing in our community?
How well do our housing plans encourage the use of mass transit and the
efficient use of infrastructure?
How can we make our community more pedestrian friendly?
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Determining the Appropriate Mix of Housing in a Community
In order to plan for appropriate housing, a community should focus
on identifying the needs of the future population, as well as the future
housing types that will best meet that need. Demand is influenced by
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many factors, including household size, number of children, age, etc.
In order for supply to reflect demand, it is important to evaluate
the demographic characteristics of a community, to make
projections of the types of housing that will be needed to
accommodate various household types and incomes, and then to
incorporate regulations and policies that will allow the market to meet these
needs.
Utah has unique demographic characteristics, and therefore unique
housing needs. For example, Utah has significantly larger household
sizes and is substantially younger than most of the nation. The average
household size in Utah is 3.1 persons, compared to 2.6 persons nationally.

It is important to evaluate the
demographic characteristics of a
community, to make projections
of the types of housing that will be
needed.

This represents 0.5 persons more per household in Utah, on average.
The median age in Utah is 27.1 years, compared to 35.3 years
nationally.1
General demographic trends statewide in Utah are for an
increase in senior households, decreasing household sizes,
and more single-person and single-parent households. These
characteristics, combined with stricter requirements for obtaining
financing, will result in the demand for smaller, less expensive
housing, and for more attached units as compared to detached
units.

Current housing choices, Wasatch Front. (AGRC,
FCA, EcoNorthwest).

Based on demographic data statewide, Envision Utah suggests
a mix of 60% single-family homes; 26% apartments; and
14% town homes and duplexes.2 Of course, each community
will need to compare its demographic characteristics to those
statewide, and make necessary adjustments in order to fulfill
its unique needs. Further, the kind of housing that is optimal
for each person or family changes over time, is different for
individuals, and is affected by market innovation.
An analysis of the residential building permits issued since the
year 2000 suggests that 69% of units built in Salt Lake County,
including incorporated cities, are single-family, with the remaining

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan

Forecasted housing demand, Wasatch Front, 2020.
(AGRC, FCA, EcoNorthwest).
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31% multi-family.3 This suggests that the needs of the multi-family, or
attached unit market, have been under served.
Based on the population forecasts prepared by the State of Utah
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(Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget), the household mix of the
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Greater Wasatch area will change during the next 20 years. There will be
a rise in senior households (head of household over 60 years) from the
current 21% to 27% in the year 2020. Household size will decline from 3.
15 people per household in 1990 to 2. 78 in 2020. This trend will affect
the type of housing needed.2
A community’s housing inventory should offer a spectrum of options
and costs that is proportional to the makeup of its residents and
employees and their ability to pay for housing. A successful housing
spectrum will include ample options. The beneficiaries are not only
community residents, but also employers that are able to draw from a
broader spectrum of potential employees. Employers will be able to fill
a diverse set of jobs, ranging from clerical to executive, and will include
positions for manufacturing, industrial, retail, services, and others.4
Decreasing household sizes mean the number of new households will
increase proportionately faster than the population. Household sizes are
expected to decrease as a result of more single-person and single-parent
households and fewer two-parent families with children. Assuming that
real incomes will remain more or less the same, smaller households mean

Smaller households mean there will
be less demand for large-lot, singlefamily homes and more demand for
smaller, less expensive housing.

there will be less demand for large-lot, single-family homes and more
demand for smaller, less expensive housing. There also will be more
demand for housing types that require minimal maintenance.2

How Much Affordable Housing Do We Need?
Housing affordability is evaluated by comparing home values and
rent rates in a local community to incomes in the larger countywide
or metropolitan area. Utah law (Utah Code 10-9-307) states that the
availability of moderate income housing is an issue of statewide concern.
Therefore, all municipalities “should afford a reasonable opportunity for
a variety of housing, including moderate income housing. ” Affordability
Affordability is defined as being
accessible to households earning
80% of annual median income who
spend no more than 30% of their
income on housing.

is defined as being accessible to moderate-income households (those
earning 80% of annual median income [AMI]) who, according to HUD
guidelines, should spend no more than 30% of their incomes on housing.5
Housing analysis should identify the percentage of dwelling units in the
local community that are affordable to those making 80% of AMI in the
countywide or larger metropolitan area. Finally, the community needs to
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own or rent in the local area. Utah law provides no specific guidelines
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Housing price appreciation has been strong in the eight-year period from
2000 to 2008. The median price of homes sold in the Salt Lake Valley
in 2000 was $166, 670; the median price of homes sold in 2008 was
$264, 926, an increase of 59% over the 7 ½-year period, or an average
annual appreciation rate of 6.4 percent. In comparison, wage increases
in the Salt Lake Valley from 2001 to 2007 have only averaged a 2.7%
annual increase.6 Therefore, wages have not kept up with home price
appreciation, and affordability has become a greater challenge for more
households. When asked if they could afford to purchase their current
home at its current market value, the majority of Utahns report they could
not.7
However, achieving and maintaining housing affordability presents many
challenges. The challenges relate to increasing density, diversifying the
product mix, and providing the full range of price points and options for
renters and owners.
Traditional methods used to increase affordability are to increase density
and/or to increase the number of attached units, thus decreasing per unit
land costs and construction costs (i.e., shared walls and utility & road
infrastructure). Other measures used to improve affordability include the
utilization of government programs (listed in the Resources section) and
waiving or decreasing impact fees.

Zoning Regulations
Communities should carefully review their zoning ordinances and

Communities should ensure that
they are not adversely impacting
true market demand with restrictive
zoning ordinances.

regulations in order to ensure that they are not adversely impacting
true market demands with unnecessary regulations and policies
that do not reflect the true needs of their community. In the early
days of zoning, the intent was to divide residential uses from potentially
hazardous industrial uses. However, over time, zoning eventually began
to separate different residential classes from each other. Envision Utah’s
Urban Planning Tools for Quality Growth recognizes that a good portion
of housing development today may unfortunately be driven by zoning
regulations rather than by market demand. In the last decade, as the
demand for smaller, more affordable housing options has increased, many
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at the overall effects of its zoning code and adjust regulations to meet the
needs of both those who already live there and those who would live there
if appropriate housing choices existed. ” 2

Promoting Good Design and a Sense of Community
Envision Utah does not recommend detailed architectural
guidelines but instead suggests site design standards that
will make a community both pedestrian-friendly and
compatible with the character of the neighborhood.

2

Utahns say that living in a safe community with low crime is the most
Design guidelines should aim to
make communities both pedestrianfriendly and compatible with existing
character of the neighborhood.

important factor in assessing their quality of life in their community.

7

Therefore, safety should be a primary focus in housing development and
the design of neighborhoods. One option for increasing neighborhood
safety is to create mixed use neighborhoods that allow for the presence of
a population at all hours of the day and night. Neighborhoods that are
centered around schools, parks and community centers also help provide a
safe and secure environment where families can live and recreate together.
Special consideration should also be given to identifying safe walking
routes to schools and other civic centers, and landscaping should be open
along major pedestrian routes.
How will residential neighborhoods be designed as more

Opportunity is provided through a
diversity of blended housing types.

accessible and inclusive habitats? How can we foster
connections across age, income, tenure, and class, and
provide opportunities to keep families together? Opportunity is provided
through a diversity of blended housing types, including single-family
homes, town homes, patio homes, condominiums, accessory dwelling
units, and apartments, which will allow for a range of housing affordability
and lot sizes. Higher densities can provide the critical mass necessary for
the provision of commercial services in proximity to most homes.4
While it is important for communities to have a range of housing types,
neighborhoods should also include a variety of home styles and sizes in
order to support a diverse population and allow people of different ages
and cultures to live in the same neighborhood. The variety in unit type
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Basic Best Practices
Promote development of accessory units, workforce housing, livework units and lifecycle housing as needed and appropriate. The
following are basic best practices for housing development: 4
Accessible Housing
Construct housing with practical features that provide basic access
and functionality for people of all ages and various mobility and
ambulatory capabilities. Housing design should include options for
current and future accessibility needs of family members and friends by
utilizing the minimum requirements of the Fair Housing Act Design Manual.
Encourage opportunities to include housing that is visitable by people of all
levels of ability.

Encourage opportunities to include
housing that is visitable by people
of all levels of ability.

Accessory Dwelling Units
Allow the development of carriage houses (secondary structure
apartments) and accessory dwellings to increase density and
affordability while maintaining character. These units are typically
built over garages and can be used as a studio, a teenager’s bedroom, or
rented as a separate apartment to help offset the cost of a mortgage.
Blended Communities
Housing development should seek to provide a variety of housing types
that includes distinct architecture, density, scale and type, as well as
different income levels of households within neighborhoods.

In new residential areas, a mix of
housing models and architectural
treatments are recommended.

Design Guidelines
Create a variation in housing mix (architectural styles, lot sizes and
building types and sizes) in walkable communities. This creates
greater visual interest along sidewalks for pedestrians. In contrast, streets
lined with identical homes and blank garage doors make walking less
appealing. Design guidelines should require housing forms that improve
community quality by reducing total percent of garage frontage on the
street. In new residential areas, a mix of housing models and architectural
treatments are recommended.

2
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styles that are attractive and blend in with the local character.
Inclusionary Approach
Address housing affordability using an inclusionary approach that allows
for a mixture of housing types and prices, recognizing that
housing affordability is integral to the long-term success of
the region.
Life-Cycle Housing
Plan for housing suitable for different stages of life, including
smaller, more affordable units for first-time buyers, singles,
young couples, families with many children, and older
homeowners, as well as opportunities for senior citizen
housing and long-term care/assisted living facilities. Create
opportunities for people to live and grow in the same
community. This will enable young couples, families and the
elderly to live near relatives. Children may grow up knowing
people from different ages, walks of life and from different
socioeconomic groups.

Life-cycle housing creates
opportunities for people to live and
grow in the same community.

Live-Work Units
Zoning to accommodate a live-work unit must permit certain businesses
to operate and, unlike zoning provisions for “home-occupations, ” must
allow office use by non-resident employees and customers. While retailing
typically is prohibited, everything from professional services to small
manufacturing can be home-based. The total non-residential work space
in live-work units usually is limited to between a few hundred square feet
and roughly 2, 000 square feet.
Mixed-use Housing
Provide mixed use housing above retail to encourage human activity
at night and on weekends, resulting in healthier commercial areas.
When a diversity of users are present in a neighborhood, a wider variety of
services can be supported.
Transportation
Design communities in a manner that is conducive to walkable and transit
friendly neighborhoods, to reduce the demand for additional road
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Workforce Housing 8
Workforce housing is a housing type for public and private employees
that aims at developing residences that can be purchased or rented by
schoolteachers, firefighters, police officers, nurses and other medical
practitioners, and other employees who are critical to a community and
who work in places where real estate costs are high and wages for these
industries are not high enough to allow these workers to find housing within
the community.

9

The purpose of workforce housing is to increase the

options and supply of good quality, low- to moderate-income housing.

The purpose of workforce housing is
to increase the options and supply of
good quality housing.

Options for increasing the supply of rental housing for low to moderate
income households include:
▪ Establish a development fund to supplement existing public and
private resources for the development and redevelopment of
workforce housing. The fund should provide a flexible source
of financing and subsidy to offer incentives for the development,
redevelopment, and rehabilitation of low and moderate income
rental housing.

Incentive programs can make
housing affordable for all members
of the community’s work force.

▪ Encourage the preservation of the existing rental housing stock
through the local enforcement of building codes.
Options for increasing the supply of owner-occupied, low-to moderateincome single-family housing include:
▪ Establish a development fund to supplement existing public and
private resources for the development and redevelopment of
workforce single-family housing. The funds would provide flexible
sources of financing and subsidies to provide incentives for the
development of new low-to moderate-income owner occupied
housing.
▪ Encourage employer-assisted home buyer programs.
▪ Establish a public-private consortium of manufactured housing
representatives, state and local officials, lenders, developers
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Options for fostering locally based housing solutions include:
▪ Establish a technical assistance program that will provide onsite technical expertise to local leaders and employers in the
identification and development of local plans and partnerships to
address housing needs in the community.
▪ Urge local entities such as housing authorities, city and county
governments, downtown development authorities, and others
to publicize creative efforts to address housing issues in their
communities that could serve as models for others.
Options for increasing the consumer literacy and awareness of the targeted
workforce include:
▪ Create a coordinated statewide network to provide home buyer
pre-purchase education, one-on-one credit counseling, and postpurchase homeowner skills training.

Resources
1. United States Census 2000.
2. Envision Utah, Urban Planning Tools for Quality Growth
3. University of Utah Bureau of Business and Economic Research
4. Salt Lake County, West Bench General Plan
5. Federal Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
6. Utah Department of Workforce Services http://jobs.utah.gov/jsp/wi/
utalmis/countyinddetail.do
7. Envision Utah and Harris Interactive, Utah Values and Future Growth,
November 2007
8. Workforce Housing in Georgia, Housing and Demographics
Research Center, The University of Georgia, September 2001.
http://www.fcs.uga.edu/newfacs/hace/docs/Workforce%20Housing
%20in%20Georgia.pdf
9. UniDev, LLC, Bethesda Maryland http://www.unidevllc.com/
whyunidev/whyunidev1.html
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Land Use & Mobility

Purpose Statement

Contents

Land use and mobility are elements of a community that are inseparable.

Core Concepts

1

Key Questions

2

Land Use

3

Land Use Concepts

4

They each affect the other in many ways. The density and distribution of
places where we live, work, and play impacts the mode of travel we choose
and the length of trips we make. Housing that is far from employment
and shopping centers results in longer trips and more traffic on our
streets. Proximity of housing and shopping and a well-designed street and
pathway network encourages walking and cycling, which in turn fosters

Mobility

12

healthy lifestyles. Homes and jobs within a short walk of transit encourage

Mobility Concepts

12

patterns and transportation facilities often take years or even decades

Multi-modal Mobility

14

to achieve desired results; however, many cities find that thoughtful

Resources

21

residents to use the bus or train. Changes to a community’s land use

coordination of land use and mobility, when implemented appropriately,
help reduce traffic congestion and improve quality of life.

Best Practices
Core Concepts

Related Best Practices:

1. Coordinate land use and transportation plans.
2. Mix housing types within neighborhoods to ensure availability of
housing throughout the lifecycle.
3. Develop communities as a network of neighborhoods with distinct
activity centers, with multimodal connections.
4. Encourage parking policies that will reduce the overall amount of
paved areas in activity centers as well as in residential neighborhoods.
5. Balance zoning to respond to market demands on housing.
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6. Provide alternatives to the single-occupant automobile, such as transit,
bicycling, and walking.
7. Create pedestrian-friendly streets through road diets, “Complete
Streets” policies, and neighborhood traffic management.
8. Work to reduce greenhouse gas emissions related to transportation
and vehicle miles traveled.
9. Use innovative strategies such as high-capacity intersections, reversible
lanes, and hard-shoulder usage to improve vehicle mobility.
10. Support transit to make it a viable and competitive alternative to the
single-occupant vehicle.
11. Adopt land use policies that support transit and increase ridership.
12. Plan for all modes of transportation (vehicles, transit, bicycles, and
pedestrians) when considering the impacts of transportation and land
use decisions.
13. Provide safe, connected, and attractive networks for bicycles and
pedestrians.

Key Questions
How does this proposal strengthen the activity centers of the community?
Does this project create a public community space, accessible to all?
How does this proposal respond to current housing needs?
Does the project appropriately correlate with available transportation
systems?
How might this proposal provide transportation options to a range of
people?
Does this project connect to bicycle and pedestrian networks? What should
be included to do so?
How might this project impact greenhouse gas emissions for the area?
How could those emissions be reduced through transportation policies?
What is the level of service for automobiles, transit users, bicycles and
pedestrians surrounding this project?
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The Wasatch Front Region is growing at a rapid pace. Appropriate land
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use and transportation planning must be in place in order to accommodate
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this era of change. To give a sense of the magnitude of change, the
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population of the region is projected to increase from 1.9 million people
in 2000 to 3.1 million by 2030. This increase of 1.2 million people is
roughly equivalent to the number of people living in the City of San Diego,
California in 2005 (2005 Census Population Estimates). According to the
Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget, Salt Lake County is expected
to increase by nearly 500,000 - from a population of 898,387 in 2000 to
1,381,519 by 2030 (GOPB 2005).1
At a local scale, this transformation is changing the face of Salt Lake
County as small-town life gives way to suburbs and highways. Townships
and cities in the county have grown dramatically in the last 15 years; for
example, both South Jordan City and the City of West Jordan have more
than doubled their populations during this period (US Census data), and
are expected to double in population again. Without an increase in viable
transportation options and a reduction in automobile dependency, it is likely
that future growth and densities will continue to parallel I-15, I-215, I-80,
State Highways, and the future Mountain View Corridor.1
However, the land-consumptive patterns of development seen in the
last several decades are not inevitable. Envision Utah’s Quality Growth
Strategy has shown that by meeting demand for multifamily housing,
redeveloping under utilized areas, and reducing the average singlefamily lot size by less than 10 percent, the total land area needed to
accommodate newcomers by 2020 could be cut in half (from 324 square
miles to 154 square miles). Of the total land converted to urban use,
current trends would consume 143 square miles of agricultural land
compared to 27 square miles under the Quality Growth Strategy (Envision
Utah 2000). Recent positive policy changes related to regional growth
include expansion of the transit system, encouragement of transit-oriented
development, and more aggressive conservation of critical lands. These
policy changes will encourage development at higher densities and the
preservation of natural areas - in essence, more close-knit communities.1
Coordinate land use and transportation plans. In order for a community
to function efficiently, land use and transportation plans must work in
concert with one another. Land use decisions have a direct impact
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Accessory dwelling units
Accessory dwelling units should be considered on parcels occupied
by single-family homes in centers. Accessory dwelling units, such as
garage apartments or carriage houses, are an opportunity to provide much
more affordable housing within a predominantly single-family neighborhood
without impacting the overall character of the area. Not only will these
types of units provide more rental housing in these neighborhoods, but can
make housing more affordable as well for those owning the primary unit by
adding rental income to their mortgage qualifications.1
Building character and orientation
The primary entrance for buildings should be located on the
street, improving the quality of the pedestrian environment in our
communities. The character, massing, and orientation of buildings will
play a critical role in defining the public realm of centers. In general,
fronting the edges of buildings at the sidewalk is encouraged to create
a continuous “street wall” and a comfortable pedestrian environment.
Providing interesting building details at a human scale also creates visual
Building character and orientation
can affect land use efficiency.

interest and pedestrian comfort. Visual diversity can be created through
variations in setback, massing, and architectural details.

1

Center core
Centers should feature a core area that acts as the central gathering
place for the center and surrounding communities. The core should
accommodate the most intensive retail, employment, civic, and pedestrian
activity in each center. The design of streets and buildings in the core area
should emphasize pedestrian comfort and visual interest.1
Civic buildings
Civic buildings should anchor many centers and should typically be
located in the core area. Where feasible, these will feature distinctive
building details, entry features, and varying setbacks to provide a unique
identity, with entrances facing onto public rights-of-way and parks.1
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buildings to emphasize the urban edge and create views. In contrast, the
face of a Village Center block across the street from a Village Residential
block could consist of town homes to achieve consistency with the scale
and density of this adjacent area.1
Employment within Neighborhood Centers
A limited amount of local-serving commercial activity should
be located in neighborhood centers around their core. Ideal
neighborhood center retail uses include, but are not limited to, small
grocery stores, cafes, restaurants, and personal services. Ideal locations
for retail uses include corners and the edges of parks and other community
spaces.1
Gathering spaces
The overall design of the town and neighborhood centers
should link gathering spaces and open spaces in a
sequence or network. Squares, greens, and plazas are
gathering places that may provide visual relief and passive recreation. A
square or green is intended to act as the central feature of neighborhood
centers, and should be surrounded by civic buildings and/or commercial or
mixed-use buildings located in the center. They should be accessible to
all, and connected by transit facilities. All community residents should be
within walking distance of a public community space or park.1
Large format retail
Large format retail (i.e., “big box” retail) uses should be designed

A square or green is intended
to act as the central feature of
neighborhood centers.

in scale with surrounding uses and parking areas in keeping with
the standards of the area. Large format retail uses are most suited to
automobile oriented areas, close to large arterials or highways, in areas of
regional scale commercial. In most cases, such uses would not be suited
to the town center or neighborhood centers.1
Live-work units
Buildings and portions of buildings that combine commercial and
residential uses within single units are encouraged throughout town
and neighborhood centers. Good locations for individual live-work units
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Mix of housing types
Mix housing types within neighborhoods to ensure
availability of housing throughout the lifecycle. In general,
centers should include a mix of rental and for-sale housing
units, and can include a vertical mix of uses, where residential units are
located above ground floor retail and office uses. Residential areas should
incorporate a variety of housing types and ownership to meet the current
and future needs of residents of the Salt Lake County. By mixing types
and ownership models, residents can find comfortable, affordable housing

A mix of housing types provides
housing choices to a diverse
population.

in their community throughout their life cycle, and as their needs change
over time. This kind of housing mix also makes it possible to provide
quality, affordable workforce housing for key occupations, such as service
workers, teachers, policemen, firemen, etc.1
Mixed-use within centers
Centers should provide for a mix of uses and block types to create
local, walkable connections between jobs, housing, and retail. Block
types may include: Mixed-use blocks that make up the core of each
center and combine retail with housing or office uses; Commercial blocks
that contain primarily office or retail uses; Residential blocks that contain

Centers should provide for a
mix of uses and block types to
create local, walkable connections
between jobs, housing, and retail.

a range of housing opportunities, including multi-family buildings, town
homes, live/work lofts, and/ or a variety of single-family opportunities (these
blocks may contain incidental retail); or civic blocks that can contain a
variety of public and civic buildings, from schools and churches to libraries,
community centers, or parks.1
Network of centers
Develop communities as a network of neighborhoods with distinct
activity centers, with multimodal connections. Centers form a network
of complementary employment, retail, cultural, and civic opportunities
linked by multi-modal transportation systems. Communities without a
distinct center should work toward developing a recognized town center,
along with smaller, neighborhood centers serving a variety of purposes.
Centers should be arranged in a spatial hierarchy based upon proximity to:
(a) regional rapid transit connections; (b) population density in surrounding
communities and adjacent portions of the region; and (c) other centers.1
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encouraged. Where surface parking lots are used, they should be located
behind buildings and occupy only a very limited portion of the street
frontage.
The location and design of off-street parking facilities in residential areas
should minimize visual intrusion into the public right-of-way and community
spaces. Locating parking for multi-family, civic, and commercial buildings in
structures, underground facilities, or in locations obscured from street view
by buildings or landscaping is strongly encouraged.
On-street parking
On-street parking, which generally reduces traffic speeds and
provides easy access for quick-stop shopping, is encouraged
within most centers. Local streets may include on-street parking to
accommodate visitors and serve as a buffer between street and sidewalk.
Pattern of streets, blocks, and buildings
Centers should have a clear pattern of streets, blocks,
buildings, and community spaces scaled to the pedestrian.
Block sizes should be kept to walkable distances (300 feet in
length or less) to promote pedestrian activity, particularly in neighborhood
centers. Retail, community spaces, and civic buildings can be arranged to
create a network of active spaces of varying intimacy, size, and function.
The massing and design of buildings can be designed to create a sense of
intimacy and visually distinguish the center from surrounding communities.

The design of streets and buildings
in the core area should emphasize
pedestrian comfort and visual
interest.

Residential areas should maximize street connectivity, consisting of
a coherent pattern of streets and blocks scaled to the pedestrian and
discouraging street patterns that prohibit physical connectivity. The design
of streets and blocks should respect topography and natural features.
The orientation and character of buildings contribute to a cohesive built
environment that reinforces community spaces, creates a sense of
intimacy on streets, and links residential areas to surrounding centers and
communities. Parks, plazas, and greens should form a continuous network
linked physically and visually through streetscape, building, and open
space design.1
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built environment.
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defined by natural features, transitions in development density, and/or
changes in building style, scale, buffering, or massing. For example, a
transition can be created through the placement of an open space or civic
feature such as a park or small civic building in the area of transition.
Most residential areas should achieve appropriate densities to support
walkable communities that can support transit and other key infrastructure
investments.
Shared parking
Land uses with different periods of peak activity should use shared
parking strategies to accommodate parking demand. Excessive,
unused parking lots reduce the density of urban centers and detract from

Multi-modal transfer stations can
be incorporated as focal points of
centers through distinctive design
and a location in a center’s core.

the urban fabric during off-peak hours. Sharing parking areas so that they
are utilized 24-hours a day improve efficiency of land use and allow for
more productive and active uses of urban land.
Transit station location
Appropriate locations for transit stations and stops in centers should
be considered. Appropriate locations include the following: (1) within
the core areas of centers, (2) within or adjacent to blocks featuring major
concentrations of commercial space, (3) major community places, and (4)
convenient locations within or adjacent to residential blocks, especially
high density residential areas. To encourage transit use, stations should

Housing choices near transit should
be dense enough to support the
transit system.

be designed to provide accessibility and feature convenient pedestrian
connections to the surrounding street network and transit transfer points.
Multi-modal transfer stations can be incorporated as focal points of centers
through distinctive design and a location in a center’s core.
Arrange transit stations and stops so that residential areas are
conveniently linked to one another and to town and neighborhood
centers. The frequency and nature of transit stations and stops within
residential areas should be calibrated to population density, proximity to
mixed-use centers, and topography. Average minimum densities for high
frequency bus routes are approximately 7 units per acre (supports 30
minute headways) up to 30 units per acre (supports 10 minutes headways)
. Densities higher than this can successfully support light rail systems.
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of modern cities. However, the current process of planning and
zoning often conflicts with the proper functioning of the housing
market. In the Greater Wasatch area, the market distortion has artificially
increased the supply of housing toward large lot, single-family housing. If
zoning remains as-is the mismatch between housing market demand and
supply will become further skewed. This section has outlined tools to
enable zoning to be more flexible while maintaining control over
development impact and ensuring quality design. Providing people with a
range of housing choices has many positive aspects – both for the
community in general and for individual families. For the community, a
market approach to housing consumes relatively less land and provides
housing types that can serve as the backbone for communities that are
walkable and support transit use. As individuals and families move from
one stage of life to the next, a market approach enables them to live in
housing that suits their needs and desires while allowing them to maintain
their neighborhood bonds and live close to extended family members.2
Not surprisingly, neighborhood and civic design influences community
involvement. Careful implementation can ensure that new development
creates whole communities – not just “bedroom communities” that are
isolated from employment and cultural centers. Careful planning can
overcome the great divide of distance, allowing families to spend more
time playing, vacationing, and simply being together. Urban form can
encourage social interaction and community relationships by locating
shared community activity areas for education, religion, recreation, and
local governance as centers of each community. Residential communities
can be designed to support intergenerational and extended family
relationships.1
Complete elimination of zoning is not recommended. Utahns should
continue to benefit from the way in which zoning protects property values
and ensures predictable future land use. However, much of today’s zoning
must become more flexible and inclusive. Some proposals run counter to
some of the current practices of local land-use agencies. However, they
are feasible and will work to improve dramatically the available selection
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Balance zoning to respond to market demands on housing. This
recommendation supports a fundamental provision of Utah State law, UCA
10-9-307, that each community should provide sufficient choices for all
kinds of housing. While the current state law focuses on moderate income
housing, a diversity of housing should be permitted and encouraged by local
zoning. Density limits should be placed on development projects. Limits
on gross density help a community control impacts on infrastructure and
local services. The best strategy is to advocate for quality city-scale design
while aiming to meet housing needs. A community should mix and arrange
the various uses and densities so that an optimal city-scale design emerges,
complete with quiet neighborhoods, parks and busy business districts.
Height, bulk and design regulations can be used to control the densities in
any given area. Cities would continue to have their own unique character
and design emphasis. In general, an accurate estimate of the capacity of
local existing zoning, categorized by housing type, is compared with the
local share of the countywide forecast for housing demand by type. Zoning
is then adjusted to eliminate any disparity between future supply and future
need. This allows the full range of desired housing types to occur in each city,
according to the long-term preferences of present and future residents. With
A community should mix and
arrange the various uses and
densities so that an optimal cityscale design emerges, complete
with quiet neighborhoods, parks
and busy business districts.

periodic monitoring and updating, cities and counties can be well planned
and be flexible enough to meet future housing needs as they may arise.

2

Adopt basic design standards for small-lot, townhouse and multifamily development. One reason that large-lot, single-family zoning is
often adopted in lieu of performance standards is that the design of lowdensity, single-family areas is fairly predictable and in line with community
standards or comfort levels. The design of higher-density housing types
often is much less predictable and often unacceptable to nearby residents.
While detailed design standards for architecture are not recommended,
simple, effective design standards should be adopted to ensure that diverse
housing types will meet the community’s design expectations. Small lots
less than 6,000 to 7,000 square feet, attached housing, zero lot line housing
and the various forms of multi-family housing are often better accepted by

Basic standards for landscaping,
building placement, and materials
should be adopted.
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residents when basic standards for landscaping, building placement and
materials are adopted.2
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The design of transportation facilities such as roads, driveways, sidewalks,
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facilities are the result of land use decisions.
How land is used (i.e., for agriculture, residential, commercial, and
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industrial development) impacts transportation facilities, modes of travel
(i.e., cars, buses, bicycles or walking), services and vice versa. Improved
integration of land use and transportation planning can reduce the need
for highway expansion and can help maintain the quality of communities.
Four cost-effective strategies integrating land use with transportation are:
Nodal development/Nodal zoning, livable walkable communities, access
management, and transit-oriented developments. Individually or together,
these strategies can significantly improve the quality of a community.
▪ Nodal development/Nodal zoning concentrates development (e.g.,
creates a village) to encourage walking and bicycle use, and to
establish a neighborhood community. Land use mixes promote
shorter trips and higher walking and biking mode shares.
▪ Livable walkable communities are developments that provide and
enhance facilities to promote walking, bicycling, services, and
activities for a healthier lifestyle.

Walkable communities promote
walking, bicycling, and a healthier
lifestyle.

▪ Access management is the ability to control the number and
location of access points to a property. Limiting the number of
accesses reduces curb cuts, promoting a safer environment for
pedestrians and bicyclists.
▪ Transit-oriented developments focus dense, mixed-use land
use around transit stops. TODs create compact, walkable
neighborhoods with easy access to transit systems.
Employment/Industrial Land Use & Mobility Needs
Areas that are primarily employment or industrial centers have specific

Transit-oriented development
focuses dense, mixed-use land use
around transit stops.

land use and mobility needs to be viable centers of commerce. Large
employment centers need the ability to transport a large number of people
quickly and efficiently to and from the work site. These areas should be in
close proximity to residential areas. Industrial areas need to be accessible
for workers, but also need easy transportation access, either by heavy
rail or by interstate highway. The following recommendations should be
followed to ensure fulfillment of these needs for job centers:
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▪ Provide transportation systems that will make job sites more
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accessible to labor markets over time, thus decreasing commute

Best Practices

distances and times.
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▪ Develop transportation plans that include multi-modal options for
commuting to make job and industrial centers easily accessible.3

Appendix

▪ Adopt measures to ensure that there is an efficient reuse of
industrial brown field sites to prevent leapfrogging of activity in
urban centers.
▪ Prioritize development of areas with excellent truck or heavy rail
access for major employment/industrial operations that most
directly rely on these modes of transporting.

Mobility
The Wasatch Front Regional Council is responsible for assessing and
managing transportation needs in the region. Flexible policies such as
shared parking and transit incentive programs will be utilized to reduce
unnecessary trips and development costs while making the most efficient
use of land and streets. By carefully customizing the approach to
managing transportation demand, unnecessary travel can be minimized,
enhancing air quality and reducing the impact on roadways throughout the
Salt Lake Valley.
The Wasatch Front Regional
Council is responsible for assessing
and managing transportation needs
in the region.

Mobility Concepts
Context-sensitive street design
Any street regardless of classification can vary in section,
features, and size in relation to its urban context. For
example, a connector street may have a different sidewalk
dimension, street tree treatment, pedestrian crossing, and lane width as it
moves from a neighborhood into a center. The elements that can vary
include:
• Design speed.

Street design should be contextsensitive.

• Sidewalk size.
• Landscaping form and scale.
• On-street parking.
• Bike lanes.
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• Pedestrian crossing treatments.
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• Types of street furniture and utilities (street light design, etc.)
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Function and location of bicycle travel lanes
Dedicated bicycle travel lanes within streets typically should be
designed to connect to major activity centers. These may include
schools, commercial centers, transit centers, and community gathering
places. In addition, bike lanes should integrate seamlessly with the
dedicated network of recreation trails connecting open space, parks, and
recreation facilities.
Function of sidewalks
Sidewalks should provide an accessible route of travel for people
of all abilities, especially those with disabilities who must rely on
pedestrian facilities. These designs will incorporate guidance from
the Federal Highway Administration, the Americans with Disabilities Act,

Sidewalks and bike lanes should be
designed for all users.

the United States Access Board, and applicable County ordinances and
guidelines.
Function of trails
Trails should provide safe, convenient routes for pedestrians and
bicyclists to both urban and open space destinations.1
Local street types
Provide a full range of local street types to serve the needs of various
centers, areas, and educational facilities. Other street types may be
utilized, including County-provided street types or street types set forth in
developer design guidelines or approved development standards.1
Location of multi-modal transfer points
Primary transfer points between major transit lines and other transit modes
and routes are likely to be located in central locations within town centers.
Secondary transfer points should be located within neighborhood centers.1
Multi-modal Transportation Corridor

Multi-modal transfer points are
essential in mobility planning.

In appropriate locations, a multi-modal transportation corridor can influence
the location of mixed-use centers and major concentrations of commercial
and civic activity. These major corridors should connect to existing transit
networks throughout the county.1
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Multiple routes
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Traditional suburban street networks tend to direct all trips to arterials and
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major through streets, even if the trip is to a local destination. A refined
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grid pattern of multiple, local streets with sufficient frequency allows short
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trips to local destinations, such as centers and transit nodes, on minor
streets. This network of alternate local routes along with the appropriate
spacing of major throughways should be designed in a manner that
prevents excessive arterial and boulevard widths.1
Right-of-Way Preservation
Create a comprehensive transportation plan that emphasizes rightof-way preservation and transportation improvements. This plan will
implement a key component of the core concepts of this plan and provide
a road map for sustainable development. The County’s Right-of-Way
Preservation Plan, the County Transportation Master Plan and the Wasatch
Front Regional Transportation Plan are required tools to implement a
coordinated and efficient transportation system.1
Urban network
Circulation should be arranged in an urban network of multimodal streets that reinforces the hierarchy of mixed-use centers
and corridors while ensuring walkable, human-scale areas and
neighborhoods. The urban network serving the community should
seamlessly link neighborhoods, centers, and other destinations with streets
scaled to the pedestrian, cyclist, and transit user as well as the motorist.1
Multi-modal Mobility
I.

Automobile Circulation

Daily life in urban America is often characterized by a mismatch between
Urban networks should seamlessly
link neighborhoods, centers, and
other destinations with streets
scaled to the pedestrian, cyclist,
and transit user as well as the car.

travel demand and transportation supply. Clogged freeways, road rage,
and the need for traffic calming are all evidence of peak hour travel
demand that exceeds available transportation capacity. Utah is not
immune from the peak hour congestion experienced by other metropolitan
areas. While Salt Lake County does not currently experience the massive
delays of many large metropolitan regions, Utah motorists have become
familiar with recurring congestion on major freeways and arterials. Travel
demand has grown substantially over the past decade, resulting in peak
hour/peak direction congestion on significant segments of Interstate 15 and
Interstate 215. In addition, east/west travel between I-15 and surrounding
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communities continues to grow, and expansion or new construction of
east/west corridors may be needed. While TRAX light rail has been
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successfully operating since 1999, and FrontRunner commuter rail has
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been operating since 2008, additional transit investment will not keep pace
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with transit demand. Additional high-capacity, north-south transit lines will
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likely be necessary to accommodate increased travel demand.1
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Avoiding the fate of other congested metropolitan areas and enhancing
the quality of life for residents of the Salt Lake Valley presents a major
challenge. Although major milestones have been accomplished, the
region’s overall dispersed land use pattern limits the choice to walk,
bike, or use transit. There are many questions that decision makers
throughout the region will continue to grapple with. Which transportation
improvements will more efficiently move more people? How can
new, walkable communities be built to include transit and a variety
of non-motorized transportation options? How do we build additional
transportation facilities efficiently and economically? How do we plan for
right-of-way preservation more effectively?1

Appropriately balanced
transportation systems are
beneficial to all modes, including
the automobile.

Alternatives to the single-occupant vehicle
Provide alternatives to the single-occupant automobile, such as
transit, bicycling, and walking. Transportation Demand Management
(TDM) means providing travelers with effective choices to improve their
travel reliability, whether that entails choices in work location, travel mode,
routes, or time flexibility. Establish city-wide and development-specific
TDM plans, including elements such as reduced-cost transit, congestion
pricing, passes, carpooling, biking, walking, flex time, telecommuting, or
shuttle service from park-and-ride lots. As a case study to look at, the City
of Portland’s Office of Transportation provides information to travelers on a
wide range of options, including walking, bicycling, transit, and carsharing,
through its SmartTrips program.
Pedestrian-friendly streets
Create pedestrian-friendly streets through road diets,
“Complete Streets” policies, and neighborhood traffic
management. Reducing minimum street widths to
accommodate narrower travel lanes, thereby lowering traffic speeds,
create more livable streets. Consider “road diets”, which reduce the
number of lanes on a given street and allow more space to accommodate
bicycle or pedestrian features. Seattle has completed road diets on
several streets, and FHWA’s research on the Seattle road diets indicates a
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lower rate of vehicle collisions in addition to improved pedestrian safety.
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Several states and municipalities have adopted “Complete Streets”
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policies. These incorporate policy language at a state or city level
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supporting the inclusion of facilities for all transportation users in streets.
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Neighborhood Traffic Management Programs will address traffic calming
concerns and improve pedestrian safety.
Tolerance for congestion
Planning agencies and road authorities should consider their level
of tolerance for congestion. In many urban areas, congestion is
unavoidable during at least some portion of the day, and building more
road capacity is infeasible due to construction costs and right-of-way

Expanding road capacity to
accomodate the short periods of
peak hour congestion is infeasible
for most urban areas.

needs. In these areas, municipalities and road authorities accept that
some roads may experience a failing level of service (LOS) during peak
hour commutes. Other areas specify variable LOS thresholds for different
environments: a downtown can experience a failing level of service, but
rural areas’ LOS must be higher.
Reduce transportation-related greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
Work to reduce greenhouse gas emissions related to transportation
and vehicle miles traveled. Establish a Climate Action Plan. Determine
current greenhouse gas (GHG) emission levels related to
vehicle miles traveled, establish reduction goals, and identify
actions needed to achieve the GHG reductions. Portland
and Denver (as well as many other cities and states) have
completed Climate Action Plans. The Portland and Denver
examples quantify their current GHG emissions compared
to the estimated 1990 GHG emission levels (as per national
standards and agreements regarding climate change),
establish reduction targets, and identify strategies the cities
can take to meet those targets.
Improving Vehicle Mobility
Use innovative strategies such as high-capacity
intersections, reversible lanes, and hard-shoulder usage
to improve vehicle mobility. Innovative strategies can
be used to manage traffic congestion in town centers and
other use-intensive areas. One example is the Town Center

Town center intersection functional plan.
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couplet (or even a triplet), and can have multiple interior blocks. A triplet
has a middle alignment that is not critical for traffic, so the former pavement
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can be relinquished for short-term parking and/or a well streetscaped
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transit & pedestrian mall. Each one-way leg has only half the traffic of the
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more space for amenities. In addition to reducing traffic, a TCI can benefit
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non-motorized users as well. Pedestrians only have to look one way, cross
fewer lanes per signal, and have fewer conflict points with autos. TCIs
have been used successfully for many decades in other cities. A half-TCI
triplet is at the foundation of Denver’s highly acclaimed success of the
16th Street transit/pedestrian mall. This mall and the triplet that makes it
possible is a key feature of Downtown Denver’s ability to attract the type of
development envisioned for activity centers.
Other innovative vehicle mobility strategies include continuous
flow intersections (CFI) that can accommodate high volumes of
traffic at major arterials. The CFI eliminates the left turn phases
of a signal by transitioning the left-turning vehicles to the other side of the
opposing traffic at an upstream signalized location. By eliminating the left
turn phases, additional green time can be added to the other heavy volume
approaches and reduce the overall intersection delay. These can be used
in locations where a grade-separated intersection is ideal from a traffic
operations perspective, but where right-of-way and cost constraints limit
grade separation options. CFIs are used in Juarez, Mexico; Baton Rouge,
Louisiana; and at the intersection of 3500 South and Bangerter Highway in
West Valley City, Utah. Additional vehicle mobility strategies include
reversible lanes (used during I-80 re-construction in Salt Lake City), in
which a center lane alternates direction based on peak hour traffic
demand; and use of the hard shoulder (used in the United Kingdom and
the Netherlands), where the emergency shoulder of a highway is used as a

Continuous Flow Intersection (CFI)
in Salt Lake County, on Bangerter
Highway at 3500 South.

travel lane but only during peak traffic periods.
The “5-D’s”: Reducing the Need to Drive within Activity Centers
Dr. Robert Cervero of the University of California at Berkeley has
produced a significant amount of research regarding the magnitude to
which vehicle miles traveled (VMT) generated by an area can be altered
based on the level and type of density, diversity, design, destinations, and
distance to transit that exist within the area.
1. Density: An area may experience roughly a 5% reduction in per
capita VMT every time the total density of the location doubles.
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2. Diversity: A good mixing of dwellings and jobs tends to make a
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4% reduction in sub-area VMT.
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as block sizes, completeness of sidewalks, and route directness,
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expect roughly a 4% effect for a place that “significantly improves”
these quantifiable measures.
4. Destinations: This is a recognition that location matters.
Suburban places that have many of the above features still perform
far under what other similar but centrally located places would
achieve (e.g. like the traditional central business district, or a major
rail stop). Locating destination employment in traditionally central
areas will also more effectively boost efficiency than if the same
employment was located in a less central area.

Increasing density, diversity,
improving design, adding
destinations, and reducing distance
to transit all work together to reduce
the average vehicle miles traveled.

5. Distance to transit: People are typically willing to walk up to half
a mile to/from a premium transit station (Commuter Rail, Light Rail,
Streetcars, Bus Rapid Transit – not regular buses). Thus the more
trip origins or destinations that can be concentrated in that radius,
the more likely people are to use transit. This element alone can
affect a 3-5% reduction in VMT.
II.

Transit Systems

Accessible and competitive transit
Enhance transit to make it as
attractive as, or more attractive
than, the single-occupany vehicle.

Support transit to make it a viable and competitive alternative to
the single-occupant vehicle. Provide transit options for different trip
purposes, such as local destinations and regional destinations, with a
range of transit types. Utilize national guidelines to provide safe, secure,
convenient, and comfortable transit stops. Connections between transit
and destinations should be direct and inviting. Bulb-outs and bus turnins can help better accommodate transit and enhance transit stops. The
Central Train Station (Hauptbahnhof) in Berlin is an excellent example
of an integrated and inviting transit facility. The newly-built structure
provides connections between local bus, regional light rail, and intraregional commuter rail under one roof, using different levels for different
transit modes. Station amenities include wireless internet and laptop
workstations, retail and service stores, and eateries. The Denver
16th Street Mall is another example of an integrated pedestrian/transit
environment. The 16th Street Mall has a free-fare streetcar along several
blocks of a pedestrian mall. Pedestrian spaces are incorporated along
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operates at relatively slow speeds and utilizes a human operator, who can
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respond appropriately to pedestrians in the trackway.
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Use ITS strategies such as bus priority signalization and real-time
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bus route and transfer information to increase attractiveness and
competitiveness of transit as a travel mode, and to reduce perceived
waiting times. Cornell University allows cell phone users to subscribe to
its transit notification service. Users can select a transit route, time, and
stop location, and receive a text message notifying them when the bus
is within a specified time of arriving at the desired stop. In 2001 Utah’s
CommuterLink system launched 511, a telephone assistance system that
provides users with real-time traffic conditions, along with transit options.
Support transit ridership through land use planning.
Adopt land use policies that support transit and increase ridership.
Work jointly with the development community and transit agencies to
achieve planning goals. TOD’s can be encouraged through shared
parking, reduced parking overlay districts, and land banks to preserve
land parcels near stations for future development. New Jersey Transit
(NJ Transit) has established many Transit Villages along its rapid transit
lines. These generally involve some level of cooperation between the
development community, local municipality, and NJ Transit to rebuild

Transit-oriented development can
be encouraged through shared
parking, reduced parking overlay
districts, and land banks to preserve
land parcels near stations for future
development.

station areas in a manner that generates more ridership for the system,
and provides transit-oriented housing options for area residents.
Analyze impacts to all modes of transportation.
Plan for all modes of transportation (vehicles, transit, bicycles, and
pedestrians) when considering the impacts of transportation and land
use decisions. Davis, California has used multi-modal level-of-service
analysis to determine impacts of intersection construction to pedestrian
routes and crossing times. Other municipalities, such as Fort Collins,

Comprehensive bike networks
promote alternative transportation
modes.

Colorado and Seattle, Washington have adopted their own standards for
evaluating pedestrian and bicycle level of service.
III.

Cyclists & Pedestrians

Safe bicycling systems
Provide safe, connected, and attractive networks for bicycles and
pedestrians. Consider factors such as average daily traffic volumes,
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shoulder widths, traffic speeds, presence of parking, and drainage grates
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when selecting bicycle lane locations. Provide safe, accessible bicycle
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parking at trip generators and mode transfer points. Consider innovative
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strategies such as sharrows, painted bicycle lanes or bicycle boulevards
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to raise driver awareness of cyclists and provide cyclists with the right-
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of-way over vehicles. Change local zoning ordinances to require bicycle
parking based on land use or total automobile parking spots. Cities with
excellent and comprehensive bicycle systems include Portland, Oregon;
Davis,California; and Berkeley, California. Innovative treatments being
used in these cities include bicycle boxes, colored bicycle lanes, cycle
tracks, bicycle boulevards, bicycle-only signals, and bicycle-detection
hardware at signalized intersections.
Integrate bicycle and transit systems
As much as possible, integrate existing bicycle facilities with transit
to support safe access to stations, and encourage construction of
more bicycle facilities connecting to transit. At locations of high bicycle
volume provide stations which offer maps, valet bike parking, repair and
accessories, food service, bike sharing programs, and locker rooms. The

Integrate existing bicycle facilities
with transit to support safe access
to transit stations.

Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system around San Francisco, California
has several bicycle station locations. Seattle, Washington also has
excellent examples of bicycle stations. Consider bicycle travel patterns
when evaluating the feasibility of bicycle stations, to be sure that bicyclist’s
needs are met. At a minimum, work with local transit providers to ensure
that bike racks (or, ideally, covered lockers) are available at transit stations
for cyclists who wish to access transit. Several cities around the world
have also successfully created short-term bike rental, further improving
transportation options in congested areas. Transportation planning should
also accommodate bicycles on various modes of transportation.

Carefully consider placement of
new crosswalks.

Safe pedestrian crossings
Carefully evaluate factors such as number of travel lanes, traffic
speeds, average daily traffic, existing crossing locations, and
established crossing patterns when considering placement of
new crosswalks. Consider crosswalks with highly visible marking and
advanced signage, and increased travel information and education. Use
pedestrian signals where feasible and appropriate. Tucson, Arizona has
pioneered the use of the HAWK (high-activity walk) beacon as a pedestrian
signal that minimizes driver delay, and this will be included in the 2009
edition of the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices. Provide visual
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warning to drivers entering pedestrian areas through alternative paving
surfaces, materials, or surface design. Provide buffers between travel
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lanes and sidewalks through street trees, tree lawns, or on-street parking.
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Consider “woonerfs”, pedestrian malls, or other spaces where vehicle
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pedestrian malls can be found in the Netherlands, on Denver’s 16th Street
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Mall, and in Asheville, North Carolina.

Resources
1. West Bench General Plan, Salt Lake County, Planning and
Development Services Division, August 2007
2. Envision Utah: Urban Planning Tools for Quality Growth
3. Wasatch Choices 2040
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Purpose Statement

Contents

Maps are an essential element in community planning. When referencing

Core Concepts

1

Key Questions

2

a plan, often the first step is to orient yourself with the Official Map,
determining where the property or area in question is located in the
community. For this reason, it is vital that community maps are accurate,
current, and understandable. In order for maps to be consistent throughout
the community, it is also important that all communities in Salt Lake County
follow the same standards for all mapping.

Best Practices
Core Concepts
Maps must have a graphic scale.
1. All maps should have a legend, giving detail concerning the map’s
symbols and elements.
2. North arrows should always point to the top of the page.
3. All maps should either be dimensioned 8.5” x 11” or 24” x 36”. These
are two standard sizes that are easily reproduced, and are easily
scaled between the two sizes.
4. Maps should be legible, accurate, and current.
5. Once adopted, maps become legal documents, and should be treated
as such when updating or editing.
6. All maps should follow a standard system of naming conventions.
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7. All GIS maps should use information from a centrally located and
accessible database.
8. Specific GIS data should be preconfigured as layer files.
9. All GIS data in Salt Lake County should be based on the following
coordinate system: NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_12N
10. All GIS maps should originate from a standard template file that
includes basic file formatting information such as fonts, symbol
libraries, graphic conventions, and graphic styles.
11. All GIS mapping should be in appropriate projection.

Key Questions
Is the map current and does it accurately reflect the area in question?
Does the map follow established Salt Lake County mapping standards?
Is the map complete?
Does the map clearly identify all potential issues?
Can the clarity of the map be improved?
Is the map produced with the County software package?
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Utah State Code Titles 10 & 17 require all cities and counties to have a
General Plan that includes a variety of topics, as well as an Official Map.
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This Official Map is often referenced, as it serves as one of the local
government’s most useful tools in guiding future decision-making. The
State Code does not specify what the Official Map should contain, or how
it should be used, but simply states that each General Plan should contain
such a map.
The Official Map included with this plan essentially focuses on what degree
of change residents can expect in the community. This map simplifies the
anticipated changes in the community, and requires that decision makers
pursue more information about proposed changes.
The Official Map uses just a few basic colors to categorize different areas
of the community. Map colors indicate specific areas’ ability to absorb
growth as described by their “level of stability.”
Level of Stability: The level of stability anticipated within specific areas of
the County, as represented on this Official Map, is measured in terms of
the following:
▪ Transitions in the intensity, diversity, and distribution of land uses,
▪ Changes in the level of private or public investment,
▪ Changes to the function or design of mobility networks.
TAZ
A traffic analysis zone (TAZ) is a geographical area constructed from
census block information, most commonly used in transportation planning
modeling. TAZ sizes vary, but are typically populated by less than
3000 residents. TAZ information is used in the Official Map to provide
more localized information on anticipated growth absorption in each
neighborhood of the Township.
Projects
Projects included in the Projects section of the Township General Plan
are labeled on the Official Map, except those that do not have a physical
location. Numbering of the project labels on the Official Map should be
updated annually with the additional of new projects to the Projects section
of the General Plan.
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diverse land uses and functions along their length. Corridors typically
experience change over time, responding to changing market conditions
and new approaches to land use and transportation planning. Because of
their limited access and impact on adjacent land uses, corridors on the
Official Map do not include highways, rail corridors, or other high-speed,
limited access roads.

Zoning Map
Admittedly, the Official Map does not make specific parcel
recommendations. Parcel-specific information is available in the Zoning
Map, a part of the County’s official ordinance. While the Official Map is
intended to provide decision makers with a community-wide vision of areas
where growth should be absorbed, the Zoning Map gives property owners
specific information about allowed and conditional uses permitted on their
property.

Additional Maps
In addition to the Official Map and Zoning Map, some communities find is
useful to develop additional maps to aid in planning coordination. These
maps may include a parks and trails map, a transportation map, an open
space map, etc. These maps should all follow the same recommendations
of this Best Practice document.
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Purpose Statement

Contents:

Designation of open spaces can provide a number of community benefits

Core Concepts

1

Key Questions

2

Planning for Open Space

3

Design of Open Space

4

Designation & Management

6

Resources

7

including preservation of wildlife habitat; avoidance of natural hazards;
recreational opportunities; viewsheds; agricultural products; reduction
of storm water runoff; community cooling; green spaces; and others.
Effective protection and long-term maintenance of open spaces are
necessary to their success in providing these benefits.
Open Space is a term that encompasses a broad variety of land uses.
The most useful open spaces are those designated and managed in
accordance with a comprehensive community open space plan that is
a part of, or supplements, the community’s general plan. A community
should distinguish among the various types and purposes of open space
that are important to it, and address its objectives for open space in
its general plan. Standards for size, location, use, development, and
maintenance should be established for each category of open space.
Strategies for designation, acquisition, ownership, and preservation of
open spaces should also be established.

Related Best Practices:

Best Practices
Core Concepts
1. A community’s objectives with regard to open space should be clearly
articulated in the goals and objectives of their general plan.
2. Open space can be categorized into three types: natural, recreational,
agricultural.
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3. Only specified uses should be allowed in each open space category.
4. Appropriate size and location of open space is driven by the purpose of
the open space.
5. A community should work strategically to identify and acquire desired
open space areas.
6. Improvement, management, and maintenance plans for open space
should be established during the planning process.

Key Questions
Does this project/proposal create open space in appropriate areas?
Does this project/proposal create the types of open space the community
needs?
Open space preserved near the
Great Salt Lake.

Do these open space areas further the community’s objectives for open
space designation, acquisition, ownership, and preservation?
What are the recreational opportunities in the designated open space?
What category would the open space area be designated as?
Are sensitive or hazardous areas appropriately designated as open space?
Do we have capital improvement, management, and maintenance plans for
new open space areas?

Agricultural areas can also be
considered community open space.
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addition to the environmental, quality of life, and aesthetic benefits of open
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space, the general plan objectives for open space relate to the health,
safety, and welfare objectives that underlie the community’s authority to
regulate land use. The community’s open space plan includes connections
and adjacency to open spaces in neighboring communities, and on public
lands, and supports creation of an interconnected system of open spaces.
The community’s open space plan provides for a variety of different
benefits, and should clearly define the purpose of the space. The
objectives of the open space in question are clearly articulated.
Open space can be categorized into three types:

Natural open space:
Managed primarily to: sustain ecological functions such as habitat
conservation; protect environmentally sensitive areas; avoid
hazards; and provide opportunities for appropriate public use, such
as passive recreation, and similar low-impact purposes;
Recreational open space:
Managed primarily for active recreation; and
Agricultural open space:
Managed primarily for crop production and animal husbandry.
The community’s open space plan describes the open spaces in the

Natural open space.

community as an integrated system of open spaces that have significant
inter-relationships and, together, meet the community’s goals. Each
proposed open space contributes to the objectives of the open space
system in terms of size, location, uses, and purpose. The community’s
open space system will be designed so that residents will have easy,
walkable access to the open space network while respecting the natural
resources. Additions to a community’s open space should be consistent
with their established open space plan.
Only specified uses should be allowed in each open space category.

Recreational open space.

Each type of open space has appropriate uses. The types of uses that
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are allowed in each category of open space are specified. Recommended
allowable uses for open space categories include:

Best Practices
Projects
General Plan Map
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Natural Open Space:
Habitat preservation and maintenance; passive recreational
activities (non-motorized trails, bird-watching, etc.); cultural
resource protection and interpretation; flood protection;
underground utilities.
Recreational Open Space:
Parks, trails, playing fields, golf courses, riding arenas, etc.
Agricultural Open Space:
Crop production, animal husbandry, bee keeping, open-air markets,
etc.
Uses that are generally disallowed as contributing to open space include
private yards, park strips, entry monuments, road divider strips, and similar
privately owned areas that are too small and/or disconnected to contribute
to the overall objectives of the open space plan.

Design of Open Space
Appropriate size and location of open space is driven by the purpose
of the open space. General standards include:

Natural Open Space:
Sizes and locations are driven by the purposes for which the
open space is created. For habitat protection, the open space
is located where valuable habitat exists, and is large enough to
support naturally functioning ecosystems at the site. For large
Agricultural open space.

animal habitat, the open space is large enough to provide cover
and forage and is connected to other functional habitat areas. The
connections are wide enough and vegetated to provide cover for
animal movements, and avoid road crossings. For bird and small
animal habitat, the open space is large enough to provide cover
and is proximate to other habitat areas.
Recreational Open Space:

Agricultural open space.
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are driven by the desired service areas and populations served
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established in the parks and recreation plan. Linear recreational
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open spaces provide connectivity between destinations and to

Projects

other trails and sites.
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Agricultural Open Space:
Successful agricultural open spaces are large enough for
agricultural operations and are not broken up with residential or
other uses. For dry farming, contiguous areas of no less than ten
acres are established. For beekeeping and truck farming, open
space areas of no less than two acres are established. Larger
contiguous areas for agricultural open space facilitate movement of
machinery and are buffered from other uses to avoid use conflicts.

Development Standards for Open Space
Because the purposes of, and uses allowed in, each open space category
differ, specific standards for construction and maintenance should be
applied.
Natural Open Space:
Grading and vegetation removal is limited to that necessary for
flood control, invasive species control, and construction of passive
recreational facilities like trails and paths. Paving is disallowed,
unless necessary for trailhead parking, hardened trails, and similar
purposes. If utilities are allowed in natural open space, all facilities
are placed underground.
Recreational Open Space:

Trails can be incorporated into all
types of open space.

Development standards for recreational open space are driven by
the objectives of the community’s parks and recreation plan.
Agricultural Open Space:
Development is limited to that necessary to the agricultural
operations on the site. Permitted agricultural retail commercial
activities (fruit stands, etc.) take up no more than 10% of the
open space area. Animal husbandry operations are buffered from

Natural open space.

adjoining uses, where necessary, to mitigate smell, insects, and
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dust impacts, and to minimize interactions between farm animals
and household pets.

Designation and Management of Open Space

General Plan Map

A community should work strategically to identify and acquire

Appendix

desired open space areas. Three fundamental steps in creating open
space are: 1) designation of the desired future open spaces, 2) selecting
the acquisition technique for the open space that is suited to its long-term
protection and maintenance, and 3) identifying the resources and parties
necessary for a successful acquisition. The community designates areas
where future open space is desired on the community’s plan maps, and
requires creation of appropriate open space within development projects
though conservation subdivisions, transfer of development rights or other
similar mechanisms.
The techniques selected for acquisition or establishment of an open space
are driven by the open space’s purpose category:
Natural Open Space:
Established by purchase or dedication of property ownership or a
conservation easement, or by a combination of these techniques.
The open space or conservation easement is owned by the
community or a non-profit entity that has a record of successfully

Open space adjacent to housing
can improve the quality of life of the
community.

managing natural open space.
Recreational Open Space:
Acquired by purchase or dedication of ownership to the community
or an agency of the community.
Agricultural Open Space:
Established by purchase or dedication of a conservation easement
on the property. Ownership of the property remains with the
landowner. The conservation easement is owned by the community

Trails connecting open space to
community center.

or a non-profit entity that has a record of successfully managing
natural open space.
The resources and parties necessary to establish open space are driven
by the purposes of the open space and the ownership and zoning of
the property. Communities should identify desired open space early in
the planning process, and secure commitments to sell or dedicate the
open space before development entitlements attach to the property. It
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is important to establish relationships with land trust and other nonprofit entities that have a record of successfully managing open space,
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conservation easements.
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Improvement, management, and maintenance plans for
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open space should be established during the planning
process. A community should require preparation of a
resource management plan for Natural Open Space that addresses
policing, management of invasive species, flood control, and wildlife
management as appropriate to the open space. The management plan
assigns responsibility and identifies the resources for implementation, and
provides for remedies in the event of default in performance. For
Recreation Open Spaces, the community has allocated adequate staff and
budget to maintain the open space and associated facilities. For
Agricultural Open Space, the community requires an operations and
management plan that addresses activities and mitigation of nuisances,

Liberty Park, Salt Lake City, Utah.

where appropriate. The management plan also provides remedies in the
event of default.
A community should build partnerships and identify advocates to assist
in the long-term maintenance and policing of open space, including other
agencies, citizen’s groups, and nearby neighborhoods.

Resources

Hidden Hollow, Salt Lake City, Utah.

1. Growth Management Principles and Practices, Arthur Nelson, 1995.
2. Salt Lake County Open Space Committee. http://www.openspace.slco.
org
3. Salt Lake County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, 2005.
4. Salt Lake Countywide Water Quality Stewardship Plan, 2009. http://
www.waterresources.slco.org
5. Environmental Planning Handbook: For Sustainable Communities and
Regions, Tom Daniels and Katherine Daniels, 2003.
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Parks

Purpose Statement

Contents

Parks and recreation opportunities serve as important benchmarks

Core Concepts

1

Key Questions

2

Park Standards

3

Level of Service

4

which needs to be incorporated into a daily routine. In addition to sports,

Park Types

5

recreation for both adults and children includes physical activities, social

Trail Connections

6

experiences. Overall the goal of a park and recreation system is to create

Parks Financing

7

a diversity of recreational opportunities for a variety of different age groups

Resources

7

against which the quality of life within a community can be measured,
and are important elements in creating a balanced living environment.
Recreation is increasingly viewed as an important factor in maintaining
adult health – both physical and mental; it is perceived as more than just a
weekend activity. Recreation is an integral and necessary element of life

contact, experiences in natural environments, and intellectual and cultural

with facilities and amenities located in close proximity to users.

Best Practices

Related Best Practices:

Core Concepts
1. New parks should be developed as outlined in the Salt Lake County
Parks and Recreation Master Plan.
2. Park facilities must meet National Recreation and Park Association
standards.
3. All amenities must meet the applicable guidelines and policies for
development, including but not limited to handicap accessibility, crime
safety, and playground safety.
4. The Level of Service (LOS) guideline sets the community’s standard for
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a minimum amount of park space required to meet recreation demand
once the community’s infrastructure has been identified.
5. Parks are to be located central to a neighborhood or development and
within a 15 minute walk of all residents.
6. Parks are the major focal point of each neighborhood and serve as a
community gathering point.
7. Regional parks vary in size and in function but are generally greater
than the standard size and scale of community parks.
8. Park development should coordinate with existing and planned trail
networks, improving regional and community connectivity through
trails, greenway connections, and paths.
9. Public acquisition efforts focus on sites that are at risk for development
for other than recreation uses.

Neighborhood scale park.

Key Questions
Does this proposal further our community’s goals for parks?
Is this proposal connecting well with the existing parks and trails network?
Do the parks in this proposal serve as the center of the community, not just
as “left over” space?
Is this park accessible by foot or another mode of transportation that will
accommodate all ages of the lifespan?

Park with trail connections.
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Discussion
In establishing a parks and recreation plan for a community, it is important
to provide a variety of recreation experiences through various sizes of
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Best Practices
Projects

parks intended for different types of use and users. It is also important to

General Plan Map

achieve equitable distribution of basic park lands, recreation facilities, and

Appendix

programs throughout the community by applying standards uniformly and
consistently.
A well planned system of local and regional parks and recreational facilities
can provide a range of active and passive recreational activities for
future residents. Active recreation encompasses a functional system of
developed sites, including organized, scheduled activities such as soccer
and soft ball. Passive recreation is also important and includes activities
such as informal play, picnicking, walking, horseback riding, and jogging.
Community centers may be incorporated into selected parks, providing
residents with a system of parks, recreational activities, and trails.
New parks should be developed as outlined in the Salt Lake County

Many kinds of activities should be
accommodated in public parks.

Parks and Recreation Master Plan. Citizens should have access to a
variety of regional parks, community parks, neighborhood parks, open
space and trails. Parks that are dedicated to Salt Lake County should
be consistent with the County Park standards contained in the Salt Lake
County Parks and Recreation Master Plan. Regional Parks that are
dedicated to the State or Federal government should be consistent with the
operating park standards for these entities.

Park Standards
Park facilities must meet National Recreation and Park Association

Trail systems should connect
community park spaces.

(NRPA) standards. The NRPA has set guidelines to determine land
requirements for various kinds of parks and recreation facilities. These
standards can be used during the planning process to accommodate the
minimum acceptable facilities for various recreation needs. These guides
are applicable nationwide, and should be seen as the minimum standard
only.

1

NRPA standards give specific requirements and dimensions for a

variety of recreational facilities, including swimming pools, trails, tennis
courts, etc.
All amenities must meet the applicable guidelines and policies for
development, including but not limited to handicap accessibility,
crime safety, and playground safety. The Americans with Disabilities Act
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(ADA) requires accessibility for people of all abilities, including standard

Context

ramp specifications, parking accessibility, and other design features.

Best Practices

Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) standards

Projects

ensure the physical design of the park encourages natural surveillance,

General Plan Map

access control, lighting, and activity support. American Association of

Appendix

State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) policies set the
standards for transportation control and access for parks, and the National
Playground Safety Institute (NPSI) sets standards for safety in playground
construction and design. All these standards should be met when planning
for new park facilities.
Adequate lighting should be provided to meet CPTED safety requirements
and all light fixtures and poles resistant to vandalism. All site lighting is
designed and operated as an automatic dusk-to-dawn system. Light
sources should be shielded to reduce glare to nearby properties. Site
furniture such as benches, trash receptacles, and picnic tables, should be
durable, easy to maintain and be consistent with the theme of the park.

Level of Service
The Level of Service (LOS) guideline sets the community’s standard
for a minimum amount of park space required to meet recreation
demand once the community’s infrastructure has been identified. The
LOS addresses infrastructure concerns in particular and links the systems
approach to the actual planning process.
Playground space in park area.

In calculating the LOS, the new guidelines suggest five considerations:
▪ Collective LOS for the entire park and recreation system.
▪ Individual LOS for each park.
▪ Present supply of activities and facilities.
▪ Activity and facility choices based on population and demand.
▪ Implementation plan based on LOS needs.
To illustrate the process, a tennis courts supply can be calculated by
Gathering space in park area.

multiplying its expected use (number of visits per day per unit) by its
availability (number of days available per year).
The expected use is determined as a combination of average daily use and
peak use. Once the supply is determined, planners then determine the
number and types of users, from light users (one visit per year) to medium
users (one visit per month) to heavy users (one visit per week).
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The recreation facility demand can then be calculated by adding the
products of the three types of users and dividing the total by the number

Index
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of people in the community. From there, the facility classification can be

Best Practices

determined.

Projects
General Plan Map

While the process includes a complex formula, it does represent a fresh

Appendix

perspective on an issue that has not been revisited by the
National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) in many
years. The new standards are dependent on the specific
characteristics of individual communities.

Park Types 2
Neighborhood Parks
Parks are to be located central to a neighborhood or development
and within a 15 minute walk of all residents. Neighborhood parks are
smaller than community parks in size and should be primarily focused on
accessibility via walking or biking. Where possible they should be located
adjacent to schools. They are generally developed areas of lawns and
trees, often providing minimal small park amenities such as individual
picnic tables, small group picnic pavilions, basketball courts, sand
volleyball courts, and children’s playground equipment. Other parks may
also be included in neighborhoods. For example, pocket parks may be
located near or within residential neighborhoods and may provide limited
recreational facilities within close proximity of homes to increase park
accessibility by foot.
Large play area in regional park.

Community Parks
Parks are the major focal point of each neighborhood and serve as
a community gathering point. Community parks provide the greatest
variety of recreational opportunities and generally include a wide array of
amenities, such as athletic fields, group picnic facilities, recreation centers,
swimming pools and expanded children’s playgrounds. Because of their size
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be located near transit stops.
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Projects
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Regional Parks
Regional parks vary in size and in function but are generally greater
than the standard size and scale of community parks. Frequently
they incorporate a unique design or have specialized function intended to
serve the entire county population. Ideally, urban regional parks should
be located near transit stops. Built facilities may include athletic fields,
group picnic facilities, recreation centers, swimming pools, expanded
children’s playgrounds, and restrooms, amphitheaters, campgrounds,
shooting sport facilities, concessionaire facilities, trails, nature interpretive
centers, equestrian trails and ancillary facilities, dog parks, skate parks,
golf courses, multi-purpose hard-courts, and tennis courts, etc. Parks may
incorporate natural amenities such as creeks and wetlands.
Regional Nature Parks are predominantly large tracts of
aesthetically pleasing land in a natural condition, unaltered by
human activity and development. Natural or historic points of
interest may be included as well as wetlands, natural drainages, riparian
corridors, meadows, forest lands, etc.

Community trail connection.

Trail Connections
Park development should coordinate with existing and planned trail
networks, improving regional and community connectivity through
trails, greenway connections, and paths. Connectivity is essential to
developing a well-used and functional park system. Parks are intended
to be used by all segments of the population, and connecting parks to trail
networks ensures that they are conveniently accessed by foot or by bike.
The Wasatch Front region has worked to develop trails and park systems
that serve the entire region. Whenever possible, trail connections to these
regional trails, such as the Bonneville Shoreline Trail or the Jordan River
Parkway, should be prioritized, thereby expanding the amount of park and
recreation space accessible to the residents of the Township.

Parks Financing
Community trail systems should
connect to larger, regional systems.

Public acquisition efforts focus on sites that are at risk for
development for other than recreation uses. Options for funding new
parks can come through a variety of mechanisms, but should all ultimately
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come from the developers of the surrounding lands. Impact fees charged
at the time of development can help meet the additional
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demand for park space created by expanding the population of
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an area. Alternatively, the community may require a developer

Projects

to set aside a certain portion of land for a park in their development master

General Plan Map

plans. A third option is to require developers to pay a fee in lieu of the

Appendix

setting aside of a specific parcel for the development of a park.
For the past decade Salt Lake County has collected one additional penny
on every ten dollars spent within Salt Lake County for the Zoo, Arts and
Parks Program. Through an application process, the funds are distributed
to local organizations and projects deemed qualified for funds by the
Advisory Boards and Salt Lake County Council. More information is
available at: http://www.slcozap.org/.
Regardless of the type and size of parks developed, the County should
work to provide a mixture of park space opportunities within the community
as it grows.

Resources
1. Lancaster, R. A. (Ed.) 1990 Recreation, Park, and Open Space
Standards and Guidelines. Ashburn, VA: National Recreation and Park
Association.
2. Salt Lake County 2007 Park and Recreation Master Plan.
3. National Recreation and Parks Association (NRPA) Standards: http://
www.nrpa.org/ and: http://www.prm.nau.edu/PRM423/recreation_
standards.htm
4. Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Standards: http://www.accessboard.gov/ada-aba/final.htm#RECREATION
5. Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) Standards:
http://www.cpted-watch.com/
6. American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) Standards: http://www.transportation.org/
7. National Playground Safety Institute (NPSI) Standards: http://www.
nrpa.org/content/default.aspx?documentId=5129
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Subdivisions

Purpose Statement

Contents:

Subdivision of property for development must be done in such a way that

Core Concepts

1

Key Questions

2

Connectivity

3

Housing

4

flexible design. Residential subdivisions should provide a broad range of

PUD

5

housing types to meet needs of all income levels, family types and stages

Commercial/Mixed Use

6

part of the community, creating nodes of activity within our neighborhoods.

Public Facilities Impact

13

Preservation of open space should also be a priority when subdividing

Resources

16

it supports a community’s goal of being an orderly, planned, efficient,
and economical community. Land use regulations should be flexible
and accommodate multiple needs relative to community demographics
or anticipated demand from an aging and diverse population. Overall,
the goal of subdivisions should be to provide a regulatory framework for

of life. In commercial areas, subdivisions should be designed to become

parcels.

Best Practices
Core Concepts

Related Best Practices:

1. New subdivisions must maintain a street network that provides
multiple routes and connections that will serve a variety of modes,
providing access to many destinations.
2. Require the formation of blocks, with a minimum street spacing
standard.
3. Promote cross access for adjacent sites.
4. Because of the large scale of housing subdivision across the Salt Lake
region, small changes made in individual subdivisions can have large
scale effect on the livability of the region as a whole.
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5. Planned unit developments (PUDs) provide the opportunity to achieve
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flexibility in architectural design, a mix of compatible land uses as

Best Practices

well as the preservation of key natural or historic features, that are

Projects

otherwise difficult to achieve using traditional, lot-by-lot zoning.

General Plan Map
Appendix

6. Reexamine land use plans and policies for commercial development
and provide incentives for infill and redevelopment within designated
areas.
7. Require shadow plans to coordinate future development.
8. Provide flexible, performance-based zoning standards and allow
mixed-use development when possible.
9. Adopt appropriate standards for pedestrian access, safety, and
comfort.
10. Require design compatibility between automobile-dependent uses and
pedestrians in all commercial areas.
11. Adopt site and building design guidelines or standards that promote
safety and security.
12. Consider using regulatory and parking management tools to minimize
the amount of land used for surface parking.
13. Require developments to integrate usable public space whenever
possible, and require that they recognize and respond appropriately to
existing or planned public spaces on or near the site.
14. Use design guidelines and standards that provide options and
incentives for quality design.
15. Impact of the new subdivision on public facilities and city maintenance
budgets must be considered during the planning process.

Key Questions
Does this subdivision proposal maximize connections to existing roads?
Does this proposal provide cross access for adjacent sites?
Does this subdivision plan adequately for pedestrian access, safety, and
comfort?
Does this proposal minimize the amount of land dedicated to automobile
parking?
Does this proposal plan adequately for impacts on public facilities?
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New subdivisions must maintain a street network that
provides multiple routes and connections that will serve a
variety of modes, providing access to many destinations.

Projects
General Plan Map
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Access to a piece of property is an essential element to its
value. In order to maintain high quality access within a community, it is
essential that subdivision of property maximizes connections, both
internally and with the wider neighborhood. When subdivisions are
planned in a cellular manner, with limited connections, the traffic generated
by a new development is often born by a few arterial roads, decreasing the
quality of life of other residents.
New streets must align as closely as possible with existing streets.
Direct, logical access should be provided to surrounding areas. Cul-desacs and other closed-end street designs, while appropriate when there are
specific barriers to connectivity, are inappropriate in most neighborhoods
where there are no inherent barriers. Street connections should be spaced
at regular, predictable intervals, except where prevented by barriers (i.e.
topography, waterways, highways, etc.) When full street connections are

New neighborhoods should
maximize connections with existing
neighborhoods.

not possible, provide bike and pedestrian access ways on
public easements or rights-of-way. The desirable range for
block sizes is between 300-600 feet.
When closed-end or cul-de-sac style road design is
required due to the existence of connectivity barrier, these
streets should be no more than 200 feet in length or have
more than 25 dwelling units.
Require the formation of blocks, with a minimum street
spacing standard. Local governments can plan ahead by
stipulating maximum block lengths and perimeters in their
codes, and designating vital public street connections that
must be made as the land develops. The development of
secondary or parallel streets along highways can also help
in meeting community-wide transportation needs. Where
public street connections are not practicable, local codes
should require the development of bicycle and pedestrian
connections and internal private shopping streets that mimic
public streets and meet the block standard. 5

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan

Illustration showing the network of a coherent, connected
neighborhood (lower left) compared to a conventional
suburban pattern of disconnected pods (upper right).
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Establish maximum block sizes for future development to ensure a
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minimum street connectivity standard. To handle traffic, the maximum

Best Practices

block size should be inversely related to density: higher density should

Projects

have smaller blocks. In commercial areas, smaller blocks are appropriate

General Plan Map

to encourage the walkability of the area, also promoting a “park once” mind

Appendix

set in users. In residential areas, block size can be larger in lower density
areas, but closed-end streets should be kept to a minimum. When street
connections are not plausible, a pedestrian connection can be preserved
to maximize the connectivity of the neighborhood and maintain a regular
network.
To improve the pedestrian connectivity network in newly planned
subdivisions, building placement is a key component. Placing building
entrances near the street, whether commercial or residential, maximizes
pedestrian connections and enhances the pedestrian network of
destinations within a walkable range. Surface parking lots should also be
located behind buildings to minimize pedestrian/automobile conflicts in the
connectivity network.
Require cross access for adjacent sites. A service drive and walkway
connecting two or more adjacent sites reduces out-of-direction travel,
relieves traffic congestion on the public street, reduces traffic conflicts
caused by turning movements, and allows people to walk from use to use
once they arrive at the commercial center. 5
Other issues to consider including when appropriate in connectivity
planning of subdivisions include narrow street alternatives, short and direct
public routes, consideration of opportunities to incrementally extend street
from nearby areas, and consideration of traffic calming measures.

Variety in housing types and styles.

Housing
Because of the large scale of housing subdivision across
the Salt Lake region, small changes made in individual
subdivisions can have large scale effect on the livability of
the region as a whole. The most common form of subdivision of property
is in relation to creation of smaller parcels for single family housing
development. During design of new housing subdivisions, special care
should be given to ensure that the new neighborhood is an asset to the
Increased density in single family
areas.
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existing community and does not unduly impact neighboring residents
negatively.
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One of the most effective regulatory provisions in mitigating accelerating
land consumption by new single family homes is a density transfer system.
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With density transfers, a property owner has the right to the same number

Best Practices

of units and allowable uses, but the units are transferred on the same

Projects

parcel from more sensitive land to less sensitive land, preserving key

General Plan Map

open space corridors, as illustrated in the graphics on this page. With

Appendix

density transfers, the owner’s overall development rights are not subject to
approval through a discretionary decision-making planning process. While
the outcome of the density transfer system is usually smaller housing lots,
there can be a significant increase in the amount of open space for the
community, improving quality of life for the new residents, as well as the
existing neighborhood. 1

PUDs
Planned unit developments (PUDs) provide the opportunity to achieve

Undeveloped parcel.

flexibility in architectural design, a mix of compatible land uses as
well as the preservation of key natural or historic features, that are
otherwise difficult to achieve using traditional, lot-by-lot zoning. Most
PUD local laws seek to achieve greater design flexibility and economies
of scale in the development of particular land areas within the community.
Above all, PUD provisions target specific goals and objectives included
in the municipality’s comprehensive plan. Generally, PUD local laws
anticipate projects that develop a tract of land as a unit (relatively large
scale, but not always) in a unified manner. For example, a community
that anticipates receiving a rezoning or site plan application for the
development of a large shopping mall could use a mixed-use PUD law to
negotiate significant design and use changes instead of ending up with yet

Traditional cul-de-sac development
pattern, no public open space
preserved.

another commercial strip. 6
Similarly, a community faced with the prospect of uniform single-lot
subdivisions, could instead encourage some on-site shopping and services
for homeowners and a mix of housing types and styles. Likewise, a rural
community could adopt PUD provisions in advance of development in
order to indicate the areas it feels are appropriate for mixed-use and more
intense development.6
Although PUD development is designed primarily for larger-scale projects,
its use is not strictly limited to communities with one or more large lots
under single ownership. PUDs are among the most flexible of zoning
techniques because their provisions are set by local law. Whereas
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development patterns.
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standard zoning may promote lot-by-lot development in which the entire
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tract is covered with lots of uniform size, PUD local laws can include the
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possibility of several medium-sized or smaller lots where the owners

Projects

work together in using the PUD development options provided by the

General Plan Map

community.

6
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Before they can be implemented, PUD provisions must be added to the
community’s zoning ordinance. The process of adding PUD provisions
to the local zoning law is identical to adopting any local zoning law or
amendment. The PUD ordinance must be drafted, published, presented
for public hearing, adopted, and amended. The challenge is to choose
appropriate methods for designating sites for PUD development, providing
appropriate guidelines and establishing a process by which applications
are approved by the municipality. 6
The current PUD ordinance has been used by Salt Lake County since the
mid 1970s. The purpose of this PUD ordinance is to encourage innovative
design and amenities. Infill developments, in contrast, need to be more in
keeping with what has been built on surrounding properties to blend into
the existing neighborhood.
The Planned Community Development (PCD) designation generally
applies to larger undeveloped residential tracts. The objective of the
PCD classification is to master plan these larger undeveloped parcels
as planned communities that can include a mix of development types
(potentially including limited commercial activities). As part of these
developments, the Plan recommends that the developer be required
to provide amenities, trails and/or other open space features. This is
best accomplished with a planned unit development process that allows
clustering so that open space can be preserved. These developments
Neighborhood-scale commercial
is compatible with many types of
housing.

should have a low to medium density residential component, the majority
of which is single-family detached housing. As a rule, the gross density
should be equivalent to an R-1-8 subdivision (3.2 to 3.5 units per acre).

Commercial and Mixed Use Development 5
At their best, commercial places such as traditional downtowns and
well-planned centers, give us choices – choices in how we get there,
what we buy, where we work and dine, and the types of recreation and
entertainment we enjoy. At their worst, they are isolated, homogeneous,
Commercial mixed-use buildings
can be an efficient use of land.
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their surrounding environment. The following best practices will aid
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communities in ensuring that commercial development projects create
places that provide choices and amenities that residents will value and
support.
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Reexamine land use plans and policies for commercial
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development and provide incentives for infill and
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redevelopment within designated areas. Urban renewal
districts, infill ordinances, and overlay zones can encourage
development in designated areas by providing incentives, such as fee
waivers or reductions, development process timeline streamlining, and
density bonuses. This can be translated into reduced road system
development charges for mixed-use developments in core areas, when the
development is likely to result in fewer vehicle miles traveled as compared
to single-use developments. Locations with high employment densities,
high-density housing, and frequent transit service are most likely to result
in a reduction.

5

For example, the City of Austin, Texas, has designated “desired
development areas”, within which the City evaluates projects using
a “Smart Growth Matrix”. The Matrix is a point system that the City
Council uses to measure how well a development project meets the City’s
Smart Growth goals. The evaluation criteria include: 1) the location of
development; 2) proximity to mass transit; 3) urban design characteristics;
4) compliance with nearby neighborhood plans; 5) increases in tax base,
and other policy priorities. If a development project, as measured by the
matrix, significantly advances the City’s goals, financial incentives may
be available to help offset the cost of developing in existing urban areas.
These incentives may include waiver of development fees, and public
investment in new or improved infrastructure such as water and sewer
lines, streets or streetscape improvements, or similar facilities. Incentives
available under the Smart Growth Matrix require City Council review and
approval. 5
Require shadow plans to coordinate future development. Shadow
plans illustrate future development potential on a site when a proposed
development leaves room for additional building space. For example, if
the zoning ordinance allows a floor area ratio (FAR) of up to 2:1, but the
applicant proposes a FAR of 0.25:1 (e.g., a 2,500 square foot building on
a 10,000 square foot lot), the shadow plan would show how building space
can be added in the future. The shadow plan provides a nonbinding,
conceptual plan for buildings, parking, circulation, landscaping, and other
features. 5
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Provide flexible, performance-based zoning standards and allow
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mixed-use development when possible. Make sure the zoning

Best Practices

ordinance allows residential uses integrated with commercial, employment,

Projects

and civic uses in appropriate locations (e.g. downtown, main street,
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neighborhood center and other core areas). Look for opportunities
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to provide flexibility in building height, housing density, floor area, lot
coverage, yard setback, landscaping, and other zoning provisions for
mixed use developments. For example, where mixed-use development is
permitted, codes should allow residential uses above or behind permitted
commercial or civic uses, and the combination of compatible commercial
uses (retail, office, services, entertainment, etc.). 5
Consideration should also be given to allowing small-scale commercial
uses in residential neighborhoods to allow people to walk rather than
“drive for a gallon of milk.”
Lowering barriers to mixed-use is only part of the solution. Another part is
putting the necessary controls in place. Areas may need to be designated
for mixed-use in the jurisdiction’s comprehensive plan to facilitate
rezoning the land, and the zoning ordinance may need to provide different
restrictions for mixed-use. Typically, ordinances limit the types of uses that
can be mixed, provide design standards, and, depending on location, limit
or boost allowable density.

Development patterns can influence
transportation choices.

Adopt appropriate standards for pedestrian access, safety,
and comfort. Communities can use land use regulations to
provide for a peaceful coexistence among automobiles and
pedestrians. First, identify any areas where automobiledependent uses (i.e., drive-up facilities; automobile sales lots;
warehousing and distribution; storage, servicing or repair of heavy
equipment; gas service stations, etc.) should not be permitted. These uses
may be inappropriate in the core areas of a downtown or main street,
where there is the greatest concentration of pedestrians.
Next, consider designating areas outside the core where automobile-

Pedestrian priority areas can
revitalize commercial areas.

dependent uses can be permitted. For example, a transition zone between
the downtown and an adjacent industrial area can help protect both
districts, while providing needed services nearby. In some cases, it may be
appropriate to combine highway commercial and light industrial zones and
provide appropriate design and development standards to control stripcommercial development. 5
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Require design compatibility between automobile-dependent uses
and pedestrians in all commercial areas. The level of pedestrian
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accessibility will vary depending on the zone or land use pattern, so site
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and building design standards for different zones may vary. Downtowns,
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main streets, and neighborhood centers should be designed to be highly
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pedestrian-friendly (i.e. street-oriented storefronts); walkers and wheelchair
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users often have priority over cars in these core areas. Automobileoriented areas (corridors or large community commercial centers) may not
have the same high percentage of pedestrian trips to the site, but need to
accommodate walking on the site and to adjacent uses. In either situation,
it is necessary to have a safe network of sidewalks and walkways.
Where automobile-dependent uses are permitted, zoning, subdivision
and engineering standards can help to reduce conflicts between
pedestrians and vehicles. For example, drive-up windows should not
be allowed between the street and a building entrance. Vehicle access
should be taken from an alley or interior driveway where possible, and
conflicts between vehicles and pedestrians should be minimized. Local
codes should address the number, location, and width of new curb cuts
and driveways, and ensure adequate buffering between vehicles and
pedestrians. For example, site plans and building designs should include:
▪ Sidewalks with a street furnishing zone (e.g., street tree well
cutouts, and space for outdoor seating, bus waiting areas,
trash cans, newspaper vending machines, mail boxes, sidewalk
displays, etc.) on both sides of every street whether public or
private.

On-street parking can buffer
pedestrians from automobile traffic.

▪ Building entrances oriented to streets; corner buildings should
have corner entrances where appropriate.
▪ Parking and vehicle drives located away from building entrances,
and not between building entrances and streets with pedestrian
activity.
▪ Surface parking oriented behind or to the side of a building, with
access from shared driveways or alleys when possible, and not on
street corners.
▪ Landscape buffering between parking lots and adjacent sidewalks.

Corner buildings should
have corner entrances, when
appropriate.

▪ Pedestrian walkways through sites, connecting entrances,
buildings, and the public sidewalk, with safe crossings of streets,
drives, and parking areas.
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Adopt site and building design guidelines or standards that promote
safety and security. Important crime prevention elements include:
▪ Territoriality.
▪ Natural Surveillance.
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▪ Access Control.
▪ Activity Support.
▪ Maintenance.
Consider using the following regulatory and parking management
tools to minimize the amount of land used for surface parking: 5
▪ Inventory parking. First, take stock of existing parking spaces.
As cities grow, they find that parking spaces need to be managed
Pedestrian area buffered from
parking area.

to ensure that available spaces are used efficiently and overflow
parking does not impact neighbors. For example, upon conducting
an inventory of downtown parking use, one community found that
most of the on-street parking in front of businesses was being used
by employees of those businesses. By encouraging employees to
park behind the buildings in a shared parking lot or a few blocks
away the businesses were able to open up prime (visible) parking
in front of their stores for customers.
▪ Parking management plans. A parking management plan can

On-street parking can buffer
pedestrians from moving traffic.

address supply and demand, as well as pricing, way finding
(signage), intermodal connections, maintenance, and capital
improvements for public parking.
▪ Share parking. “Shared parking” means that multiple uses share
one or more parking facilities. Parking demands for different uses
“peak” during different times of the day. For example, if a theater
typically has peak parking demand during evening hours, the
owner may be able to lease parking spaces to other uses during
daytime hours. Shared parking can be allowed regardless of
whether the zoning ordinance requires any off-street parking, or
whether public parking is available.
▪ Add on-street parking when possible. On-street parking
slows traffic, creates better pedestrian environments by buffering
sidewalks from moving vehicles, increases the viability of retail
shops and services, and reduces the amount of land used for
off-street parking lots, thus decreasing impervious surfaces.
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Typical barriers to on-street parking are street standards that
prohibit backing movements onto major streets. These standards
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should be reviewed and revised, as appropriate, in the context
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of encouraging economic vitality, traffic calming, pedestrian
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accessibility (e.g., buildings oriented to streets), and human-scale

General Plan Map

design.
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▪ Reduce or waive minimum off-street parking standards. Many
cities find it necessary to reduce parking ratios and waive parking
standards altogether for downtown development. In all commercial
districts, parking minimums should ensure adequate parking
without requiring excessive parking. Depending on location,
population density, and availability of transit service, some retailers
can live with less than three parking spaces per thousand square
feet of leasable space. More commonly, a minimum of four spaces
per thousand square feet of retail space is used.
▪ Allow applicant to request a reduction in parking standards
based on a parking impact study. The impact study allows

Pedestrian infrastructure
enhancements near parking area.

the applicant to propose a reduced parking standard based on
estimated peak demand, reductions for likely transit and car
pool riders, and adjacent on-street parking. The parking study is
subject to review and approval or modification by the reviewing
body.
▪ Establish a maximum parking ratio. Where public parking and
frequent transit service are provided, local governments should
consider putting a lid on how much parking can be developed
on a property. Similar to minimum parking ratios, the maximum
ratios are based on land use type. Exemptions to the standard

Parking districts can help improve
downtown core areas.

can be provided for parking structures, shared parking, valet
parking spaces, market-rate parking, or similarly managed parking
facilities.
▪ Use parking districts (in-lieu fee for off-street parking). Local
ordinances can authorize payment of in-lieu fees to help support
downtown parking programs and construction of new public
parking facilities. The City of Corvallis, Oregon uses a parking
district for their downtown core.
▪ Encourage structured parking. The best place to provide
parking in high-density core areas, from an urban design and
functional standpoint, is in underground or multi-story parking
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be financially feasible in some communities. When structured
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parking is not economically feasible, communities can look at other
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alternatives such as shared parking.
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▪ Allow valet parking. Valet parking may be feasible for some
hotels, restaurants and meeting/event facilities. Valet parking
allows stacking of smaller parking spaces with less space devoted
to drive aisles.
▪ Create free parking zones for shoppers, with a maximum time
limit and merchant validation.
▪ Create public parking lots/structures, with good signage to
make them easy to find. Providing ground-floor commercial
as part of a public-private partnership can help ensure a positive
return on the public’s investment in parking.

Public space should be integrated
whenever possible.

Require developments to integrate usable public space whenever
possible, and require that they recognize and respond appropriately
to existing or planned public spaces on or near the site (e.g., parks,
civic buildings and spaces, transit stops, sidewalks, plazas, and
similar spaces). Public spaces should be clearly recognizable as “public”
(e.g., a plaza within view of a street or other public space), publicly
accessible (i.e., a pedestrian can get there), and can be occupied by a
person (i.e., a person can stand there). These spaces can be as simple
as an expanded sidewalk for outdoor dining, to a large plaza with public

Places that attract people can be
simple and functional.

art and entertainment. They can be created voluntarily by the developer,
or can be a condition of approval when findings of proportionality to the
project’s impact can be made per Dolan v. City of Tigard (US S Ct 1994). 5
The same design principles that apply to main streets and downtowns,
with some adaptation, can apply to other commercial areas. For example
the “height-to-width” ratio referred to by architects and urban designers is
a useful concept. The most human scale is achieved when the building
height-to-street width ratio is between 1:2 and 1:3. Typically, width is
measured horizontally between opposing building fronts. Height is
measured from the sidewalk to the building eaves. 5
For example, a typical main street (60-80 feet wide) would have buildings
about 35 feet tall (2 to 3 stories) which are next to the sidewalks. It is no
coincidence that the width-to-height ratio of the space inside many malls
has the same proportions: the pedestrian streets are about 35 feet wide
and the shop fronts (floor to ceiling) are about 15 feet high. It should be
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noted, however, that this principle does not apply to signs. Downtowns
and main streets should have signs that are within the field of vision
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for pedestrians (i.e., typically window or awning height). For shopping
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centers with private, internal driveways, the width/height ratio can be
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measured between opposite building fronts (pads) along an internal street,
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or between one building front and street trees on the opposite side of
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the street. The internal drive or “shopping street” should have sidewalks
and amenities similar to a public street (e.g., seating, trees, lighting,
etc.). Ordinances can help support human-scale design by requiring
building entrances placed close to the street, ground floor windows,
articulated façades, appropriately scaled signs and lighting, and awnings
and other weather protection. For example, in downtowns, main streets,
neighborhood centers, and other strategic locations (e.g., at transit stops),
it is often appropriate to require a maximum front building setback, or a
“build-to” line, for a minimum percentage of the building front. 5
Use design guidelines and standards that provide options and
incentives for quality design. While it may not be possible to legislate
good design, communities can adopt design guidelines or standards to
help steer developments in the right direction. Design criteria should
clearly specify “intent” and provide examples of acceptable solutions, while
leaving flexibility for design. The transition to compact, pedestrian-friendly
design will occur over time, and this will require a flexible approach to
design control. This is particularly important in core areas whose appeal
is often tied to a particular aesthetic or historical context. It is possible to
apply site design and architecture standards without creating something
that appears contrived, or that stifles development altogether. Even large
regional and national retail businesses have shown they can adapt when
communities demand locally sensitive architecture. 5

Public Facilities Impact
Impact of the new subdivision on public facilities and city
maintenance budgets must be considered during the
planning process. In order to minimize impact and provide
services in an economical and efficient way, the following measures should

Poorly planned road systems
can result in heavy traffic
congestion, even for relatively small
populations.

be used.
Roads 1
Many jurisdictions spend a great deal of their operating budgets on the
maintenance of their road system. During subdivision planning, the
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▪ Minimize the length of streets and highways.
▪ Design road width and configuration for specific needs, such as
maintenance and snow removal, emergency vehicle access, and
evacuation routes.
▪ Incorporate bikeways, walkways, carpooling links, and transit into
roadway planning.
▪ Anticipate interconnectedness of future development to minimize
road building.
▪ Include pedestrian right-of-way whenever possible to encourage
walking.
▪ Design facilities for business and trucking operations for maximum
transportation efficiency.
▪ Plan road construction activities and detours to limit congestion
and reduce fuel consumption.
▪ Use energy saving materials and techniques during road
construction, such as concrete and asphalt recycling.
Storm water 2
Consider Low Impact Development (LID) for storm water
management. LID is an approach to land development (or redevelopment) that works with nature to manage storm water as close to
its source as possible. LID employs principles intent on preserving and
recreating natural landscape features, minimizing effective imperviousness
to create functional and appealing site drainage that treat storm water as a
resource rather than a waste product.
Some practices that have been used to adhere to these principles include
bio-retention facilities, rain gardens, vegetated rooftops, rain barrels, and
permeable pavements. By implementing LID principles and practices,
water can be managed in a way that reduces the impact of built areas
and promotes the natural movement of water within an ecosystem or
watershed.
Applied on a broad scale, LID can maintain or restore a watershed’s
hydrologic and ecological functions. LID has been characterized as a
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sustainable storm water practice by the Water Environment Research
Foundation and others.
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place where kids can walk to school or a community gathering place
that is also available for adult education programs, evening civic
events, or weekend sports competitions. By doing so, auto trips are
made shorter and are reduced in number. In addition to having an impact
on travel patterns within a community, the location of schools affects
home-buying decisions, which, in turn, affect travel patterns more broadly.
Schools that are located beyond existing development can encourage
inefficient leap frog growth. 3
To be at the heart of neighborhood life, elementary schools must
be sited or renovated as part of a complete neighborhood plan.
Unfortunately, the large minimum acreage requirements for new schools
established by many school districts are often in conflict with the goal of a

Properly situated, schools can be
the center of community life.

neighborhood-friendly school. These standards, together with a reluctance
to consider renovation of existing schools, often leave little choice but to
build schools on the fringe of existing communities and in such a way that
they are difficult to walk to. These efforts result in a school that has less of
an integral relationship to neighborhood life.
Jurisdictions must plan ahead for school sites to preserve their
locations at the center of neighborhoods. Doing so improves
pedestrian safety, encourages more active transportation, reduces needed
automobile travel, which in turn improves air quality, and provides a greater
sense of community.3

Schools adjacent to community
centers can benefit from adjacency.

These site location principles provide guidance for locating schools
in areas that are served by existing public facilities and that provide
amenities for existing communities. The overall purpose is to ensure that
school placement does not encourage new growth in locations where
governmental agencies are not prepared to provide necessary services.
Furthermore, this principle encourages schools to serve as multi-use
community centers. 4
Principles for school site locations: 4
▪ Place schools adjacent to or near the center of communities.
▪ Emphasize the location as a walkable site.
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▪ Place schools so as to create community centers.
▪ Provide good access throughout the community.
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▪ Ensure available and adequate utility service.
▪ Select sites that can reinvigorate declining areas.
Emergency Services
Response time is the key indicator of providing effective emergency
services. In the event of an emergency, the speed at which emergency
personnel can reach their destination can literally be a matter of life or
death. Basic planning decisions made during the subdivision process
can have significant impact on how effective these services are. In areas
with many dead-end roads and winding, circuitous roads, response times
are greater than in areas with a predictable network of streets. When
emergency personnel have a multiplicity of routes to choose from, they can
avoid any potential obstacles to arriving quickly.
Width of streets can also have an impact on emergency services in a
community. While there is a minimum road width that emergency vehicles
must have in order to access a neighborhood, roads that are excessively
wide can actually make a neighborhood less safe due to the speed of
automobiles moving through.

Resources
1. Envision Utah: Urban Planning Tools: Energy Efficiency (Page 196197)
2. Environmental Protection Agency. http://www.epa.gov/nps/lid/
3. Wasatch Front Regional Council, Wasatch Choices 2040
4. Guidling Principles for School Development, Cabarrus County Board
of Education. http://www.co.cabarrus.nc.us/Commissioners/docs/
ECPF/BOC_ECPF_report_SchoolGuidingPrinciples.pdf
5. Oregon Commercial and Mixed Use Development Code Handbook
6. A Guide to Planned Unit Development, 2005, NYS Legislative
Commission on Rural Resources.
7. Oakland, California. Pedestrian Master Plan. http://www.oaklandnet.
com/government/Pedestrian/index.html
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8. Portland, Oregon. Pedestrian Master Plan. http://www.portlandonline.
com/transportation/index.cfm?c=37064
9. Safe Routes to School, Federal Highway Administration. http://safety.
fhwa.dot.gov/saferoutes/
10. Schools for Successful Communities: An Element of Smart Growth,
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Council of Educational Facility Planners International and U.S. EPA,
September 2004. http://www.cefpi.org/pdf/SmartGrowthPub.pdf
11. U.S. EPA. “Travel and Environmental Implications of School Siting,”
October 2003. EPA-231-R-03-004. http://www.epa.gov/smartgrowth/
pdf/school_travel.pdf
12. Picture Smart Growth. http://www.picturesmartgrowth.org/schools.
html
13.The National Trust. http://www.nationaltrust.org/issues/schools/
14. Building Schools on Brownfields. http://www.cpeo.org/pubs/crob/
crob-IV-1.html
15. All You Ever Wanted to Know About Zoning. Sheldon W. Damsky,
Joseph M. Catalano & James A. Coon.
16. Well Grounded: Using Local Land Use Authority to Achieve Smart
Growth. John R. Nolon.
17. Shared Parking in the Portland Metropolitan Area: Model Shared
Parking Ordinance; Model Shared Use Agreement for Parking
Facilities,Metro (1997).
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Sustainability

Purpose Statement

Contents:

Achieving sustainability is now a defining principle of good planning

Core Concepts

1

Key Questions

2

and social sustainability. Sustainable development also includes two

Economic Sustainability

3

important themes: environmental and social protection do not preclude

Environmental Sustainability

5

practice. The field of sustainable development can be conceptually broken
into three parts: economic sustainability, environmental sustainability,

economic development, and economic development must be ecologically
and socially beneficial, now and in the long run. Common use of the term

Social Sustainability

12

“sustainability” began with the 1987 publication of the World Commission

Resources

13

on Environment and Development report, Our Common Future. This
document defined sustainable development as “development that meets
the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs. ” This concept of sustainability
encompasses ideas, aspirations and values that continue to inspire public
and private organizations to become better stewards of the environment
and that promote positive economic growth and social objectives.

Related Best Practices:

Best Practices
Core Concepts
1. Every community should have a plan for economic development
that strives to achieve a good balance between basic and non-basic
employment.
2. Communities should actively pursue employers that will broaden their
economic base.
3. Communities should promote educational attainment in alignment with
the employers they have or hope to attract to their area.
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4. Environmental sustainability makes it possible for present day human
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needs to be met without compromising the ability of future generations
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to do the same.
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5. Moving towards environmental sustainability must be a common
goal among all community leaders, citizens, employers, and other
organizations.
6. Communities should promote appropriate densities, local food
systems, reduction of heat islands, open space preservation,
multi-modal transportation infrastructure improvements, walkable
neighborhoods, reduction in waste production, energy conservation,
and reduction in water use.
7. Social sustainability seeks equality among all socioeconomic groups,
promoting long-term as well as near-term social stability.
8. Communities should promote adequate early-childhood and
adolescent education and development.
9. Communities should seek to provide services and improve mobility for
all groups in the community.

Key Questions
How do we compete in basic economic infrastructure: access to freeways,
airports, railroads; technology infrastructure; and public transit?
What is the community’s supply of development-ready land, appropriately
zoned and with existing utilities and infrastructure?
How does this proposal improve our community’s quality of life, such as
parks, recreation, and schools that will attract businesses to locate in our
community?
How does this proposal reduce the ecological footprint of our community
and its residents?
What is the environmental impact of this proposal, both long-term and
near-term?
How does this proposal affect all socioeconomic groups of the community?
Does this proposal disproportionately negatively affect one socioeconomic
group?
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Sustainable communities embody the principles of sustainable
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development. They balance and integrate the social, economic, and
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environmental components of their community, meet the needs of existing
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and future generations, respect the needs of communities in the wider
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region, and preserve and enhance natural ecological functions.
Environmental responsibility in the design, construction, and operation of
communities is paramount in building enduring communities. For private
development, careful and innovative design, construction methods, and
use of materials will help protect the natural setting and ecosystems.

3

Economic Sustainability
The Wasatch Front has been growing rapidly, with an average of 28, 600
new jobs per year since 1990 for an annual growth rate of 3.2% (GOPB
2005). This is four times the national average of 0.8% . However, growth
in some primary or basic employment sectors that import dollars into the
region has been relatively flat.
The largest employment sectors (Government, Retail Trade, and
Professional Services), which account for 27% of total employment, are
non-basic sectors serving the local market, but not generating new wealth
for the region. Although employment forecasts may change every year,
in 2005 the Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget anticipated a 1.6%
annual growth through 2050 for the Wasatch Front, with more than half of
the regional activity occurring in Salt Lake County (GOPB 2005). Over the
long term, the region will be able to provide attractive career opportunities
to Utah’s high school and college graduates, enabling them to deepen their
roots in the region.
Creating an Economic Development Plan
Every community should have a plan for economic development
that strives to achieve a good balance between basic and non-basic
employment. Basic industries export goods and services out of an area,
and thereby import new capital into an area. Non-basic industries are then
needed to provide support services (such as grocery stores, restaurants,
etc.) for the demand created by the basic industries. When a basic sector
industry enters an area, the size of the economy increases. When a nonbasic business enters a local economy, the size of the economy does not
change, it is just divided up into more pieces.
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Therefore, a good economic development plan should focus on how to
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attract basic sector industries into the local area. The steps to create a
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plan can be summarized as follows:
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Step 1. Develop a vision statement and goals
Solicit community input regarding core values regarding economic
development.
Step 2. Conduct economic baseline analysis
Inventory the strengths and weaknesses of your community.
Evaluate the status of economic infrastructure, available land, retail
sales leakage, tax burden, revenue sources, amenities and quality
of life.
Step 3. Identify economic development issues
Identify potential issues such as affordable housing, available land,
access, labor force, etc.
Step 4. Develop policies
Develop policies regarding public incentives, public assistance,
development process, regulations, etc.
Step 5. Develop an action plan
Develop a specific implementation plan, with time lines and
responsible parties.
Employment Base
Communities should actively pursue employers that will broaden
their economic base. Location quotients provide a way to compare
the industrial activity levels among different areas of the state and
the country. In general, location quotients are ratios that compare the
concentration of a resource or activity (such as employment) in a defined
area to that of a larger area. For example, location quotients can be
used to compare state employment by industry to that of the nation; or
employment in a city, county, metropolitan statistical area (MSA), or other
defined geographic sub-area to that in the State. The Bureau of Labor and
Statistics provides a location quotient calculator that uses the Quarterly
Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW). A location quotient above
“one” indicates a higher concentration in a local area than nationwide; a
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location quotient below “one” indicates less activity in this industry sector
than national averages. Location quotient analysis is helpful in assisting
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employment.
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Appropriate sites for employment must be preserved
while residential and retail uses are developed.
Employment sites should be near public transit and hightechnology infrastructure, and should capitalize on the educational
resources of the region. Economic development opportunities can be
enhanced by linking jobs with good transportation and by offering a variety
of housing options.
Infrastructure investment can be financed through a combination of
public and private investment. A community needs to establish clear
policies regarding its level of assistance for various types of projects.
Potential funding for capital infrastructure needs is discussed in more
detail in Best Practices – Capital Facilities. In short, a variety of funding
mechanisms should be used that will best match infrastructure costs to
those receiving the benefits.
Educational Attainment
Communities should promote educational attainment in alignment
with the employers they have or hope to attract to their area. Regional
economic planning requires that educational levels and vocational training
correspond to the demands of the job market. Several communities in
Utah have created councils to better understand and correlate the needs
of the job market with educational programs offered. Members of these
councils include representatives from community colleges, local school
districts, workforce services, and members of the business community.

Environmental Sustainability
Environmental sustainability makes it possible for present day
human needs to be met without compromising the ability of
future generations to do the same. Many factors contribute to the
environmental sustainability of a community, but incremental changes in
municipal policy and incentives can influence sustainability on a community
as well as household scale.
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Moving towards environmental sustainability must be a common
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goal among all community leaders, citizens, employers, and other

Best Practices

organizations. Natural systems such as watersheds, soils, landforms,

Projects

wind, air masses etc. traverse political boundaries and affect regions larger
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than the boundaries of any one jurisdiction. A coalition between cities

Appendix

and regions is essential. A coalition based on bio-regions would focus on
natural systems rather than political boundaries for building effective and
sustainable policies.
Community Scale Sustainability Concepts
Communities should promote appropriate densities, local food
systems, reduction of heat islands, open space preservation,
multi-modal transportation infrastructure improvements, walkable
neighborhoods, reduction in waste production, energy conservation,
and reduction in water use.

Densely developed areas are
inherently more efficent than less
dense areas.

Density
Strategically increasing density in key population centers
can increase walkability and reduce the environmental
impacts of vehicular travel. Higher population densities can
lead to the increased use of mass transit systems and boost the
local economy with better access to local retail stores.
Increasing population density also allows more transportation
options to schools and other services closer to residential
areas. Focusing growth within higher-density areas permits the
preservation of farmland, riparian and natural habitat areas, in addition to
other key uses on the edges of the community.
Dense development and multifamily residences can be significantly more
energy efficient than single-family homes as they share walls and often
support more efficient building-scale heating systems. Also, through
the use of green roofs, courtyards, and other exterior elements, welldesigned density can provide strategic opportunities for outdoor space
and urban locations to grow food. In addition, many of the “green” system
technologies such as district heating systems are highly dependent on
higher densities and can not be used for single family homes.
Food Systems
A sustainable community includes food stores and restaurants, along with
the provision of community garden space in neighborhoods. Some studies
have suggested that as much fuel is used in a year to get a family’s food to
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the table as is used by that family for all their other activities put together.
Furthermore, the visibility and celebration of food in a neighborhood is

Index
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an excellent source of social and cultural vitality—an important aspect of
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sustainability that should not be overlooked.
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Dense developments support local food stores and restaurants, community

Appendix

gardens, and other creative food-producing ventures, thereby offering
residents convenient access to basic
provisions. 5
Heat islands
Minimize the “heat island” effect
common to urban areas through tools
such as light-colored paving and roofing
to reflect solar radiation, and trees and
landscaping in parking lots to provide
shade and improve air quality. Lowering
ambient air temperatures will reduce
the amount of energy needed to cool
structures, both public and private.
Infrastructure

Urban areas can produce a heat
island effect that can be mitigated
against with various implementation
strategies.

Encourage compact development and infrastructure systems. In
addition to providing low impact and on-site means of providing necessary
infrastructure and creating jobs within the community, these systems lower
consumption of land, reduce fossil fuel usage, and minimize impacts to air
quality.
Landscape maintenance
Evaluate ways to reduce the use of pesticides, fungicides, and
herbicides and promote less-polluting, safer products. Low-water use
landscaping not only reduces the amount of water needed to maintain
community parks and facilities, but also reduces the frequency of
landscape maintenance. An area of a park that is appropriately landscaped
need only been weeded or maintained a few times a year, rather sprayed
with chemicals, mowed, and watered more frequently.

Open space can contribute to
the long-term environmental
sustainability of a community.

Open Space
The preservation or creation of open space within a community
has implications for the quality of life for its residents, the
health of local and regional ecosystems, as well as the
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economy of the area. Open space in a sustainable community should
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accommodate both community and ecological needs, including protecting
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key environmental areas or functions, enhancing habitat through urban
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landscape design, offering significant recreation opportunities for people of
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all ages, and providing places to grow food in the city.
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Site grading
Design developments to respect the existing topography and historic
drainages, and conserve existing mature trees and significant
vegetation, where feasible.3
Transportation
The transportation systems in a community
can have far reaching impacts on the natural
environment it occupies. Transportation systems
should make efficient use of land, as well as
other natural resources, while ensuring the preservation of
habitat and maintaining biodiversity. Transportation plans
must reduce the need for travel while protecting social and
economic needs for access by changing urban form and
promoting new communications technologies. 1
Communities can improve the environmental sustainability of
transportation systems by minimizing transportation-related air
emissions as well as discharges of contaminants to surface
and ground water. Toxic emissions from transportation
systems threaten public health, global climate, biological
diversity, and the integrity of essential ecological processes.
Communities should seek to reduce the amount of pollution
generated throughout the lifecycle of transportation vehicles,
vessels, and infrastructure, and should also seek to follow
land use patterns that reduce the need for travel to meet daily
Community-scale choices can improve the walkability
and sustainability of a neighborhood.

needs.1
Walkability
Diverse transportation options such as better walkability and

bicycle infrastructure can give community members more choices in how
to travel, which can minimize introduction of waste and contaminants into
natural areas. 1
Improving walkability in a community can be especially effective
in reducing demand for transportation infrastructure, as well
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as reducing a region’s air pollution from vehicle emissions. A
neighborhood that gives priority to pedestrians and allows residents a place
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to work, live, play, shop, and learn within walking distance can significantly
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reduce the overall impacts of travel on the area’s natural systems.
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A comprehensive “Green” infrastructure waste management strategy
should be created for every sustainable community to address the
reduction, re-use, recycling and disposal of wastewater, storm water,
as well as solid and toxic wastes.
Minimizing the quantity of waste produced is the first and most effective
tier in the waste management hierarchy. Reducing waste saves not only
on disposal costs but also reduces the use and cost of raw materials. The
adoption of wide ranging education on waste minimization and awareness
of how waste disposal impacts the environment is crucial to the reduction
of waste. 4
The second element in a comprehensive waste management strategy
is the re-use of waste products. For example, heat harvested from a
wastewater pumping station can be used to heat buildings. Waste energy
from mixed uses can also provide opportunity for efficiency and utility
investments, such as harvesting waste heat from a supermarket’s freezers
on a ground floor to heat residences above. Since a significant amount
of greenhouse gas emissions can be attributed to heating systems, any
opportunity to establish district heating systems (combining building
systems) should be pursued in cities, and density and mixed uses make
these uses more viable and profitable. Recent advancements in waste
energy technology such as bio-fuels, methane extraction from land fills and
cow manure could help curb dependence on non-renewable resources.5
Finally, community supported and maintained recycling programs are an
essential part of a comprehensive waste management strategy. Taking
waste products (e.g. used glass bottles, discarded plastic packaging,
cardboard and office materials, etc.) and making them into new products
significantly reduces the consumption of non-renewable resources, and
the energy needed for extraction and production. An integrated education
program would also encourage consumers to purchase products made
from recycled materials to further facilitate the market for recycling efforts.
Water efficiency
Encourage conservation strategies for potable water in common or public
landscaped areas through techniques such as water-wise or native plants,
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Individual Household Scale Sustainability Concepts
On the individual scale, sustainability can be achieved through design and
further education on the environmental and social implications of lifestyle
choices and product selection decisions made every day. The main
objectives of sustainable design are to avoid resource depletion of energy,
water, and raw materials; prevent environmental degradation caused by
facilities and their infrastructure throughout their life cycle; and create built
environments that are accessible, secure, healthy, and productive. By
promoting sustainable lifestyle choices, a community can reduce demand
on many of its utility facilities, as well as develop an overall public ethic of
respect for natural systems.
Conservation
Many communities have found that an important element to addressing
community utility needs is through promoting resource conservation
programs. Active conservation by a community can significantly delay the
need for a new facility, or render the facility no longer needed. Stemming
demand can make renovation or capacity improvements to existing
facilities a much more economical or practical option. Many conservation
programs are already in place across the State. Community leaders should
actively promote existing conservation programs to cultivate an ethic of
resource conservation across the community.
Energy Efficiency
Assemble an energy advisory committee to develop an
overview of issues and recommendations with respect to
community energy-use patterns and transportation.

Photovoltaic arrays are just one
way to produce more sustainable
energy.

Promotional conservation programs are run by many utility
companies in the valley. Questar Gas offers extensive energy saving tips
and rebates through their “ThermWise” program. This program offers
rebates to customers that upgrade to more energy efficient appliances as
well as make home improvements that will reduce their demand on the
utility. More information is available at www.thermwise.com. Rocky
Mountain Power operates a similar electricity conservation program,
offering tips and rebates for customer participation. More information is
available at www.coolkeeper.net, and www.rockymtnpower.net. Townships
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should also consider involvement in other resource conservation programs
sponsored by the Utah Transit Authority, EnergyStar, and other
organizations.
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Home Construction
Optimize Site Potential—Creating sustainable buildings starts

General Plan Map
Appendix

with proper site selection, and the location, orientation, and
landscaping of a building that affect the local ecosystems,
transportation methods and energy use.
Use Environmentally Preferred Products—A sustainable home should
be constructed of materials that minimize life-cycle environmental
impacts such as global warming, resource depletion, and human
toxicity. In a material context, life cycle raw materials acquisition, product
manufacturing, packaging, transportation, installation, use, and reuse/
recycling/disposal are a large part of the energy footprint of the building.
Optimize Operational and Maintenance Practices—Incorporating operating
and maintenance considerations into the design of a home will greatly
contribute to improved work environments, higher productivity, and reduced
energy and resource costs. Designers are encouraged to specify materials
and systems that simplify and reduce maintenance requirements. These
materials require less water, energy, toxic chemicals and cleaners to
maintain, and are cost-effective and reduce life-cycle costs. 6
Indoor Air Quality
Enhance Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ)—The indoor environmental
quality of a building has a significant impact on occupant health, comfort,
and productivity. Among other attributes a sustainable building should
maximize daylighting, provide appropriate ventilation and moisture control,
and avoid the use of materials that are high in emissions.
Waste Management
Reduce the waste hauled to and disposed of in landfills. Any
encouragement for residents to recycle and reduce waste will ease
pressure on the current Salt Lake County landfill as well as delay the need
to open future landfills. Promote proper disposal of office and household
hazardous waste. Townships should promote participation in the Salt Lake
County recycling program, which has significantly reduced the amount of
solid waste taken to the County landfill. More information can be found at
www.sanitation.slco. org.
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Water-efficient strategies include installing low-flush toilets, low-flow
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shower heads and faucet sensors; using recycled greywater or captured
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rainwater; and planting native and drought-tolerant species for landscaping
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to save water. Regardless of the method of practice, decreased water and
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energy needs result in reduced costs. 7
Minimize water use in buildings and for landscape irrigation to
reduce the impact to natural water resources and reduce the burden
on municipal water supply and wastewater systems. Townships
should promote the actions recommended by the Jordan Valley Water
Conservancy District’s “Slow the Flow” campaign, sponsored by the
Governor’s Water Conservation Team. More information is available at
www.slowtheflow.org. The Utah Rivers Council has also spearheaded the
“Rip Your Strip” program to encourage replacing water-intensive sod in
parking strips with low water use plants. More information is available at
www.ripyourstrip.com.

Social Sustainability
Social sustainability seeks equality among all socioeconomic groups,
promoting long-term as well as near-term social stability. The
principles of social sustainability clarify the role of the individual and the
organization in society. These principles are also directed towards the
goal of a stable present society, as future generations also profit from the
preservation of social order.
Culture & Education
Cultural and educational aspects play a significant role in sustainability.
Culture embodies the basic principles of society and its way of living.
Education helps individuals to strengthen their intellectual and social
capabilities; in this manner, it enables people to solve problems, behave
autonomously, and secure their existence. In the end, education has
proven to be the foremost prerequisite for social and political engagement.
Sustainability of community life and planning processes will depend on and
the public’s understanding of the political, economic, environmental, and
sociocultural landscape. 2
Early Childhood and Adolescent Development
Communities should promote adequate early-childhood and
adolescent education and development. Solid education in the early
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socially engaged. This is why society bears the perpetual responsibility
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of educating its youth. Adequate room to develop includes appropriate
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structures for children, a minimum standard of living, attention, unity,
justice, tolerance, and freedom from aggression. Basic social values, such
as freedom, tolerance, and justice must be anchored in the entire society,
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and in particular are to be conveyed to children and adolescents. The
fundamental order and function of society must be conveyed, including the
existing correlations to all members of the community. 2
Employment Opportunity
Create a vibrant local economy that gives access to satisfying and
rewarding work without damaging the local, national, or global
environment. Ensure that employment opportunities are inclusive and
not based on racial, ethnic, age, income or other like factors. Make sure
that industrial, business and retail activity today does not jeopardize
opportunities for future generations to secure jobs or continue to make
income for basic needs. 2
Services and Mobility
Communities should seek to provide services and improve mobility
for all groups in the community. A socially sustainable community must
be well connected, with good transport services and communication linking
people to jobs, schools, health and other services in a way that minimizes
the need for and impacts of the car. Opportunities for culture, leisure, and
recreation need to be readily available to all as well as access to the skills
and knowledge needed to play a full part in society. The community should
also be well run - with effective and inclusive participation, representation
and leadership. 8
In addition, it is important to protect human health and amenity through
safe, clean, pleasant environments and ensure access to good food, water,
housing and fuel at reasonable cost.

Resources
1. Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
International Conference, Vancouver, Canada 1996 , http://ecoplan.
org/vancouvr/stprincp.htm
2. Agyeman, J (2005) Sustainable Communities and the Challenge of
Environmental Justice. New York. New York University Press.
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3. West Bench General Plan, Salt Lake County, 2007.
4. Durham County Waste Strategy Plan, January 1001. Strategy &
Impementation. http://www.durham.gov.uk/durhamcc/usp.nsf/Lookup/
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Waste%20Strategy%20Jan%202001/$file/Waste+Strategy+Jan+2001.
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pdf
5. The Case for Density, Urban Land Green-Spring 2008 Brent Toderian
and Mark Holland. http://www.planetizen.com/node/30970
6. Bolin, R (2008) Sustainability of the Building Envelope. http://www.
wbdg.org/resources/env_sustainability.php
7. Spriggs, L (2007) Facilities Management Resources Sustainability
http://www.fmlink.com/ProfResources/Sustainability/Articles/article.
cgi?USGBC:200710-17.html
8. Measuring Social Sustainability: Best Practice from Urban Renewal in
the European Union. 2007/01: EIBURS Working Paper Series. July
2007.
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Chapter 3 Projects

Core Concepts
1. The Projects section is intended to serve as a catalyst, moving the
township between its existing Context and the ideal Best Practice.
2. The Projects section is specific to each township general plan.
3. The Projects section is a community-driven wish listing of proposed
improvements or programs to be implemented within the Township.

General Plan Map
Appendix

The following icons appear on
each project sheet, in reference to
the area of change shown on the
Official Map:
Project located in an area
of no change, no growth.
Project located in an area
of minor change, low
intensity growth.

4. The Projects section is the appropriate location for specific plans,
ideas, or concepts for a particular township or neighborhood, rather
than a Best Practice.
5. The Projects section is organized alphabetically, and projects are not
fiscally or politically restrained.
6. The Projects section should be updated annually in coordination with
the Salt Lake County budgeting cycle and a public input process.

Project located in an area
of moderate change, more
intense growth.
Project located in an area
of significant change, most
intense growth.
Project located in a
corridor area of change.

7. When allocating funds, priority should be given to projects based on
community impact and safety issues.
8. Funded projects will move to a list of Implemented Projects within the
General Plan.
9. Non-funded projects will remain in the Projects section of the General
Plan until funded or until the project is determined to no longer be
feasible.
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Purpose Statement
The projects outlined in this document are those specific actions on which
the township wishes to focus their time, attention, and resources. They have
been identified by a wide range of groups, including planning commissioners,
community council members, as well as through direct public input. While a
majority of the projects will be attached to a physical location, some are more
program-related (i.e. development of neighborhood watch programs or the
creation of a compatible residential infill ordinance).
It is intended that these projects be evaluated on an annual basis in
coordination with the Salt Lake County budgeting schedule. At that time
additional projects could be added to the document, and community leaders
will prioritize expenditure of the township’s financial resources for the following
year. This annual evaluation period should also be used to analyze how the
previous year’s projects were implemented, and where improvements can be
made.
Community council members, planning commissioners, and members of the
public should all be made aware of the project evaluation process. When new
projects arise throughout the year, stakeholders should keep them in mind for
the annual evaluation and seek to add potential new projects to this document.
Prioritization of these projects should be determined based on the amount
of impact to the community, or the amount of support expressed by the
community. Particular priority should be given to projects that deal with issues
of health and safety (e.g. quality of sidewalks around schools or in key areas,
improvement of dangerous intersections, etc.).
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1. Abandoned Property
Inventory

Appendix

Project Category
Land Use

Location
Canyon-wide project

Objective
To identify existing properties and structures in the canyon that are not
maintained, are in disrepair, and, are essentially abandoned.

Potential Stakeholders
Salt Lake County, Emigration Township Planning Commission, Emigration
Community Council and Emigration Canyon property owners

Recommendations
Salt Lake County will analyze and explore alternatives to
enforce the upkeep of properties. The County would pursue
alternatives to deal with neglected properties in Emigration
Canyon and come up with required standards for maintenance
and property upkeep. This would include developing
regulations to deal with property infrastructure such as septic
tanks, and if those items would be required to be removed or
properly abandoned to prevent pollution and to avert health
and safety issues.

Timeline

Project added March 2012.
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2. Bicycle Best Practice for Canyon
Areas
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Project Category
Policy

Location
Applicable to canyon areas of Salt Lake County

Objective
Cycling has exploded in popularity in the Wasatch Canyons in recent
years. The extreme popularity of this activity in Emigration Canyon
has led to conflicts with traffic and residents who share the road, and
increasing concern about safety issues. Emigration Canyon, as well as
other canyons in the county present some unique challenges to the mix
of cycling and traffic due to the physical parameters, natural hazards, and
road conditions. The unique elements of canyon cycling issues should be
considered and represented in the Bicycle Best Management Practice.

Potential Stakeholders

Road usage conflicts between
bicycles and motor vehicles has
been of increasing concern in
recent years. (Photo: David J.
Gellner, SLCo Planning)

Salt Lake County, Emigration Township Planning Commission,
Emigration Community Council, Emigration Canyon property
owners, recreation users and equipment suppliers

Recommendations
Integrate a voice from canyon residents into the Bicycle Best
Management Practice under development by Salt Lake County and the
Salt Lake County Bicycle Advisory Committee.

Timeline

Project added March 2012.
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3. Dark Sky Lighting Provisions and
Best Practice
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Project Category
Policy

Location
Canyon-wide project

Objective
Address nighttime lighting that is appropriate in Emigration Canyon.

Potential Stakeholders
Salt Lake County, Emigration Township Planning Commission, Emigration
Community Council and Emigration Canyon property owners and residents

Recommendations
Establish an ordinance for appropriate nighttime lighting. The setting of
Emigration is rural in nature and the dark night sky is an amenity in and of
itself within the canyon enviroment. Intrusive lighting negatively impacts
this setting. The establishment and adoption of guidelines for night
lighting would serve to preserve an aesthetic characteristic of the canyon
environment that many citizens enjoy and value.

Timeline
Project added March 2012.
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Project Category
Policy

Location
Canyon-wide project

Objective
To create a canyon-wide plan for residents and first responders in the
event of an emergency event that will create an action plan for an orderly
response. Enhance communication and information sharing among
Emigration Canyon residents.

Potential Stakeholders
Salt Lake County, Emigration Township Planning Commission, Emigration
Community Council and Emigration Canyon property owners and residents

Recommendations
The Wasatch Canyons lie in an area where geologic hazard events
occurring such as an earthquake are a possibility. In addition,
Emigration Canyon, like many canyon areas of the County
faces occasional danger from flooding, wildfires, and, extreme
snow and ice storm events. The development of an emergency
plan would help responders and citizens to better deal with
such an event for the protection of lives and property. Given the spreadout and more rural nature of Emigration Canyon, the development of a
communication method or tool among canyon residents would facilitate
more efficient information sharing than that which currently exists. This
information sharing is critical during emergency events.

Timeline
Project added March 2012.
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Project
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Project Category
Infrastructure

Location
To be determined

Objective
Examine the feasibility and possibility of establishing a public restroom(s)
facility in the canyon for recreational users and canyon visitors, and,
identify suitable locations for the establishment of such facilities.

Potential Stakeholders
Salt Lake County, Township Planning Commission, Emigration Community
Council and Emigration Canyon property owners and recreational users.

Recommendations
Emigration Canyon has become a popular destination for cyclists and
recreational users, many of whom reside outside of the township. These
users may spend considerable time in the canyon on a given day, and
there are no convenient public restroom facilities located within the canyon
for use by visitors. Currently the only available restroom facilities are those
at Little Mountain at the top of the canyon and those at Rotary Glen Park,
a Salt Lake City park, at the canyon’s entrance. It is widely believed that
some visitors may simply go discreetly off-trail “in the woods” so to speak
which is not only unsanitary, but also poses a public health risk through
pollution. This project will explore the possibility of establishing a public
restroom(s) in the canyon in a suitable and convenient location.

Timeline
Project added March 2012.
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6. Public Transit Feasibility
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Project Category
Infrastructure

Location
Canyon-wide project

Objective
Examine the feasibility and possibility of public mass transit options and
connections to and for Emigration Canyon Township.

Potential Stakeholders
Salt Lake County, Emigration Planning Commission, Emigration Canyon
property owners, canyon recreational users, the University of Utah

Recommendations
Examine the possibility and feasibility of mass transit options
to, within and from Emigration canyon. For example, a bus
could connect the canyon to the TRAX Line by the University of
Utah and the canyon population might use this as an alternative
transportation method. This may also be utilized by recreational users of
the canyon which could alleviate some traffic and parking issues.

Timeline
Project added March 2012.
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7. Road Safety & Drainage
Improvements
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Project Category
Infrastructure

Location
Localized canyon areas where problems exist - to be determined upon
additional field research and coordination with SLCo Public Works.

Objective
Loose road debris creates a hazard for all vehicles and pedestrians using
Emigration Canyon Road. Many hillside areas are unstable and contribute
to loose debris that ends up on the canyon road, creating a traffic hazard.
The canyon road was re-surfaced in recent years using a Slurry-Seal
process and product that many residents feel was not very durable. This
road surface also chips off and contributes to the traffic hazards. Poor
drainage in some areas of the canyon creates road icing in the winter and
creates a traffic safety issue.

Potential Stakeholders
Salt Lake County, Emigration Township Planning Commission, Emigration
Community Council and Emigration Canyon property owners and
recreational users.

Recommendations
Identifiy problem areas and engineering solutions that would improve
drainage issues in select areas to enhance traffic safety. Explore solutions
to address hillside stabilization issues in problem areas. Identify solutions
to mprove the road surface of Emigration Canyon Road to make it safer for
vehicles, bicycles and pedestrians.

Timeline
Project added March 2012.
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8. Trail and Trailhead
Development
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Project Category
Parks

Location
Various canyon locations.

Objective
Work with Salt Lake County Parks and Recreation to implement the adopted
Emigration Canyon Trails Master Plan and explore the development of additional
formal trailheads.

Potential Stakeholders
Salt Lake County, Emigration Planning Commission, Emigration Canyon property
owners, canyon recreational users.

Recommendations
Explore the development of additional formal trailheads and associated parking
areas to help alleviate current parking issues and problems in some popular areas
that see concentrated use.

Timeline
Project added March 2012.
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9. Wastewater Disposal Best
Practice

Appendix

Project Category
Policy

Location
Canyon-wide project.

Objective
Ensure that septic systems are monitored and maintained at safe operating
conditions to protect the public water quality and Emigration Creek. Explore
the feasibility of developing small sewer systems in parts of the canyon,
including smaller localized systems that service a limited number of
houses.

Potential Stakeholders
Salt Lake County, Emigration Planning Commission, Emigration Canyon
property owners , Salt Lake Valley Health Department, Emigration
Improvement District.

Recommendations
Establish guidelines and a monitoring programs and standards
for septic systems in the canyon. This may be most critical in
stream-side areas. Identify areas where small localized sewer
systems may be feasible in Emigration Canyon.

Timeline
Project added March 2012.
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Project Category
Policy

Location
Settled areas of Emigration Canyon Township that abut undeveloped land
areas.

Objective
Many developed parts of Emigration Canyon share a boundary with natural
and undeveloped areas or wild lands. It has been recommended that Salt
Lake County adopt a set of planning standards for these “wildland-urban
interface” areas to plan for wildfire protection of developed areas from
adjacent undeveloped lands. In addition, homeowner education about
effective vegetation management and other methods that would help
to protect their property in the event of a wildfire are critical elements to
protect the built environment.

Wildfire dangers exist in Emigration
Canyon due to development in the
wildland-urban-interface. Photo:
Jack Christensen)

Potential Stakeholders
Salt Lake County, the U.S. Forest Service, the Bureau of Land
Management, State of Utah Institutional Trust Lands, University of Utah,
and private landowners and developers.

Recommendations
Development of a set of wildland-urban interface standards
(WUI) that regulate development near these areas, and establish standards
for the management of County-owned and managed natural areas is
the goal of this project. Foothills and Canyons Overlay Zone (FCOZ)
regulations should be coordinated with WUI regulations to eliminate any
regulatory conflicts and inconsistencies in terms of vegetation management
for the purposes of facilitating fire protection. A homeowner education
program for fire prevention should be supported to maximize the effectiveness of this project.

Timeline
Project added March 2012.
Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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Project Category
Policy.

Location
Canyon-wide project.

Objective
Human interference into critical wildlife habitat areas and the feeding
of wildlife can create a host of unwanted and unintended problems
and consequences. The object of this project would be to discourage
the feeding of wildlife through an education campaign or other general
information. This will encourage more healthy natural wildlife populations,
and reduce unintended consequences from human interference into
natural systems.

Potential Stakeholders
Salt Lake County, Emigration Township Planning Commission, Emigration
Community Council and Emigration Canyon property owners

Hunting is only allowed in
certain areas of Emigration
Township due to safety
concerns. (Photo: David J.
Gellner, SLCo Planning)

Recommendations
The establishment and adoption of guidelines and information
for wildlife management and discouraging wildlife feeding is the
focus of this project.

Timeline
Project added March 2012.
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Core Concepts
1. The General Plan Map is intended to serve as a guide to areas of
anticipated and desired stability or growth absorption.
2. The General Plan Map should be used in conjunction with the Best
Practices and the Context sections of the General Plan when making
planning decisions.
3. The colors shown on the General Plan Map indicate a range in the
level of stability and intensity of and activity within the Township.
4. The colors shown on the General Plan Map do not relate to any
particular land use or zoning designation.
5. The Zoning Map, rather than the General Plan Map, should be used to
make changes to specific land uses.
6. This General Plan Map format does not allow Planning and
Development Services staff to suggest whether or not a proposed zone
change will be approved.
7. When making planning decisions:
a. Locate the proposed change on the General Plan Map.
b. Determine the anticipated level of stability and intensity
of the area in which the proposed change occurs (Green,
Blue, Yellow, Red, Corridor)
c. Determine if the proposed change would result in a level of
change that is consistent with the General Plan Map.
d. Determine if the proposed change is consistent with

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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the relevant Best Practice(s) Core Concepts and Key
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Questions.
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e. Determine whether or not to recommend or approve the
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proposed change.
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Salt Lake County understands that population growth is inevitable
along the Wasatch Front. Statistics reveal that in the coming years, this
metropolitan area will increase annually by the equivalent population of
Murray City, at approximately 34,000 people. Growth absorption is the only
way to accommodate the population. This General Plan Map illustrates
a new approach that will help plan effectively to focus growth absportion
in key areas while still maintaining open space and other valuable assets
within the community.
Utah State Code Titles 10 & 17 require all cities and counties to have a
General Plan that includes a variety of topics, as well as an Official Map.
This Official Map is often referenced, as it serves as one of the local
government’s most useful tools in guiding future decision-making. The
State Code does not specify what the Official Map should contain, or how
it should be used, but simply states that each General Plan should contain
such a map. The General Plan Map is the “Official Map” per State Code
in the context of this General Plan and future Salt Lake County General
Plans.
Many communities have interpreted this requirement to mean that the
General Plan must contain a map that identifies preferred future land
uses for various parts of the city or county. These maps closely resemble
a zoning map, and have historically given landowners and government
officials a sense for how land uses should transition over time, or remain as
built.
While this form of an Official Map is widely used and familiar, it has some
inherent challenges:
First, by identifying a specific land use on a map, making a change to
an area becomes difficult. These maps are often confused with zoning
maps, and many people feel that a future land use map entitles them to
a particular land use. Property owners often purchase land speculatively
because of an assumption that it will either be rezoned, or will remain as
currently zoned.
A second challenge is that planning commissions and planning staff often
rely too heavily on future land use maps, and use the map as a shortcut to
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more thoroughly examining and evaluating a proposed land use change or
planning recommendation.
Finally, planners and communities are beginning to experience challenges
caused by the traditional (Euclidian) zoning practices that have dominated
community planning for the last century. Separating our communities
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into individual compartments of homogenous land uses has resulted
in increased traffic congestion and accidents, poor air quality, an
unsustainable dependence on fossil fuels, increasing obesity and health
problems, the erosion of a “sense of community,” loss of local businesses
in favor of big box stores with highway access, and loss of open space and
habitat.
The General Plan Map included with this plan essentially focuses on
what degree of change residents can expect in the community. This map
simplifies the anticipated changes in the community, and requires that
decision makers pursue more information about proposed changes.
The General Plan Map uses just a few basic colors to categorize different
areas of the community. Map colors indicate specific areas’ ability to
absorb growth as described by their “level of stability.”
Level of Stability: The level of stability anticipated within specific areas
of the County, as represented on this General Plan Map, is measured in
terms of the following:
▪ Transitions in the intensity, diversity, and distribution of land uses,
▪ Changes in the level of private or public investment,
▪ Changes to the function or design of mobility networks.

Definitions
Green – A Green area is one that has very limited or no potential for
the future absorption of growth. Green areas will experience virtually
no changes to land use or overall character over time. The level of stability
of Green areas is defined as follows:
1) Very limited or no changes in land use may occur. Overall,
land uses in the area/corridor will exhibit little diversity and very
low intensity, with the majority of the area being undeveloped.
Changes will be limited to existing nonconforming uses, leaving the
majority of the area/corridor undeveloped and unchanged.

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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2) Few improvements will occur, and will be limited to maintenance
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or improvement to pedestrian and recreational facilities (trails,
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parking area resurfacing, signage, etc.).
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General Plan Map

3) Mobility networks are limited to access and through roads,
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trails, and parking areas. These areas are primarily visited by foot
(including skis and snowshoes), bicycle, or horse, or traveled past
by vehicle. Public transit may exist on existing established routes.

Blue – A Blue area is one that has limited potential for the
absorption of growth, and is likely to experience only minor changes
in overall character over time. The level of stability of Blue areas is defined
as follows:
1) Subtle changes in land use may occur. Overall, land uses in the
area/corridor will exhibit less diversity and less intensity. Changes
will be limited to a small number of dispersed sites, leaving the
majority of the area/corridor unchanged.
2) Improvements may occur which subtly alter the appearance,
economics, or sustainability of the area/corridor. Most
improvements will consist of individual projects, and may not
require coordination with parcels beyond their immediate vicinity.
3) Mobility networks are less formalized and will remain largely
as built, but minor changes may occur. Public transit typically will
have no dedicated right-of-way.

Yellow – A Yellow area is one that has modest potential for the
absorption of growth, and is likely to experience moderate change
in overall character over time. The level of stability of Yellow areas is
defined as follows:
1) Moderate changes in land uses will occur, and may represent
reasonable changes to the typical land uses for the area/corridor.
Changes may occur in clusters, while the land uses of the overall
area/corridor will remain largely consistent. Growth in these
areas will begin to trend upward, allowing for a transition to more
intensive land uses.
2) Improvements are likely to occur which will moderately alter
the appearance, economics, or sustainability of the area/corridor.
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Improvement will be coordinated, and will begin to create
identifiable places.
3) Mobility networks will become more formalized and connectivity
will become more critical to the success of the area/corridor.
Public transit may have a dedicated right-of-way. Consideration to
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connectivity and walkability will become increasingly important in
these areas/corridors.

Red – A Red area is one that has obvious potential for the future
absorption of growth, and is likely to experience significant change
in overall area character over time. The level of stability of Red areas is
defined as follows:
1) Major changes in land use will occur, and represent a significant
diversion from the typical land uses in the area/corridor. Growth in
these areas will increase, significantly raising the intensity of land
uses. Changes in land uses may affect the majority of the area/
corridor, and are not limited to a specific cluster.
2) Improvements are likely to occur which will significantly alter
the appearance, economics, or sustainability of the area/corridor.
Improvements will have a theme, and will create a destination or
attraction. Development of this area will likely require consolidation
of land and coordinated planning.
3) Mobility networks will be redesigned and will include highly
connected, formalized, and multi-modal facilities. Public transit will
have dedicated or fixed rights-of-way. Walkability and connectivity
are critical to the success of the area/corridor.

Corridor – A Corridor is a linear transportation route, including all
parcels directly adjacent to the roadway. Corridors may have
diverse land uses and functions along their length. Corridors typically
experience change over time, responding to changing market conditions
and new approaches to land use and transportation planning. Because of
their limited access and impact on adjacent land uses, corridors considered
here do not include highways, rail corridors, or other high-speed limited
access roads.
1) Changes occur with some frequency along important corridors.

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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Land uses at important nodes, usually where two major corridors
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intersect, will intensify and absorb significant growth in the
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community. Focusing growth in centers along corridors can create
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walkable neighborhood or town centers, thereby also reducing

General Plan Map

traffic demand along the corridor itself.
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2) Corridor capacity may change over time, thereby affecting
adjacent land uses. Roadway redesign may be recommended
to increase capacity, either for transit improvement, automobile
use, or other transportation modes. Reducing capacity may be
recommended on some corridors in order to reduce speeds where
appropriate.
3) Mobility is a key function of corridors. Corridors will change
over time to include more modes of transportation, improved transit
service, capacity for safe use by cyclists, and improved pedestrian
infrastructure. Each corridor has the goal of becoming a “complete
street,” accommodating all modes of travel.
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5. The Zoning Map, rather than the General Plan Map,
should be used to make changes to specific land uses.
6. This General Plan Map format does not allow staff
at the Planning and Development Services desk to
suggest whether or not a proposed zone change
will be approved.
7. Review Steps:
a. Locate the proposed change on the General
Plan Map.
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Cartographer: Thomas C. Zumbado
Salt Lake County Planning & Development Services
This map was created in conjunction with the offices of the Salt Lake County
Assessor, Auditor, Information Services, Recorder and Salt Lake City Public Utilities.
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b. Determine the anticipated level of stability
and intensity of the area in which the proposed
change occurs.

Roads

Moderate Change
Stable Areas

Township Boundary
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c. Determine if the proposed change would result
in a level of change that is consistent with the
General Plan Map.
d. Determine if the proposed change is consistent
with the relevant Best Practice(s) Core Concepts
and Key Questions.

EMIGRATION CANYON TOWNSHIP RIDGELINE PROTECTION AREAS
The ridgeline protection areas identified on this map were originally adopted as
part of 1999 Emigration Canyon General Plan produced by Salt Lake County
Public Works. At that time, designated ridgelines were identified by the
Emigration Canyon Advisory Committee, Ridgeline Identification Sub-Committee.
These identified Ridgeline Protection Areas have officially been included for
adoption the 2012 Emigration Canyon Township General Plan as identified in the
Goals section of this document.
Ridgelines and protection areas are explained in further detail in the Salt Lake
County Zoning Ordinance, Chapter 19.72 Foothills & Canyons Overlay Zone and
19.73 Foothills & Canyons Site Development and Design Standards.
Cartographer: Thomas C. Zumbado
Salt Lake County Planning & Development Services
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The following is a draft list of Best Practice topics to be explored for
inclusion in future Salt Lake County plans. As with the Best Practice
document itself, this list will continue to change and grow over time, as new
issues arise within the County.

RELATIONSHIPS
County Citizens Community
Councils
Planning Commissions
Board of Adjustment
Redevelopment Authority
Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget
County Council
Stakeholders
Property Owners
Developers
Mayor’s Office (or local jurisdiction services)
Public Works
Community Development Department
Other County Departments and Elected Offices
Planning and Development Services
Utah Department of Transportation
Utah Transit Authority
Wasatch Front Regional Council
Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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PRINCIPLES AND BEST PRACTICES
A
ACCESSORY STRUCTURES
ADA INCLUSIVE ENVIRONMENT
AGRICULTURE
AIR QUALITY
AIRPORTS
ANIMALS
ANNEXATION
APPLICATIONS
ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
ARTS

B
BICYCLE TRANSPORTATION
BILLBOARDS
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
BROWNFIELD DEVELOPMENT
BUILDING CODE – INTERNATIONAL
BUS TRANSIT
BUS RAPID TRANSIT
BUSINESS-RETAIL-COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
BUSINESS LICENSE

C
CANALS
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CAPITAL FACILITES
CENSUS- DEMOGRAPHICS (history and projections)
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CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Projects
General Plan Map

CLEAN-UP (program)

Appendix

COMMERCIAL ZONES (new names based on function not zoning )
COMMUNITY ACTION TEAM (program)
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
COMMUTER RAIL
COMPLETE STREETS
CONDITIONAL USES
CONNECTIVITY
CONVENTION CENTERS
COOPERATIVE COUNTY PLAN
CULTURAL RESOURCES

D
DAY CARE
DEFINITIONS
DENSITY
DESIGN GUIDELINES AND REVIEW
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS
DISASTER MANAGEMENT
DRIVEWAYS
DUMPSTER

E
EASEMENTS
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
ECONOMY
ELECTRICITY (Rocky Mountain Power)

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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F
FEDERAL LANDS
FENCES
FESTIVALS
FIRE
FLOOD CONTROL
FLOOD PLAIN
FOOD PRODUCTION
FOREST SERVICE
FRONT COUNTER

G
GARDENS
GEOLOGY
GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
GREAT SALT LAKE
GRADING
GREEN FIELD DEVELOPMENT

H
HEALTH
HISTORIC PRESERVATION AND CONSERVATION
HOME OCCUPATIONS
HOME OWNERSHIP
HOME OWNER ASSOCIATIONS
HORSE TRAILS
HOSPITALS
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HOTELS
HOURS OF OPERATIONS
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HOUSING (Affordable, Job-Housing Ratio)
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HYDROLOGY
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I
IMPACT FEES
IMPLEMENTATION
INFILL SUBDIVISIONS

JK L
JORDAN RIVER PARKWAY
KEARNS RIVER GAS TRANSMISSION LINE
LAND USE REGULATIONS
LANDFILL
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
LANDSCAPE REGULATIONS
LEED CERTIFICATION
LIGHT RAIL
LIBRARIES
LIGHTING OUTDOORS
LIVE THEATER

M
MIXED USE DISTRICT
MANUFACTURING (not based on zoning)
MARKETING
MARKETS (open air, kids)
MEDICAL SERVICES
MOBILITY: LAND USE-TRANSPORTION MANAGEMENT
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NATURAL HARZARDS
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NEIGHBORHOOD CENTERS
NOISE
NON-COMPLYING STRUCTURES
NON-COMFORMING USES
NUCLEAR WASTE

OP
OFFICIAL MAP
OPEN SPACE
OUTDOOR STORAGE
PARKING
PARKS
PEDESTRIAN TRANSPORTATION
PERMITTED USES
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
PLANNING COMMISSIONS
PUBLIC LANDS
PUBLIC NOTICE
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP

QR
QUALITY GROWTH COMMISSION
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
RECYCLING
RECREATION
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REDEVELOPMENT
RESIDENTIAL ZONES (new names based on function not zoning)
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RIGHT OF WAY PRESERVATION
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER

S
SANITATION
SCHOOLS
SCHOOL SITES-PRESERVATION
SENIOR CENTERS
SENSITIVE LANDS
SEPTIC TANKS
SEWER SERVICE PROVIDERS
SHERIFF
SHOPPING DISTRICT
SIDEWALKS
SIGNS
SMART GROWTH - GROWTH MANAGEMENT
SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS
STORM WATER
STREAM CORRIDORS
STREETS-STREETSCAPES
SUSTAINABILITY
SUBDIVISIONS

T
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TEMPORARY USES
TOWN CENTER

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT
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TREES (Urban Forest/National Forest)
TRUST FOR PUBLIC LANDS

UVW
UNIVERSAL DESIGN
URBAN CENTER
URBAN HEAT ISLAND
URBAN VITALITY
VARIANCES
VILLAGE CENTER
WATER
WATER SERVICE PROVIDERS
WETLANDS
WILDLIFE HABITAT
WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS
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Glossary
A–B
AASHTO:

American Association of State Highway

and Transportation Officials. Sets construction and
design standards for ground, air, rail, water, and public
transportation systems.
Accessible housing: Housing designed to be accessible and
livable for all people, regardless of physical ability.
Accessory dwelling unit: A second dwelling unit on a lot
zoned single-family residential. Usually found attached or
above a garage or secondary structure.
ACCT: Association of Community Councils Together. Local
organization created to communicate and support joint
concerns of community councils to the Salt Lake County
Council.
ACS: American Community Survey. A project of the United
States Census Bureau, replacing the long form of the
decennial census. It is an ongoing statistical survey, thus
providing more current information than the US Census.
Activity center: A community node where important services
are available, such as employment, retail, housing,
education, recreation, worship, and transportation. Activity
nodes may have any variety of uses, and can develop a
distinct character that may focus on one or two uses (such
as employment and housing).
ADA: Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. Civil rights law
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that prohibits discrimination based on disability in certain
circumstances.
AMC: Air Monitoring Center. In the Utah Division of Air
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Quality, the AMC is responsible for operating and

General Plan Map

maintaining an ambient air monitoring network that

Appendix

protects the health and welfare of the citizens of Utah.
The AMC provides air pollution information for the daily
Air Quality, health advisories, winter season woodburn
conditions, and summer season “Ozone Action Day
“(Choose Clean Air Day) alerts. The AMC data is
used to determine the relationship of existing pollutant
concentrations to the National Ambient Air Quality
Standards, to assist in the development of strategies to
reduce pollution levels where necessary, and track the
effectiveness of those strategies.
AMI: Area median income. The income level that divides the
population into two equal groups (i.e. 50% exceed AMI,
50% fall short).
BRT: Bus rapid transit. A transportation system that
incorporates the benefits of light-rail systems, such as
designated right-of-way and limited stops, while using less
expensive bus vehicles.

C
CDA: Community development area. An RDA area that
focuses on general municipal development. Tax increment
is limited to the use of municipal sales and property tax,
unless the other taxing entities choose to opt-in through
interlocal agreement.
CDC: Community Development Corporation of Utah. A nonprofit organization created by the Salt Lake City Council to
develop affordable housing for low income residents.
CDP: Census designated place. A geographical area
identified by the US Census Bureau for statistical
purposes. CDPs are communities that lack separate
municipal governments, but which otherwise physically
resemble incorporated cities.
Cluster Development: Clustered development is a land

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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use tool to preserve open space within individual
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developments. The basic principle of cluster development
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is to group new homes onto part of the development
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parcel, so that the remainder can be preserved as unbuilt

General Plan Map

open space. Typically requires new construction to be
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located on only a portion, typically half, of the parcel. The
remaining open space is permanently protected under a
conservation easement co-signed by a local conservation
commission or land trust, and recorded in the registry of
deeds.
CNI: Capital needs inventory. An analysis to determine future
community needs for infrastructure improvements.
Conservation Easement: Conservation easements are a
useful legal tool to preserve farmland by limiting land
uses. They are used to prevent development or to
preserve scenic, natural, or other values the land may
hold. Once in place, an easement runs with the deed,
and, therefore, future landowners need to abide by the
terms of the agreement. Landowners either donate or
sell a conservation easement to a recipient that holds the
easement and is responsible for monitoring the terms of
the easement for compliance.
COP:

Community oriented policing. Police deputies working

directly with citizens, businesses owners, and schools to
reduce crime.
CPTED: Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design.
A multidisciplinary approach to deterring criminal behavior
through environmental design. CPTED implements design
strategies to promote natural surveillance of the public
realm, aiming to deter criminal behavior from the earliest
design phase of development.

D–G
DEQ: Department of Environmental Quality. Governmental
organization dedicated to preserving nature, including air,
land, and water.
DU/AC: Development units per acre.
EDA: Economic development area. RDA focusing on value-
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added job creation. Retail development is excluded from
tax increment.
EDCU: Economic Development Corporation of Utah. A
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public/private partnership to attract and grow competitive,

General Plan Map

high-value companies and spur development of Utah

Appendix

businesses.
EPA: United States Environmental Protection Agency.
Federal agency established in 1970 to protect human
health by safeguarding the natural environment,
specifically air, land, and water.
ETF: Energy task force. A local task force created to create
and implement community energy policy.
FAR: Floor area ratio. The ratio of the total floor area to the
size of parcel.
FCOZ: Foothills and Canyons Overlay Zone.
FEMA: Federal Emergency Management Agency. US federal
agency created in 1979 to respond to disasters that
overwhelm the resources of local and state authorities.
FHWA: Federal Highway Administration. Division of the US
Department of Transportation that specializes in highway
transportation.
GHG: Greenhouse gases. Gases in the atmosphere
that absorb and emit heat. These include water vapor,
carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, ozone, and
chlorofluorocarbons.
GO bonds: General obligation bonds. A municipal bond
that is secured by a state or local government to use tax
revenues to repay bond holders.
GOPB: Governors Office of Planning and Budget. Office
of the Governor of Utah that provides leadership for the
Governor’s initiatives. Services provided by the GOPB
facilitate the responsible use of the taxpayer’s money,
provide efficient public services, and empower Utah
communities to protect private property rights.

Emigration Canyon Township General Plan
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Historic District Overlay Zone: An Historic District Overlay
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Zone is a land use tool established by a local government.
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The purpose of an historic district overlay zone is to give
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local governments additional tools to ensure the protection
of its local historical resources. An overlay zone, described
below, typically applies additional regulations and
restrictions to properties falling within its boundaries than
those originally required by the base zoning. The actual
restrictions and requirements of an historic district overlay
zone are determined by the local government and adopted
into the zoning code.
HUD: United States Department of Housing and Urban
Development. US federal department created in 1965 to
develop and execute policy on housing and cities.

I–L
IEQ: Indoor environmental quality.
ISB: Intermountain Seismic Belt.
ITS: Intelligent transportation systems.
KID: Kearns Improvement District. A water and sewer utility
serving Kearns Township.
LEED: Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design.
A building rating system developed by the U.S. Green
Buidling Council to provide standards for environmentally
sustainable construction practices.
LID: Low impact development.
Lifecycle housing:

A development strategy to provide

housing choices in each community for people at each
stage of the lifecycle. The goal is to provide a sufficiently
diverse housing stock to allow those who chose to remain
in their community with their established social networks,
regardless of age, ability, or family situation.
Live-work units: Housing units that provide a commercial
workspace (usually ground floor), with an attached living
space (usually above the workspace).
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LOS: Level of service. A measure of effectiveness traffic
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of transportation infrastructure. The system ranks
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M
MBA: Municipal building authority lease revenue bonds.
Mixed-Use Development:

Mixed use refers to the combining

of retail/commercial and/or service uses with residential or
office use in the same building or on the same site in one
of the following ways:
1) Vertical Mixed Use. A single structure with the above
floors used for residential or office use and a portion of
the ground floor for retail/commercial or service uses.
2) Horizontal Mixed Use – Attached. A single structure,
which provides retail/commercial or service use in
the portion fronting the public or private street with
attached residential, or office uses behind.
3) Horizontal Mixed Use – Detached. Two (2) or more
structures on one (1) site which provide retail/
commercial or service uses in the structure(s) fronting
the public or private street, and residential or office
uses in separate structure(s) behind or to the side.
Mixed use is a key component of many current
development trends, including Transit Oriented
Development (TOD), Traditional Neighborhood
Development (TND), Livable Communities, and Smart
Growth principles. The benefits of Mixed Use include:
activating urban areas, increasing housing options,
reducing auto dependence, increasing travel options,
and creating a local sense of place. Mixed use can
be developed at a variety of scales, from building, to
parcel, and walkable or transit area.
MLS: Multiple listing service. The electronic database that
includes real estate property sales listings.
MPO: Metropolitan planning organization. The transportation
policy-making organization for a metropolitan area
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made up of representatives from local government and
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in 1962 for any urbanized area with a population greater
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than 50,000. Salt Lake County is a member of the
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Wasatch Front Regional Council MPO.
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MSA: Metropolitan statistical area. A geographical area of
high population density.

N
NEPA: National Environmental Policy Act of 1970. Law that
established federal policy promoting enhancement of the
environment and evaluation of environmental impacts on
proposed federal agency actions.
NRHP: National Register of Historic Places is the United
States’ official list of districts, sites, buildings, structures,
and objects worthy of preservation. Administered by the
National Park Service, the Register was authorized under
the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. Its goals
are to coordinate and help groups such as the National
Trust for Historic Preservation identify and protect historic
sites in the United States.
NHD: National Historic Districts are neighborhoods, or
districts, that contain a certain percentage of contributing
historic structures, that have been nominated and federally
accepted as part of the National Register of Historic
Places. Districts are typically designated when there are
too many historic structures to realistically nominate them
all individually for the National Register of Historic Places.
NRPA: National Recreation and Park Association.
Organization that provides information and services to
communities to raise awareness of the environment,
focusing on construction of parks and recreational
facilities.

O
Overlay (Floating) Zone: The overlay, or floating, zone
concept allows for districts that are not delineated on the
zoning map. The boundaries of these zones are somewhat
flexible, and allow the City to identify additional allowable
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land uses in areas to be determined as long as they meet
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certain criteria. The most common use of the concept
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of the overlay zone is the over-laying of standards that
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change or are added to the standards of the underlying
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district. This concept works well in areas in which there
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may be sensitive lands, natural hazards, and other

Appendix

characteristics of merit such as historical architecture.
Areas in which the potential for such conditions to exist are
graphically identified on the zoning and comprehensive
plan land use maps, showing both the base zoning and the
area over which the overlay regulations apply.

P
PCD: Planned community development.
Performance Zoning: Performance zoning differs from
all other forms of zoning (Euclidian, Conditional, and
Form-Based) because it is based on standards designed
specifically to meet a wide range of established goals.
For instance, rather than using a conventional land use
map with well intended transition districts or a conditional
approval process in an attempt to avoid land use conflicts
through rezoning, and lengthy use restrictions, or public
hearing processes, performance zoning directly addresses
conflicts in use by implementing design standards that
eliminate and/or mitigate such conflicts. Performance
zoning is designed to evaluate the context and
compatibility of uses within their environment, as opposed
to whether or not a use should be permitted. The premise
of performance zoning is that land use is irrelevant when it
is designed to respect the built and natural environments.
In fact, it is not the use itself that determines compatibility;
instead, it is the design and intensity of the use, which may
be effectively addressed by performance standards.
PM10: Particulate matter sized 10 micrometers or less. Tiny
particles suspended in the air, generated most commonly
from the burning of fossil fuels. Prolonged exposure can
lead to asthma, cardiovascular disease, and permanently
reduced lung capacity.
POP: Problem oriented policing.
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PSC: Public service commission. In Utah, the PSC regulates
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privately owned utilities.
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PUD: Planned unit development. A means of land regulation
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promoting large scale, unified land development, including
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the clustering of residential land uses with access to
common open space.
PV: Photovoltaics. Technology converting sunlight directly
into electricity.

Q-R
QCEW: Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages.
RDA: Redevelopment agency. Local governmental body
using public funds to redevelopment blighted areas of the
community.
Receiving Area: Part of a Transferrable Development Rights
program. The receiving area is an area identified by a
governmental body for potential increased development.
This is the area to which development rights are
transferred in order to achieve greater development
densities and intensities.

S
SAA: Special assessment area. Financing mechanism that
allows governmental entities to designate a specific area
which will be benefited by public improvements.
Sending Area: Part of a Transferrable Development Rights
program, the sending area is an area identified by a
governmental body for preservation. This is the area
from which development rights are transferred in order
to protect the resources and desirable values of the
area (e.g. open space, wetlands, forests, scenic areas,
agricultural value).
SID: Special improvement district.
SNAP: Student Neighborhood Access Program.

T
TAZ: Traffic analysis zones. Unit of geography used in
transportation planning models, constructed using census
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block information. Size of TAZ may vary, but usually are
inhabited by no more than 3,000 people.
TCI: Town center intersection.
TDM: Transportation demand management.
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TEC: Taxing Entities Committee.
TIF: Tax increment financing. A public funding mechanism
used for redevelopment in a community, using future gains
in property tax value to finance current improvements. TIF
dedicates tax revenue from added property values due to
publicly funded improvements to pay for the cost of those
improvements.
TOD: Transit-oriented development. A development pattern
focused on transit-supportive community building,
promoting walkability and transit connections, rather than
automobile based development patterns.
TDR: Transferrable Development Rights is defined as, the
transferring of development rights from one parcel of land
to another through a program created by a government
body intend to preserve certain undeveloped areas,
stimulate growth and development in other areas, and
compensate the owners for the transferred value of their
lands.

U–Z
UDOT: Utah Department of Transportation.
Universal design:

Universal design strives to be a broad-

spectrum solution that produces buildings, products and
environments that are usable and effective for everyone,
not just people with disabilities.
URA: Urban renewal area. RDA focusing on the renewal of
a blighted area through the removal of blight conditions.
Use of eminent domain is permitted under certain
circumstances.
UTA: Utah Transit Authority. The operator of the public
transportation system along the Wasatch Front, operating
buses, light rail trains, and commuter rail.
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VMT: Vehicle miles travelled.
WaQSP: Water Quality Stewardship Plan. A Salt Lake County
plan intended to enhance and support watershed functions
of the region.
Watershed: The extent of land where water from rain or
snowmelt drains downhill into a body of water, such as a
river, reservoir, lake, or ocean.
WFRC: Wasatch Front Regional Council. The local
metropolitan planning organization for the Wasatch Front
area.
Workforce housing: Housing designed and constructed
to be affordable to the local workforce, particularly those
in public service, such as policemen, firemen, or school
teachers.
ZAP: Zoo, Arts, and Parks. Fund created by Salt Lake
County to fund local cultural organizations and projects.
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Best Practice
Icon

Template: Best Practices

Purpose Statement

Contents:

The Purpose Statement of each Best Practice is a short paragraph of

Core Concepts

1

Key Questions

2

Subheader

3

Subheader

4

Subheader

10

Resources

31

text explaining the importance of the Best Practice topic, and why it is of
relevance for local planning processes and decision-making processes.

Core Concepts
The Core Concepts section is a numbered listing of the most important
elements in implementing the Best Practices for the topic. They are the
top five to fifteen things a decision-maker or planner needs to know about
the topic. Core concepts should be concise, to the point, and quickly
summarize the Discussion section.

Key Questions
The Key Questions section is a series of questions to be relied upon by
Planning Commissioners, County Council members, Community Council
members, developers and applicants, and the all County administrators
and staff when making planning decisions. This “cheat sheet” identifies the
questions to be asked when reviewing any proposal or plan to determine

Related Best Practices:

whether it meets the intent of the Best Practice Core Concepts. A single
list of questions, which every stakeholder and decision-maker responds
to, evens the communication playing field and facilitates good decisionmaking.
Any Best Practices with additional
information on any of the
subsections of this Best Practice
should be included here.
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Discussion
The Discussion section of each Best Practice is a brief primer on the Best
Practice topic. It explains the various components of planning for the Best
Practice topic, and elaborates on each of the Core Concepts.
This section exists to offer the reader or decision-maker the rationale
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behind each of the Core Concepts; an explanation of additional concepts,
strategies, and best practices; and to direct the reader toward additional
sources if they would like more information.
Key graphics, diagrams, and images are an important piece of the Best
Practice discussion section. An overall goal of the General Plan is to
provide a plan that is accessible, easy to understand, and simple to use.
In that vein, diagrams and photographs are useful to help explain more
complex concepts, as well as provide model places to emulate.
The actual text of the Core Concepts should be included in the Discussion
section. In most cases, the individual Core Concepts should serve as the
first sentence of a section of text explaining the ideas behind the Core
Concept.

Resources
The Resources section is a numbered list of works cited and additional
resources pertaining to the Best Practice topic. The Resources should be
organized into two sections of endnotes (listed in order of reference), and
additional resources (organized alphabetically).

1. Endnote citation

Other Resources:
Additional resource citation.
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Template: Projects
Project Category
This section notes the type of project. Categories have been defined as
Corridors, Development, Land Use, Parks Recreation and Open Space,
Policy, and Infrastructure.

Location
This section notes the physical location of the proposed capital project.

Include an image/map of

For plans, studies, and ordinances that may cover a larger area, or the

the project location, when

Township as a whole, this section refers to the scope of the project.

applicable.

Objective
This section defines the purpose of the proposed project, or why it is
needed.

Potential Stakeholders
This section identifies any potential stakeholders that may be involved
in project planning or implementation. Planning Commissions and the
County Council are considered decision-making bodies.

Recommendations
This section includes any additional information needed to explain
the ideas behind the proposed project. Simple suggestions or
recommendations may be offered, but this section is not intended to
replace further study and analysis. Each project sheet should be kept to a
single page whenever possible, so lengthy discussions about the project
should be developed when the project is initiated.

Timeline
This section denotes the anticipated timeline of the project, near term, mid
term, or long term.

Project added (adoption month and year).
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